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PRACTICAL TELEVISION
USED !BULLARD
GUARANTEED
TUBES
3 MONTHS

with heater cathode short.
M.W. 31/74 12fn. bent gun,
£3.17.6. P. & P. 7/6 extra.
M.W. 31;16 12m. bent gun,
£3.17.6. P. & P. 7/6 extra.
M.W. 22/16 9in. bent gun,
£1.17.6. P. & P. 7/6 extra.
Any of the above complete
with Line E.H.T. trans.
9
KV. Ferrocart core.

Line and width control

scan coils and frame 0/P
trans. 35/- extra.

BOTH GENERATORS GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS
COMPLETELY BUILT SIGNAL GENERATOR

PATTERN GENERATOR

Coverage 120 Ka's-320 Ko/s, 300 Kale -900 Kc/s, 900 Kcis-2.75 Mc/s,
2.75 Mc/s-8.5 Mc/s, 8.5 Mc/s-25 McIs, 17 Mc/s-50 Mc/s, 25.5 Mc/s-75

40-70 Mors direct calibration, checks frame and line time base,
frequency and linearity, vision channel alignment, sound channel

switch, variable A.F. output and moving coil output meter.

Silver plated coils, black crackle finished case 10 x 61 x 41in. and
white front panel. A.C. mains 200/250 volts. This instrument will
align any T.V. receiver, accuracy plus or minus 1%, Cash price
£3.19.6 or 29/- deposit and 3 monthly payments of £1. P. & P. 4/ extra.

McIs. Metal case 10 k 69 x 4/in. Size of scale 61 x 311n., 2 valves
and rectifier. A.C. mains 230-250 v. Internal modulation of 400
e.p.s. to a depth of 30 per cent., modulated or urunodulated, R.E.
output continuously variable 100 milli volts. C.W. and mod.

Black crackle finished ease and white panel. Accuracy plus or
minus 2%. 24/19/6, or 34/. deposit and 3 monthly payments 251..
P. & P. 4/- extra.

PERMEABILITY TUNED T.V. UNIT

and sound rejection circuits and vision channel band width.

Ion Traps for Mullard or English Electric tubes, 5/, Post paid.
T.V. Coils; moulded former, iron cored, wound for rewinding
Purposes only. All -can 1,11n. x tin., 1/- each ; 2 iron -cores Ali can, 21in. x tin.. 1/6 each.
Dubilier .001 10kV. working, 3/6.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS

89 Mcls
Input 300 ohm balanced line, coverage 54 Mcls
and 174 Mc/s-217 Mc/s. Vision I.F. :-45 Mc/s, sound 40.5
Mc/s. Uses 6AK5 RF valve, 6AK5 as mixer, and 604 oscillator.
Dimensions
9in.
wide,
Provision for auto -gain control.
6/in. deep. 4in. high, 9in. blank -scale. Width including
scale -overlap 14in. Four stages permeability tuned. Complete with 3 valves. P. S. P. 3/-. 62.19.0.

Used Mazda C.11.11. 123 Cathode heater short aluminised.
Cornplet3 with rubber mask. Else P.M. focus unity scan coils,
low line, low frame and frame 0/P traria., 65.10.0. P. & P. 7/6.
USED 9in. TUBE 22/14C with ion burn, 17/3. Post paid.
USED Mullard 12in, with ion burn, 50,-. P. & P. 7/6.
T.V. Convertor for the new commercial stations cbmplete with
2 valves. Frequency : can he set to any channel within the 186196 Mc/s band. LF. : will work into any existing T.V. receiver
designed to work between 92-68 Me/s. Sensitivity 10 Maly with any
00 ohm
normal T.V. set. Input : arranged for 300 ohm feeder. Circuit
feeder can be used with slight reduction in R.E. gain.
E'EN) as local oscillator. ECC31 as R.F. amplifier and mixer. The
gain of the first stage, grounded grid'Ft..F. amplifter 10 db, Required power supply of 203 v. D.C. at 25 mA., 0.3 v. A.C. at 0.6 amp.
Input filter ensuring complete freedom from unwanted signals.
2 simple adjustments only. £2.10.0 P. & P. 2'8.
Line and 19.11.T. Transformer. 91;:V. Ferrocart core. EY51 heater
winding. complete with scan coils and frame output transforrher

and line and width control. £2.5.0. P. & P. 3'-.
As above but complete with line and frame blocking transformers, 5 henry 250 inA. choke, 100 mfd. and 150 mfd. 350 wkg.,
380 mA. A.C. ripple. £2.19.6. P. & P. 3/-.

Standard wave -change Switches, 4 -pole 3 -way, 1/9 5 -pole
3 -way, .119: 3 -pole 3 -way. 1/9 9 -pole 3 -way, 316 Miniature
:

;

type, long spindle 3 -pole 4 -way, 4 -pole 3 -way and 4 -pole 2 -way.
2/6 each. 2 -pole 11 -way twin wafer, 5/-; 1.pole 12 -way single
wafer, 51-. P. & P. 3d.

T.V. Filter in lightly tinted perepex, size 13!, a 11 x 3/16in., 4/6.
USED metal rectifier, 250 v. 150 mA., 606.

R. and A.T.V. energised 6Hn. Speaker with 0/P Trans., field
coil 175 ohms. Requires minimum 150 mA. to energise maximdm
current 250 mA. 9/6. P. & P. 2/8.

and A.M.E. 6/in, with otp Trans., 440 ohms field: 10/6
plus 2/6 P. & P.
Combined 12in. Mask and Escutcheon in lightly tinted pdrs-

pex. New aspect, edged in brown. Fits on front of cabinet. 12/8.
As above for 15in. tube. 17/6,
Frame Oscillator Blocking Trans., 416 each.

Smoothing Choke, 250 mA.. 5 henry. 8/6 ; 250 mA., 10 henry, 10/6;'

Wide Angle P.M. Focus Unit, Vernier adj., state tube, 250..

Primary, 200-250 v. P. & P. 2/-.
300-0-300, 100 mA., 6 v. 3 amp., 5 v. 2 amp., 22/6.
Drop thro' 350-0-350 v. 70 mA., 6 v. 2.5 amp., 5 v..2 amp.. 14/8.
Drop thro' 250-0-250 v. 80 mA., 6 v. 3 amp., 5 v. 2 amp.. 14,6.
260-0-280, drop through, 80 mA., 6 v. 3 amp., 5 v. 2 amp., 14/6.
250-0-250 80 mA., 6 v. 4 amp., 14/-.
Drop thro' 270-0-270 80 mA., 6 v. 3 amp., 4 v. 1.5 amp.. 13/6.
Drop thro' 270-0-270 60 mA., 6 v. 3 amp. 11/6.
250 s". 350 mA., 6.3 v. 4 a., twice 2 v. 2 a.. 19/6.
Semi -shrouded drop -through 380-0-380 120 mA., 6.3 v. 3 amp.,
5 v. 2 amp., 25/-.
Auto -trans. Input 200/250, H.T. 500 v.,-250 mA., 6 v. 4 a., twice
2 v. 2 a.. 19/6.
250-0-250, 60 mA., 6.3 v. 1.5 a., 0-5-6.3 v. 1.5 a.. 10:6.

Auto Trans. Input 2000250. H.T. 350 v. 350 mA. Separate L.T.

6.3 v. 7 a., 6.3 v. 1 I amp:, 5 v. 3 amp., 25;-. P. & P. 3
Heater Transformer. Pri 2301250v. 6v-1/ amp..6 2v. 2 amp., 51,
Fri. 200/250. Secondary 9 v. 3.5 amp., 6.3 V. 3 amp., 12.B.
Pri. 230 v. Sec. 500-0-500 and 500-0-500 250 mA., both windings.
4 v. 3 amp., 4 v. 3 amp.. 39;6. P. ac P. 5/-.
Fully -shrouded screened primary 13 v. 1 amp.. 706.Input 210, 220, 230 and 240. Sec. 600-0:600. 275 mA-., and 200 v. at
30 mA., complete with separate heater transformer. Input
210, 220, 230, 240. Sec. 6.3 v. 2 amp. three times, 0, 9, 0.3 v. at 3
amp. and 5 v. 3 amp., 45'-. P. &
51-.
Input 210, 220. 230, 240. Sec. 350-0-350 100 inA., with separate
heater transformer. Fri. 210. 220, 230, 240. Sec. 6.3 v. 2 ant.,
6.3 v. 3 amp., 4 v. 6 amp., and 5 v. 2 -amp.. 30,.. , P. & P. 5/-.

Mains Transformers, ,chassis, mounting feet and voltage

Panel. Primaries 200/250.
35070-350 75 inA., 6.3 v. 3 a. tap. 4 V. 6.3 v. 1 a., 13/6.
500-0-500125 mA., 4 v. C.T. 4 a.. 4 v. 0.T. 4 a., 4 v. C. T. 2.5 a.. 27,6.
500-0-500 250 mA., 4 v. C.T. 5 a.. 4 v. C.T. 5 a., 4 v. C.T., 4 a., 39/8.
Valve Holders, moulded octal 0 mid., 500v. wkg., wire ends 2.6
Mazda and loctal, 7d. each. 8 mid., 350 v. who., tag ends 1.6
Pm:ohm octal Mazda and 50 mfd.,
wkg. wIre ends 1'9
loctal, 4d. each.
Moulded 100 mfd., 350 wkg.
4,137G, B8A and B9A, 7d. each. 100 mfd., 450 v. wkg., 280
B7G moulded with- screening
mA., A.C. ripple
can. 1/6 each.
150 mfd., 350 v. wkg., 280
32 mfd., 350 wkg.
mA., A.C. ripple _
.. 2/4/6

.3/11

16 a"24, 350 wkg.

4 mfd., 200 wkg.
40 mfd., 400 wkg.

..

16,8 mfd., 500 wkg.

16 <16 mfd., 500 wkg.
16, 16 mfd., 450 wkg.
32x 32 mfd , 350 wkg.

.

.. 5/9
..
.

32,02 mid., 350 wkg., and

3'9
4/-

100 +200 mfd.: 350 wkg.
16+16 mfd., 350 wkg.
50 raid., 180 wkg.
65 mfd., 220 wkg.
8 mid., 150 wkg.
60 + 100 mfd., 280 wkg.
50 mfd., 12 wkg.

903

.

.

3/3

1'9
.

.

16
16
6

32+32 mid. min. 275 wkg. 4 25 mfd., 25 wkg.
.. 6,6 50 mfd., 50 wkg.
...
1'9
25 mfd., 25 wkg.
...110. Miniature
wire
ends
250 mfd.,
moulded, 100 pf., 500 Pf.,
16 mfd., 5110 wkg., wire ends 3/3
.
.
Where cost and packtng charge is 7 of stated, please add lib up to 10/,
21- up to £1 and 2/6 up to £2. .4 t enquiries S.A.E. Lists 5a. each,

23 HIGH
R

1/3
3/6
4/6
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Bigger and Better Pictures
Shortly available-The BRIMAN
21 -in
C21 PM
TELETUBE

HIM

WITH

This Rectangular Wide Deflection Teletube with Aluminized Screen and external
Conductive Coating, operates at 16 kV. It is fitted with an improved tetrode
gun

assembly

giving

excellent

overall

focus

minimum

and

Brimar have developed poWerful valves suitable for

use with existing or future types with larger screen areas
6CD6G/SOCD6G (AC/DC)-Line Output Valves with a peak
current of 1 amp. and plenty of power in hand for wide

astigmatism.

Valves for the BAND III CONVERTOR
(for 6 volt operation)
*ECC84--Consists of two separate high
slope triode units designed for use
as a V.H.F. cascode amplifier.

angle scanning.

*ECF82-is a triode pentode frequency

6U4GT-Efficiency Diode-The high working peak heater

RM5-H.T. Rectifier-A worthy successor to the RM4, with

changer featuring a high slope triode
and a high slope pentode with a high
input impedance.
6BW7-The 6BW7 is recommended in
areas where extra sensitivity is
required. It has a slope of 9.3 mAJV

a rating of 300 mA. This rectifier has a reserve of power
and should be used initially in equipment so that additional valves may be added if required without redesigning
the power supply stages.

The PCC84 and PCF82 are .3 amp equivalents of
these types and are suitable for equipments where

to cathode potential renders a separate highly insulated
heater supply unnecessary.

R19-E.H.T. Rectifier-A replacement for the American
IX2A but with higher Ratings.

with anode and screen voltages of
180v.

series connected valves are used.

5totidOrd TeiephOrie5 and Caide5 Limited FOOTSCRAY, SIDCUP, KENT.
THE HANDSOME

MAKERS' SURPLUS
COMPONENT BARGAINS
WIDE ANGLE 38 mm.

"ROTHESAY"
CABIN ET

Absolutely rigid construction with lin.

Line E.H.T. trans., ferrox-

finest laminated woods.
veneered in walnut.
Polished light, medium

.
cube core. 9-16 kV ...
Scanning Coils, low imp.
line and frame
Frame Output Transformer
Scanning Coils low imp. line
and frame
Frame or line blocking osc.
transformer ...
Focus Magnets Ferrox-dure...
P.M. Focus Magnets. Iron
Duomag Vocalisers ...
300 riVa. Smoothing chokes...

or dark shade. Fitted
gold anodised speaker
grille.

The

C.R.T.

aperture frame is detachable, supplied to
order to suit any size
tube.
Outside dim. 341in.
high. 211in. wide. 2liin.
deep.
Inside 18 lin.
wide. 196 in. deep. Size

Lasky's Price
Z9 .19 . 6

SPECIAL
OFFER
MULTI -TEST METERS
1.000 ohms per volt. Basic movement 3in. 400 micro -amp., AC/DC
0-5,000v. 0-1 amp.
11 switched
ranges ; 100,000 ohms and 1 meg.
also decible range. In polished wood
carrying case (6 x 61 x 4in. closed).
with leather handle and space for
test leads. Made In U.S.A. New and

unused but cases slightly soiled.

LASKY'S PRICE 95/.
Post & Insur.. 316.

TEST LEADS, 3/6 extra.
CRYSTAL DIODES
Glass type, wire ends. 116 each.
Higher Grades. 12 Assorted for
30/-. Post free.

214.9.6.

.64441itaW
Available on H.P.
terms.

CONVERT YOUR "VIEW MASTER"
TO 14, 16 or 18in. SCREEN
Wide Angle Conversion Kit using only W/13 components

as specified, viz., line trans., filament trans., frame
trans., scanning coils, width and linearity controls,

focus magnet, ion trap. 1-K3/100. 1-K3140 metal rectifiers. 1-6CD6, 1-6U4GT valves. 3 resistors, 9 condensers.
Complete parcel including valves and data book.

A7 19 6

Po2st ex& Pkg.

/6
tra.
" View Master " Conversion Booklet, 3/6 post free.

SPECIAL PURCHASE OF ALL MAIL ORDERS
16in. C.R. TUBES. FamouS TO HARROW ROAD
make offered at nearly Half Price. Metal cone, .3 amp.
heater. e.h.t. required 10-14
Kv.

Limited quantity only.

LASKY'S PRICE 41219.6
Carr. & Ins. 22/6 ex.

251-

25/10/6
17/6
4/6
25/1916
2916
151-

Electromagnetic focus coil.
with combined scan coils. 25/STANDARD 35 mm.

of top 221in. x 211in.
Carriage 15/- extra.
With full length doors.

Footscray 3333

Line Output Transformers.

No E.H.T.
Line Output Transformers
6-9 kV. E.H.T. and 6.3v.
winding. Ferrox-cube
Scanning coils. Low imp. line
and frame
...
...
Ditto by Igranic..
..
Frame or line blocking. oscil-

12/6
19/6
12/6
14/6

lator transformer ...
... 4'6
Frame output transformer ... 7/6
Focus Magnets :
Without Vernier
...
12/6
With Vernier ...
17/6
Focus
Coils.
Electromagnetic
12(6
Smoothing. chokes... .10/6
200 in
SALE OF REMAINDER OF OUR
12in. " VIEW MASTER" STOCK.
MOSTLY HALF PRICE OR LESS.
Write for list

(MARROW ROAD) LTD.,
all day LASKY'S
370, HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, W.9.
SAT.
Telephone : CUNningham 1979-7214.
Half day
42, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.1.
Thurs.
Telephone : MUSeum 2605.
Open
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KT55 output vaive

The new Osram KT55 beam tetrode has a heater rating of
0.3A, 52V. It is intended for use in a series heater chain for
either DC or AC/DC mains amplifiers.
Outstanding characteristic is its high power output (25 watts

per pair) with minimum distortion at comparatively low
H.T. voltage (200V).
The Osram KT55 will form a popular companion -type to the
well-known KT66: Two valves, type KT55, will supersede the

need for four valves, type KT33C, in AC/DC amplifiers
required to deliver up to 25 watts at 200 volts.
KT55. List price: 25/- plus P. Tax 8/2

0..,
N.P,

HEATER

view from

A

0.3

Ih

underside of
base KT55

Vh52..............................V

TYPICAL OPERATION

h

I et
'
r o leer connection.nless
u
Push-pull.

otherwise stated.

Data

MaxQuiescent

Ve(b)

V.

225
200 .

Va
yin (gi-gi) (pk)

Vgl (approx.)-20.5
la

.220..

signal
i
115
.190.

Quiescent
.V
V

1g2

mA

175...............175..............0

RL (a-a)
.28.8
V
-23.5............V
225
mA

signaliea

15 ..................45

Rk (per valve)

kn

2

Post

......25............._W

Zout

.9

..kn

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD., MAGNET HOUSE, KIN GSWAY, W.C.2

PREMIER RADIO COMPANY
(Regd.) B. H. MORRIS & CO. (RADIO) LTD.

OPEN TILL
6

P.M. SATURDAYS

(Dept. P.T.) 207, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2

The NEW

Telephone

AMBASSADOR 4033
PADDINGTON 3271

PREMIER TELEVISOR

SUITABLE FOR USE WITH THE ENGLISH ELECTRIC. CATHODE
RAY TUBE T901 OR ANY POPULAR WIDE ANGLE TUBE
20 valves (plus tube) Superhet Receiver, tunable from 40-68 MO without coil or core
changing. Wide angle scanning Flyback EHT giving 14 kV. Duomag Focaliser, permanent.;

magnet focussing with simple picture centring adjustments, suitable for any wide angle
Tube, may also be used with a 12 in. Tube with very minor modifications.
VISION CIRCUIT. Common RF Amplifier, single valve frequency changer, two IF
stages, Video Detector and Noise Limiter followed by special type of Video Output
Valve. ALL COILS PRE -TUNED ASSURING ACCURATE ALIGNMENT AND EXCELLENT BANDWIDTH.

SOUND CIRCUIT. Coupling from anode of frequency changer, two IF stages

Double Diode Triode detector and first LF Amplifier, Diode Noise Limiter and Beam
type Output Valve, feeding a 10in. Speaker. ALL COILS PRE -TUNED.
TIME BASES. 2 valve sync. Separator, giving very firm lock and excellent interlace.

LINE TIME BASE. Blocking Oscillator using a pentode driving a high efficiency
output stage comprising Ferroxcu be Cored Output Transformer with Booster Diode.
FRAME TIME BASE. Blocking'Oscillator driving a Beam Output Valve coupled

through a Transformer to the high efficiency FERROXCUBE Cored Scanning Coils.
POWER PACK. Double wound Mains Transformer supplying all L.T. and H.T. using
two full -wave Rectifiers.
The Televisor may be constructed in 5 easy stages : (I) Vision, (2) Time Base,

MULTI -CHANNEL TUNER
AVAILABLE SHORTLY
WATCH FOR ANNOUNCEMENT

(3) Sound, (4) Power Pack, (5) Final Assembly. Each stage is fully covered in the
Instruction Book, which includes layout, circuit diagrams and point-to-point wiring
instructions. The Instruction Book also includes full details for converting existing
Premier Magnetic Televisors for use with modern wide angle tubes. All components
All preset controls can be adjusted from the front,
are individually priced.
making setting up very simple.
Send Stamp For Latest Catalogue
Instruction book 3/6, Post Free.
Console Cabinets in figured walnut can be supplied for the above receiver at a cost
of 613/101-, plus 21/- pkg. & carr. H.P. Terms for cabinet on request.

-

tbo

ac
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MANUFACTURERS of TV receivers and will be recalled that it was announced at the end
equipment are now well advanced in of 1954 that the additional hour introduced on
their plans to enable the viewing public September 1st, 1954, into the morning transto receive the I.T.A. programmes, which are due missions on week days would be continued until
to commence in September. The receivers not April 30th. But in order to assist the radio
already designed for these programmes will need industry and trade to test and adjust television
an adaptor or to be adapted, and it is clear that receivers the date has been extended as stated
a special aerial will also be required. We shalt, above, subject of course to any interruption that
therefore, review in a later issue the arrangements might be necessary for technical reasons.
made by the various manufacturers for the
adaptation of their receivers. We shall also " TELEVISION PRINCIPLES AN )

describe how to make an I.T.A. adaptor, the PRACTICE "-NEW EDITION
design for which is now complete and awaits test.
At this stage it is impossible to say whether the

I.T.A. programmes will appeal to the public to
the extent anticipated. It is obvious that the price
of programme time-nearly a thousand pounds
a minute-will place the new service in the hands
of large advertisers only. Such advertisers are
unlikely to continue to spend such large sums of
money merely to provide an alternative service

at no cost to the State or to the viewer. A
manufacturer must recover his costs, and it

is

problematical whether results in the form of sales
will be sufficient to warrant such a large outlay.
It is possible that advertisers will find that older

THE second edition of Television Principles and

-IPractice is now available at 25s. from
booksellers (or 25s. 6d. from the offices of this
journal). It has been fully revised and -includes
a dictionary of television terms. The contents
are : The Television System ; The Television
Camera ; From Transmitter to Receiver ; Projection Receivers ; Stereoscopic and Colour
Television ; Time Bases ; D.C. Receivers ;
Aerials ; A London -Birmingham Converter ;
Servicing '; Interference ; A Pattern Generator ;
Choosing -a Receiver ; The Beveridge Report.
We also publish Practical Television Circuits
at 15s. or 15s. 6d. by post. It contains instruc-

forms of advertising are still the best means of tions for building a number of cheap receivers and

a spot wobbler, a black spotter, E.H.T. generators,
The amount of " plugging " to be permitted a pattern generator and pre -amplifiers.
in these programmes is to be severely limited and INDEX FOR VOLUME 5
such as will be permitted must be on a dignified
issue commences Volume 6. Indexes for
scale. No doubt the whole of the I.T.A. pro- THIS
Volume 5 will be available shortly at 1 s. 1 d.

bringing home the bacon.

gramme arrangements and regulations will be
reviewed after the first year. It seems a pity,
however, that cost will preclude many small
firms from taking advantage of this naw method
of expanding their businesses. It might to some

by post from the offices of this journal. Readers
who wish to have their copies bound will be glad to
know thafwe have made arrangements with Hazell,

Watson and Viney, Ltd., 52, Long Acre, W.C.2,
to undertake the binding of your issues in comindeed seem unfair that large concerns should be plete volumes with the appropriate index. If you
virtually granted a monopoly merely because are desirous of having your parts bound, Messrs.
their purses are larger.
Hazell, Watson and Viney will be pleased to let
you have a quotation for the work on receipt of
TELEVISION TRADE TEST
an inquiry. Those readers who prefer to have
TRANSMISSIONS
their copies bound by a local bookbinder can
WE are glad that "the BBC has decided that the obtain not only the above -mentioned index but
existing schedule of Trade Test transmis- also an index for any previous volume from us
sions are to continue until August 31, 1955. It direct for Is. 1 d. each. - F. J. C.

"
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Experimental Video and Sync Amplifier
CIRCUITS FOR PROVIDING IMPROVED PICTURE QUALITY IN POOR RECEPTION AREAS

distinct from predominately flat areas,
AMATEUR television constructors share in example-as
common with fishermen a distressing tendency distance bears little relationship to the prevailing
signal strength, and the terms " fringe area " and
towards exaggeration and tall stories.

reception " can be very misleading.
The tale of " the picture we had last week " is " long-distance
The increasing popularity of " fly -wheel " sync
getting as common as " the one that got away."
These candid comments apply only to the " fringe in commercial " tringe area " receivers and their
inherent immunity from line tearing has " laid by
area " man.
Seriously though, it is surprising how few home the heels " the generally accepted belief that a

constructors care to view Test Card " C "-assuming,
of course, the meagre showings by the .134C of this
almost indispensable card are convenient for them
to do so.

The most common picture defects met with in

fringe areas, apart from fading signals, are " snow,"

H.T+

47Kfl
/'watt
Philips type
trimmer

,37SiuN.
170/u/.

line tearing and poor resolution-the latter usually

being excused (or considered necessary) to minimise
the former.

Line tearing is a fault which should only be met

with in weak signal areas, as its primary cause

Detector

-

is random " noise " pulses which erratically trigger
the line timebase.
With a low signal this triggering can be caused
by valve " noise ' alone-as distinct from outside

electrical disturbances-and in a poorly designed
receiver can make an otherwise usable signal
unwatchable.

C2

RI

40pF

15Ki")

To

SOO

PF lOpF

Sheer gain-as the user of converted " surplus"

CI

ai E3

-

SOOpF p,40pF
Trimmer

equipment will be well aware-is not the answer to
this problem. The remedy-assuming an efficient
aerial array and low -noise preamplifier stages are

-

'

1-7:-,0

already in use-lies in the careful design of the
synchronising circuits themselves.

If one is just starting to build completely new

equipment, some form of " fly -wheel " synchronisation would be the obvious choice, but there are many

improvements which can be made to the ordinary
triggered timebase-the more advanced circuits to
be described-comparing very favourably with the
best " fly -wheel " type.
Many keen amateur enthusiasts receiving pictures
well outside the accepted range of the TV transmitter

will protest that they do very well without the need

for fancy circuits, but-in many cases-it is merely
the distance that seems impressive ; the measured

signal strength may be well in excess of that met
with in the poorer reception -areas within 30 or so
miles of the transmitter.

In undulating country-south-west England for
Picture Channel
Series -Shunt

corrected

Video Amp.

To CPTube via DC

potential divider

wand Limiting

circuits if used.

Total capacity below

Fig. 1(b).-Theoretical circuits of the Fig. 1(a) scheme.

20pF if possible

C1.-Adjust to reduce smearing with minimum overshoot.

Vision

C2.-Turn C3 to minimum capacity then adjust for

Detector
Sync Channel

Narrow
bano'wicith
Video Amp.

maximum response on highest frequency grating visible,
i.e., 3 or 2.5 megacycles.
To Sync. Separator

->"and A.G.C. circuits
if used

Fig. 1(a).-Block diagram of picture and sync channels.

R1.-Reduce value to 6.8 Ks2 if excessive " ringing "
experienced.

C3.-Increase to maximum value possible without visible
response cutting-this trimmer is useful to eliminate any
3.5 megacycle patterning which may be present.
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restricted band -width in the vision channel was

receiver chassis is simply to add an extra narrow
beneficial in reducing picture "noise" or "snow." response amplifier stage for the sync pulses, and
Anyone who has seen the very much finer textures utilise the existing video amplifier for picture
of the picture " snow " prevalent with a normal signals only.
band -width, and how much less noticeable it is at
In this way both functions can be carried out
the correct viewing distance, will be very dissatisfied separately and, consequently, with greater efficiency,
with the " smeary " picture inevitable with a with the additional advantage that there is now

reduced response.
Of course, the reduced band -width fan (who may
sometimes regard sound rejectors as an unnecessary
encumbrance) will insist that response cutting is still

unlimited scope for experiment with the video
amplifier (a much neglected field among amateurs)
there being no longer the danger of interfering with

width can be narrowed in or to the sync
circuits themselves, where it is unquestionably

sync amplifiers is shown in Fig.

picture synchronisation.

essential to minimise line tearing ; but the band-

A practical circuit for experimental video and
1,

with several

variable components which can be adjusted for

beneficial with the triggered type timebase.

optimum performance under the varying conditions
that are met with in fringe areas.
The line sync pulse can also be much improved
after the sync separator by adopting the technique
shown in Fig. 2 (A) and (B). Basically both these

For the effective sync separation-and to avoid

that annoying fault " pulling on whites "-a
response of 1 megacycles is required, so a separate

narrow band -width channel to the sync circuits is

quite practicable.

circuits work on the principle that better results

should be obained by removing from the sync
A Simple Scheme
pulse all that is not wanted, and improving what
One of the easiest methods of adapting an existing is left.
H.7-+ 250u

(A)

With this in mind the first

step is to clip the negative
going line sync pulse as it

appears at the anode of the

/00

sync separator. Then it is
differentiated, and the positive -

/OM pF

going half so produced,

From

Negative
going
Line sync.

Video
AmP

.11

,..

Pulses.

(Grid of

NEP'

b/ockinq

oscillatbr)

470
KO

H.77-

moved ;

re -

finally the negative -

going pulse remaining is again

clipped and fed to the line
timebase.

In the second circuit, Fig. 3,
using triode valves, it is, of

course, the negative -going trailing edge which is removed, the
output pulse, being positive going, should be fed -,to the

anode if a blocking oscillator

is used, the necessary negative
From

Sync.
Sep.

/st

Differentiator

Clipper

Half

To

Final

Pulse

Line
Time
Base

Clipper

Remover

pulse on the grid being obtained
by reversal action in the
transformer.

Having (we hope) reduced
line tearing and made an improved video response possible,

RI

Hi+

R2

471(0

001(0
watt

I watt
ECC40
VI

Positive
going
Line sync.
pulses.

/ watt

47K0
/ watt

(Anode of
blocking

F

oscillator)

H.7:- 0
/Vote: /f a sufficiently hard lock is obtained more efficient limiting /s possible
by doubling the values of RI and R2

Fig. 2.-Two methods of line -pulse shaping.

modification.
If no signal
generator is available this is
best accomplished by using

Test Card
002
kmn PF

471(0

it may be necessary to widen
the vision channel bandwidth
to obtain full advantage of the

C," and, as the

most favoured -1.F. strips among
amateurs seem to be stagger

tuned anode or grid circuits "
broadening the response curve
by " trial and error " requires
only a little patience. Contrary

to what many articles published
on converting surplus I.F. strips

would lead one to think, it is.

virtually

impossible for

the

amateur to use a receiver with
a three megacycle bandwidth

without the aid of sound re-

jectors.

This statement must,
of course, be qualified by ex-
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eluding Channel 1, where the use of the alternative Sound Rejectors
For the other ehafinels-even by using -band-pass
side -band makes this practicable.
coupling transformers throughout-it is exceedingly
5pF
doubtful Whether a response up to three megacycles
To
anodes

,of

15 turns
24 SWG.

enamelled

copper wire

vision

IfStages
100pe'

4(3 4%;,',,Chassis

Aladdin PP5892
moulded former
with dust core

could be obtained with the necessary drop of 35

decibels at three -and -a -half megacycles.
Sound rejectors should present no problem,

however, and three-including a sound take -off

point-are usually sufficient. Constructional details
of a type suitable for use with most " surplus " I.F.
strips (13 Mc/s) is given in Fig. 3.
The final results of all or some of these modifications should_ e some improvement in overall picture
quality, but at least one has a very adaptable circuit
which will give a range of control over video response

Fig. 3. --Suitable rejector for -use with ex -Government
I.F. strips.

which is impossible in the average receiver without
affecting picture synchronisation.

New BBC Stations

TV Advertising

TV ADVERTISING LTD. announces that
Channel Islands
Terry Bishop, well-known film director and
THE BBC announces that it has placed a contract for writer,
has been placed under exclusive contract to
building work at the Television Station at Les the company.
Platons, Jersey, with Messrs. J. A. Parr, 62, Rouge
Terry Bishop is best known for his documentary
Bouillion, Jersey.
The contract covers the construction of the trans- film " Daybreak in Udi," a film which received worldmitting station building, installation of water supply wide theatrical and TV release and won both American
and drainage, and the provision of the access and and British TV awards.
He spent a number of years writing, producing and
service roads.
Work is starting almost at once and it is hoped that directing subjects covering the entire shorts, docuwas
and the mentary, advertising and instructional
the installation of plant
station brought into service, before the end of this for two years senior director with the Crown Him
Unit and for three years under contract to Ealing
year.
Crystal Palace

The latest of a series of contracts signed between

Studios.
He joins a lively, creative group in TV Advertising,
Ltd., which already includes Stanley Black as musical

the BBC and Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., director and composer and script writers including
Ltd., for equipment for the Crystal Palace television Peter Myers, Alec Graham and David Climie, among
station provides for the construction and erection whose theatrical and film successes is the current
West End review " Intimacy at 8.30."
of the transmitting aerial array.
Terry Bishop will work mostly with Robert King,
This follows upon orders for the two vision transmitters, the two sound transmitters, Control and TV Advertising producer, and M. Danischewsky,

equipment, two Vestigial Sideband who is in charge of the company's planning and
Filters, two Combining Units and the main Trans- production and whose colleague he was at Ealing
mission Lines, work upon all of which has been in Studios.
progress.for some time at Marconi's.

Monitoring

The Crystal Palace installation, which is to replace Production Manager
Alexandra Palace, will be the BBC's largest television
Another new appointment in the production
station, and will incorporate the most modem trans- department of TV Advertising Ltd.. is that of Clive
mission techniques. It is scheduled to go on the air Freedman, who has joined the company as a producearly next year.
tion manager.
In the system planned for this station, the two
Clive Freedman has been production manager and
15 kW. vision transmitters and the two 4,1 kW. sound writer for the Crown Film. Unit; studio manager for
transmitters will be fed into one aerial. This will be the Film Producers' Guild, and his last feature film
accomplished by feeding the respective outputs from was " The -End of the Affair," in which he acted as
one vision and one sound transmitter into a Combin- location manager.
ing Unit, whence it is conducted by a common main
transmission line to half the aerial system. The
A- NEW HANDBOOK
remaining pair of transmitters will be connected in a
similar manner to the other half of the aerial.
".PRACTICAL TELEVISION CIRCUITS "
The two vision transmitters will thus be effectively
288 pages, 156 illustrations
working in parallel, as also will their sound counterparts. One big advantage of this procedure is that,
15/- net or 15/6 by post from :
in the event of one transmitter developing a fault, the
GEO. NEWNES LTD.

station does not cease transmission, but merely

operates at reduced power until the fault is rectified.

Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2
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A USEFUL SERVICE INSTRUMENT FOR

USE ON BAND

I

By Denis C. Jefferies
WHETHER servicing or constructing television
receivers, some form of signal generator will practice the oscillator frequency reaches a steady value
be found invaluable to the television within one minute of switching on and the long-term
engineer. The minimum requirements are that it frequency stability has been found to be very good.
The valve used is a 12AT7 high -slope double triode.
should provide an unmodulated, and. line or frame
modulated, carrier for any channel in Band I. It This was designed primarily for use as a frequency
should also be accurate and reliable and should, in changer operating at frequencies up to 300 Mc/s and
no trouble will be experienced in getting it working at
the interest of safety, be isolated from the mains.
Such an instrument has recently been constructed Band I frequencies.

by the author and the complete circuit diagram is

The first half of the valve is used for the carrier

This uses a Colpitts circuit with an
regulator and provides, in addition to the above - inductance of about .5 pH tuned by a 5-35 pF
shown in Fig. 1. It uses only one valve plus a voltage

oscillator.

mentioned features, grid -dip tuning facilities. The
grid -dip tuning feature enables the engineer to
ascertain the resonant frequency of a particular L/C
combination, providing it occurs within the frequency
range of the generator. The signal generator output

split -stator variable capacitor. The tuning capacitor
used by the author was a surplus twin -gang short-

loop is simply placed over the inductor and the

wave tuning condenser with a capacity of about
100 pF per section. However, this gave a wider

frequency range than was really required and a 35 pF
maximum capacity would be more suitable. With

frequency of resonance is indicated by a dip in, the the modulation switch in the " off " position the
meter.

.

In order to ensure good frequency stability of the
carrier oscillator it is essential that wide variations of

temperature and voltage do not occur in the unit.

The total power consumption of the generator is less

cathode is earthed and the grid current varies between
400 IAA and 800 //A depending on the L/C ratio of
the tuned circuit. This corresponds to an oscillator
voltage of 4 to 8 volts across the 10 ki2 grid resistor.
The output from the oscillator coil LI is inductively

than 10 watts and the components are therefore coupled to a single turn on the former and wired to
subjected to very little temperature change after the co -axial output socket. From the socket it feeds
switching on. Slight changes in the H.T. voltage bus - into about a yard of flexible co -axial cable terminated
bar are taken care of by the voltage regulator. In with a single 2, in. dia. loop of 16 s.w.g. copper wire.

This probe coil holder was made from a polystrene
coil former the base being drilled to make the co -axial
cable a tight fit into it. As no buffer stage is provided
in the unit the carrier frequency will be found to vary

slightly if the co -axial output lead and probe arc
disconnected. It should not be normally necessary to
do this, however, as the radiation from the probe coil

is ample for normal work and it is usually quite

sufficient to lay the probe coil near to the aerial input
connection of the receiver to be lined up.

The calibration of 'the unit can be checked from
time to time by beating the output from it against a
known television sound channel frequency. Trimmer

C2 is included in order that the unit may be very
simply re -calibrated if the 12AT7 is changed at any
time.

If frame and line linearity checks are to be made

on receivers, two modulating frequencies are required
in the signal generator. These frequencies must be

multiples of the frame and line timebases if the

cathode ray tube is to display a fixed pattern. The
A rear view of the completed signal generator.

British television system uses 50 c/s frame and 10,125

c/s line repetition frequencies and therefore 300 c/s
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and 81 kc/s were chosen as the two respective modulat- linearity in the receiver timebases shows up as differing
ing frequencies in the generator. These produce six bar widths d6wn or across the screen.
white bars in the frame and eight white bars in the line The 81 kc/s oscillator producing the line modulation
position of the modulation switch. These give a bar
H.T-r

C11

Ea...To SI, S2,

is another Colpitts circuit using the other half of the
12AT7. The coil used by the author was a 100 kc/s
oscillator coil obtained from Government surplus
radar gear. However, a bias oscillator coil as supplied
for use in tape recorders would do very well. These
are usually centre -tapped and a slightly modified
oscillator circuit can be used as shown in Fig. 2.
Modulation of the television carrier is effected by
means of the cathode resistor R2 which is common
to both VI(a) and VI(b). This is short-circuited when
C.W. is required as a greater amount of grid current
is then obtained for accurate grid -dip tuning.

The frame modulation frequency generator is a

simple neon relaxation oscillator working at 300 c/s.

C7

This feeds into the grid of VI(b) which acts as a

RS

cathode follower buffer stage modulating V1(a). A
neon relaxation oscillator circuit is shown in Fig. 3.
With a particular neon lamp and supply voltage the
frequency of oscillation is determined by the product
of the components R and C. In the prototype these
worked out to 150 k.2 and .01 tuF, but constructors
will have to experiment with the values in order to

To

C8

get the frequency exactly right. R7 could -conveniently
be made up from a 50 k2 fixed and a 200 k2 variable

Fig. 2 (left).-Alternative 81 kc/s oscillator drank if

centre -tapped coil is available. CT=250 pF trimmer. R4,
C5 and C6 are not required. Fig. 3 (right). -Basic circuit
of a neon relaxation oscillator. The D.C. supply charges C
through R until the potential of C is sufficient to cause the
neon to strike. On striking, the neon discharges C and the

resistor in series in order to save time in the initial
setting up.
The 300 c/s frame modulation also provides a tone

source for the alignment of the sound section of
television receivers.

The striking voltage of neon lamps is affected by
the amount of light falling on them. Any variations=
caused by this phenomena will not be enough
ratio of 3 : 4 which is the same as the picture aspect normally to matter, however. The meticulous conratio and the bar widths, therefore, should be exactly structor will of course paint the neon bulb black !
The power supply is quite conventional and consists
the same on frame or line if the timebase amplitude
controls of the receiver are correctly set. Lack of of a small instrument -type mains transformer supply
cycle is repeated.

R8

Fig. 1.-Theoretical
circuit diagram.

R9

=I =
Cl2

-13

C14

TRectifier
11.

0250/230V

200" 0 2 002014
C

.s 4 N.

tc,

o

CF CF

L48
CF

Mains
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ing 200 volts at 30 mA and 6.3 volts at 1.5 amps., complete with an aluminium chassis, and the only
followed by a metal rectifier feeding a resistance metal work involved was the drilling of valve meter
capacity smoothing network. Where test gear is and component mounting holes. A 0-1 mA meter
concerned it is well worth paying a few shillings extra is used to indicate the grid current of V1(a). Its
for a completely isolated mains transformer as there resistance is not important providing it is less than
is a very real danger when using unisolated test equip- about 2 k9.. The main variable capacitor CI is
ment with A.C./D.C. television receivers. To reduce controlled by a 100: 1. Utility slow-motion drive
radiation from the unit via the mains lead an R.F. and the calibration frequencies are painted directly
filter is fitted in the lead where it
enters the generator. Putting the

filter on the other side of the

power switch would have meant
that quite long lengths of mains

lead in the generator would be

unfiltered. The only disadvantage
with the system used is that there
is

mains leakage through the

four C.F. filter condensers. Their
combined capacity is .001 pF
and at 50 c/s they have a
reactance of about 4 m12 giving
less than 100 pA drain across the
mains supply. Good quality new

capacitors are essential here if

they are not to break down after
a short period of use.
The half -wave metal rectifier

into an 8+16 ,uF eleclowed by a 2 pF paper block
feeds

trolytic smoothing condenser folcondenser.

A 2 pF electrolytic

could, however, be used. Resistance capacity smoothing is quite
sufficient and it avoids the
expense of smoothing chokes as
Fig. 4.-Front panel drilling.
well as saving space. The H.T.
supply to the 12AT7 and neon oscillator is regulated on to the faceplate of the case. Figs. 4 and 5 show
by means of the VR105 voltage regulator. This the layout of the front panel and chassis respectively.
maintains the H.T. voltage to within a few per cent.
Wiring the generator should present no difficulty
of 105 volts, despite mains voltage fluctuations and providing the components are set out approximately
changes in the current drain of the 12AT7 occurring as shown. The generous use of tag strips greatly
in different positions of the modulation switch.
simplifies the wiring and enables all small co n
ponents to be rigidly mounted. The carrier -frequency
Construction
oscillator wiring, carried out with bare 16 s.w.g.
The unit was built in a ready-made steel instrument tinned copper wire, is prevented from shorting to
case size 8in. x 6in. x 5iin. This was supplied chassis by the use of rubber grommets.placed in the
the
feed -through holes. Heavy gauge
wire is used for wiring this section
7'
to ensure rigidity and to reduce
the losses in the resonant circuit.
Ali small totind holes are t diameter

It is essential to use a trimmer

capacitor with an insulated

mounting for C2, as both plates
are at H.T. potential.

Hole for wires to

When the wiring has been com-

Mains Transformer

pleted it is advisable to check it

/-4

RMounting
hole for

IA

Rectifier

16(

14 dia.

Fig 5.- Plan of chassis.

over thoroughly to ensure that no
mistakes have been made. This
is especially important in the
meter circuit, as the meter can be
permanently damaged if the
wiring is in contact with the L.T.
or H.T. supplies. If the polarity
of the meter is known, the negative side should be connected to
the grid resistor.
Calibration

'

Calibration of the unit should
be carried out when it is in its
metal case. Another television__
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signal generator covering Band I is not required for
the calibration. The author, in fact, used a radio type
signal generator over the range of 13 to 23 Mc/s.
These generators usually have quite a usable third
harmonic output and therefore the above frequencies
'will give check points in the range of 39 to 69 Mc/s.
Television Signal Generator Output

the receiver it the neon oscillator is working correctly.

If the generator output is then shifted to the vision
frequency of the receiver a horizontal bar pattern

will be seen on the screen. Resistor R7 should then be
adjusted as previously mentioned until six steady white

bars are obtained. The modulation switch should

then be turned to the " line" position and the 81 kc/s
oscillator capacitors adjusted until eight vertical white

bars are seen. The trimmers can then be set with
quick -drying cement if it is 0ought necessary.

Radio Signal Generator

Output

Receiver Alignment
It is essential that the television engineer befamiliar
/00
PF

To

Audio
Amplifier

with the nature of a.vestigial sideband transmission
if he is to obtain the best possible performance from
the receiver he is working on. The -transmitted
waveforni is shown in Fig. 7(a). V is the vision
carrier frequency and 5 its associated sound carrier.
It will be seen that the transmitted sidebands extend

Fig. 6.-Circuit used for beating the ou puts of two
generators together.

V+0.75

The output from the radio signal generator is ccin-.
nected directly to the probe of a signal tracer and the

output loop of the television signal generator is
placed near to this connection. When the third

harmonic is near the carrier of the TV signal generator
a " squeal " will be heard in the signal tracer speaker.

The two frequencies can then be adjusted until the
beat note is zero. If a signal tracer is not available,
an audio -amplifier can be made to work as such with

the hook-up shown in Fig. 6. MR is a germanium
diode. The " pick-up " facilities provided on a

V

(a)

MCA

V-2.75

mc/s

S

/00%50%
V+0.75 V
McA

V-075

Mc/s.

4,1c/s

(b)

Fig. 7.-Showing (a) a vestigial-sideband transmission ;
and (b) the correct receiver alignment curve.

broadcast receiver can be used for audio amplification. to V-2.75 Me/s and V+0.75 Mc/s. After demoduA correctly adjusted television receiver is required lation the outputs of the sideband frequencies each

to set up the 300 c/s and 81 kc/s oscillators in the side of V are added, and it is necessary to make the
generator. The aerial of the television receiver is receiver response curve the same as shown in
disconnected and the output loop from the generator Fig. 7(b) if the receiver is to perform correctly. It
is placed near to its aerial socket. With the modu- will be seen that the receiver response should drop
lation switch in the " frame " pOSition the generator steadily from maximum at V-0.75 Mc/s to zero
output should be adjusted to the sound frequency output at V -I- 0.75 Mc/s and will therefore be 50
appropriate to the receiver. A tone will be heard in per cent. down at V.

,----- LIST

OF COMPONENTS

CI -0-35 pF split -stator variable condenser.
C2-0-10 pF airspaced pre-set trimmer.
C3-20 pF (250 v.).
!' C4, C10 and CF condensers-.001 pF (500 v.).
C5, C6-100 pF trimmers.
C7-500 pF (250 v.).

;

I

;

;

C8, C11-.1 pF (250 v.).
C9-.01 pF (250 v.) (see text).
C12-2 pF paper or electrolytic (300 v.).
C13-16 pF electrolytic (300 v.).
C14-8 pF electrolytic (300 v.).

R1-10 K watt.
R2-1.2 K watt.
R3-5.6 K watt.
R4-12 K zt watt.

R5-50 K watt.
R6-470 K watt.
R7-150 K watt (see text).
R8-3.9 K 2 watt.
R9-2.2 K 2 watt.

All resistors are carbon.
N-Small neon bulb striking at about 70 v. (without internal resistor).

Metal instrument case Bin. x 6in. x Sib'. with
aluminium chassis.
0-1 mA meter.
100-1 " Utility " slow-motion drive.
Co -axial plug and socket.
Four 5 -way tag strips.

S1 -S2 -S3-3 p., 3 w. switch
S4-On /off toggle switch.
Miniature mains transformer : Pri. 200/250 v.

sec., 200 v. at 30 mA, 6.3 v. at 1.5 amp.
Metal rectifier : 250 v. 40 mA (2 type RMI's
suitable).

L1-Main coil approx. 3 turns on lin. diameter
ceramic former.

L2-81 kc/s oscillator coil (Osmor) (Type QT8
suitable).

L3, L4, L5-40 turns 30 s.w.g. D.C.C. spaced in
four sections on lin. diameter former.
One B9A valve base and one International Octal
valve base.
One -valve type 12AT7 and one -valve type VR105.,
One yard of lin. diameter co -axial cable and three
yards of mains lead.
4BA and 6BA nuts, bolts, washers, etc.
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HOW TO FEED TWO OR MORE RECEIVERS FROM A SINGLE AERIAL ARRAY
By " Serviceman "
THE rapid advance of television has resulted,in an
erection of high -gain aerials ,in many places within
alteration of the skyline of Great Britain ; the service area.
wherever one goes, chimney stacks are
Let us make no mistake about it ; in a poor

adorned with TV aerials of all sorts of shapes service area a good aerial system is a must, but in
and sizes.
many cases within the service area a good dipole
A few years ago there was very little difficulty with
the erection of,an aerial on the chimney. So much of

erected in the loft will provide all the picture signal
which is necessary.

systems, we shall have the sight of four aerials on the
one chimney stack.

addition, I know that three of my immediate neighbours have dipoles in the lofts as I have myself, and
reception with these is adequate.
The first thing to do then is to verify that an aerial
on the chimney is really necessary. The home constructor can quite easily make up a dipole and

the country consisted of fringe area that only the
As an example of the unnecessary use of outside
foolhardy or the brave attempted reception. One or aerials I would like to quote the position in my own
two neighbours who shared a chimney stack decided immediate locality. We are situated less than 30
to " have a go " and an aerial was duly erected.
miles from Wenvoe, yet from the window of the
Nowadays, things are different and it is very room where I am writing I can see 14 " X" aerials
common to see two aerials perched on the same on chimneys, five "H" aerials on chimneys, two
chimney stack, neither being of the slightest assistance " H " aerials fitted on the facia board, three ," X "
to the other nor to the stack. When Band III gets aerials fitted on the facia board, two dipoles, one
really going, and both neighbours have dual aerial on the chimney and one on the facia board. In

try it in the loft, and if he then finds the signal pick-up

Fig. 1.-A simple method of providing two channels from
one aerial.

is inadequate, elaborations can be made.
If there is room in the loft, an " X or an " H "
aerial can be tried, but if reception or conditions do
not allow this, then the possibility of two neighbours
sharing one aerial should be considered.
Sharing an Aerial

Not only is the multiplicity of aerial systems unThe simplest arrangement possible is where the
sightly, but when aerials are erected in such close circuit from the aerial is divided into two channels.
proximity to each other, then they are not working Fig. 1 shows the arrangement. The coaxial lead from
really efficiently.
Permanent and fleeting ghosts the aerial is terminated in a small junction box (one
often result and the automatic gain controls are of
the round plastic type available from multiple
worked hard to retain a steady picture during high stores can be used), and two feeds are taken out. All
winds when the two arrays sway to and fro.
Fitting an Outside Aerial
The first thing to consider when confronted with
the problem of an additional aerial on a dual chimney
stack is whether the outside aerial is really necessary.
There are very many elaborate aerials erected on
chimney stacks which are totally unnecessary.

TV /

P = 47 f1

TV 2

From
Aerial

If one were to remark that the system is good for
business it would, perhaps, be considered unfair, but Fig. 2.-In this scheme four receivers may be fed from
the writer can conceive no other notion for the
single aerial.

a
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outers of the coaxial cables are connected in parallel
and the centres are connected via resistances of 27
ohms. Half -watt resistances can be used.
Although simple, the arrangement is perfectly
workable, though some losses must be expected. If
the area is one in which the signal strength is on the

The scheme is for the relay to operate when either
television receiver is switched on ; for this reason it
is operated from the H.T. supply of each receiver, a
relay with dual coils being employed. There are a

large number of relays of this description on the

market from ex -Government apparatus. All that is
necessary is for the relay to operate from either H.T.
supply, the resistance R " being used to limit the
current.
When one of the television receivers is switched on
the relay " A " operates, and the contacts Al and A2
switch on the mains supply for the pre -amp. When
both television receivers are switched off the pre -amp
automatically switches off.
The location of the pre -amp will depend upon local

arrangements, but it could quite conveniently be
mounted in the loft of one of the houses and leads

From
Aerial

fed to each house.
Pre -Amp.

HT*

HT+
R--.8011

4
Fig. 3 (left .-Using a balanced twin feeder. Fig. 4 (right).
-Splitting the output of a pre -amplifier.

Chassis

Chassis

low side, it would be beneficial to erect an aerial of
a more elaborate type so as to counter losses. It is
TV 2
better for there to be a single high -gain aerial than
TV I
Al
for two aerials to be erected on the same chimney,
both from the point of view of possible strain on the
Mains
chimney stack, and from the electrical angle.
It is possible to operate more than two televisors
from one aerial, and a scheme catering for a total of
2
four receivers is given in Fig. 2. The system is very
,similar to the first case, but the total losses will, of
course, be greater.
Pre -Amp. Transformers
Another circuit which uses a balanced twin feeder Fig. 5.-Using a mains -operated relay for switching on
is shown in Fig. 3. Four outputs are available, and
and off.

'

for its successful working each branch should be
terminated. Any branch which does not have a
receiver at, the end should have an 80 -ohm non inductive resistance fitted across the termination.
Pre -amp Output

Conveyor Speeds Production
AT the Romford factory of Regentone Radio

& Television, Ltd., a new " soak test " conveyor
In each case so far quoted the fitting of the extra
circuit(s) involves a certain loss in the overall signal has been installed to speed up the testing of television
available. In the fringe areas this loss cannot be chassis before final assembly and despatch.
For the satisfactory testing of newly assembled
tolerated so an alternative must be found.
The simple answer is to use a pre -amplifier with a television chassis, several hours of continuous
operation are necessary, since it is during this period
divided output.
In Fig. 4 will be found the simple case. V is the that any faults in new sets are normally discovered
output valve of the pre -amplifier and L is the output by the purchaser. The ever-increasing rate. of manuat the Regentone factory made the stationary
coil. Normally, this coil has one secondary winding facture
which feeds the television receiver. It is a very simple testing of assembled chassis for this period a drag

Matter to add a further output coil on top of the upon the production line and the
existing primary.

soak test '

conveyor has been introduced to speed up this part

The idea can be further extended and split feeds of the process.
Supplying electricity to the individual chassis
fed from the two separate outputs. By this method

it is practicable to feed eight television receivers from whilst in motion presented a problem which has been
successfully overcome by the use of miniature current
a single aerial system.
When a single pre -amp feeds two houses, there collection arms running along hard -drawn copper
may be difficulty in arranging its switching ; it is bars. Each bank of three television chassis is supplied
wasteful to have the amplifier switched on per- via two of these miniature arms, which are completely
manently. A solution to the problem is shown in swivelling and are particularly suitable for installations
of this. kind, having been specially developed by
Fig. 5.
Ltd., who
With this arrangement a. relay is employed to British. Insulated Callender's Cables,
switch on the mains supply to the pre -amp. The co-operated with Regentone in the design and
installation of the current collection equipment.
relay is shown as " A " in the diagram.
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No. 10.-THE G.E.C. BT7092 AND BT7094
By L. Lawry -Johns
_ ED F-4.4

is all that is necessary permanently to leave the plugs

in the chassis sockets when the cover is removed.

Remember that the E.H.T. on this receiver is derived
from the mains via the left-hand transformer and is
therefore lethal. The utmost respect is required
when handling the chassis.
Chassis Removal

-I"modi-

THIS receiver first came on the market in 1948
and large numbers are still in regular use.
Later models incorporated several
fications, which will be detailed later. The 7092 was

The removal of the console chassis is a slightly

different procedure. The front knobs should be
pulled off as before, also the Contrast and Tone from
beneath the overhang of the cabinet, where the preset

controls are adjusted by means of a screwdriver.
Also under this front projection are the front chassis the table model with a side -mounted 6iin. P.M. retaining screws, which should now be removed.
speaker and the 7094 the console version with a
10in. speaker and separate chassis. Both models
featured an all -wave radio, the tuning dial of which
was mounted below the 9in. tube. Beneath the dial
was fitted a push-button assembly for selection of
S.W., M.W. and L.W., Gram, TV, Tele Sound, and
Off. The total number of valves used is 24. One
essential job on these receivers is that of cleaning the
tube and the large piece of plate -glass which covers
both the tube face and the radio dial. The speed
with which this glass and tube face collects dust is
amazing and regular cleaning is an absolute necessity.
To remove the chassis, this being necessary to gain

Frame Scan Co//s

access to the tube face and glass, the front knobs
should be, pulled off.

When the two inner ones are
removed the press -button indicator plate will be
released. The next step varies with the table and
console types. With the table model the retaining
screws should be removed from beneath the cabinet,
there being four screws set in rubber feet. Another
four screws may be found, but these should have been
removed when the set was installed as they are only
meant as transport securing screws. When these

have been removed the entire chassis of the table

model may be withdrawn to the extent of the speaker
leads. A small table is not advised on which to do
this job ! If so desired the leads may be unsoldered
from the speaker to enable the cabinet to be removed

V7
Sync.
Sep.

100pF

completely.

When cleaning the tube face it will be noticed that
the tube is not rigidly mounted and can quite easily

Line
Sync

rotate a few degrees whilst being attended to. As the
scan coils also rotate with the tube the raster may not
be square in the mask when the set is tried out. If it
_

is desired to test the receiver with the back cover
removed the plug and fuseholder connections will
have to be removed from the cover. This is a simple
job, and the removal of the various screws and clips

Fig. 1.-Frame timebase. Note 32,1117 vertical linearity
bypass. This circuit is for early table models only as far
as the method of feeding frame pulses from sync separation are concerned.
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Remove the back cover, and the two screws which the grid of the L63 via a resistor (100 K) and a
secure the wooden blocks on which the chassis is condenser (.005 SF). The anode of the L63 is D.C.
coupled via a 220 K resistor to the control grid of
mounted may be unscrewed.
The chassis may now be removed to the extent only the KT81. Height is controlled by an unbypassed
of the multiple connecting leads which join the variable resistor of 1 K. In series with this to the
receiver chassis to the power -pack chassis. The chassis is the vertical form control, 100 K, which is

bypassed by a 32 itiF

C331

470KO

150 -volt

electrolytic condenser. When this
condenser goes open circuit, and
this is a frequent fault, the raster

ncompresses with bad linearity.

As this condenser is mounted on
the top of the chassis it is an easy

Line

matter to remove it and check
its capacity. A healthy swing

Line

Sync.

Output
Trans.

over and back to

V22.

infinity or

thereabouts on a good quality

.Q.0_90000

meter is all that is required. The
position of this condenser on the

ao-00000n

chassis is indicated in the dia-

4 oPt, 1.8Kil each

gram of the " top 'chassis view,"
C97. The vertical hold control is
ISOM

Line

moo

Lin,

C92
11.,F

Line Scan Coils

3.3

Kn

2501M
Line

Hold

I KO
Width

a 100 K variable acting as the
cathode bias resistor of the L63.

In the diagram V23 and V24
indicate the L63 and KT81

respectively. The sync pulses to
the frame timebase, L63 grid, are

via a transformer in the anode
circuit of the sync separator in
In later pro-

earlier models.

Fig. 2.-Line timebase.

duction models the transformer
was omitted and the pulses were
fed

through

a

differentiating

length of these cables is sufficient to enable the resistance capacitor network to the control grid of
receiver chassis to be placed on the floor at the rear V24 (KT81). All BT7094 console models are wired
of the instrument. This allows the
tube and glass to be cleaned and
also routine servicing to be carried
Varies with tube
.22xn , 471(1I
out. If more convenient access is
or 68KO as
required the power pack will also
marked on tube
have to be removed to enable both
units to be placed on a bench. The

two chassis are of considerable
weight and assistance is necessary
as they

are joined by a

large

number of soldered cables.
This difficulty does not arise on
the table model as the power pack
is

each

divided

to form
chassis.
convenient to
side

" wings " on the main

Although

more

remove conwletely the weight is
considerable.

The

mains

con-

necting plugs and fuses are fitted
to

the console model and the

method of removal is the same,

care being required when handling

the rear of the receiver after this
modification has been carried out
as the rear of the mains plugs is
exposed.

Picture Faults

The frame timebase uses two
valves-a KT81 output and part

oscillator and an L63 triode which,
together with the KT81, functions
as the frame oscillator. The anode

of the KT81 is connected back to

Fig. 3.-Video amplifier, noise limiter and CRT circuit. R124 is located
beneath the chassis, adjacent to the radio aerial sockets.
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220 K, is taken to the junction, that is, the bpttom

H.T. supply to both frame and line timebase is of the 68 ohm and the top of the 1 K variable.

decoupled by' an 8 ,uF 500 -volt electrolytic condenser Horizontal form is a 1 K variable which, in series

marked C33 in the top chassis diagram. If this con- with a resistor condenser network, comprises the
denser dries up erratic operation of timebases coupled linearity arrangement across the scan coils.
' with poor focus will result. The focus coil is in series
I have found that if the raster tends to compress
with the H.T. supply to the timebases and is shunted at the left-hand side the linearity network is not
by the focus control and its series resistors and is generally at fault. The cause is more often to be
bypassed by a 50 /./F 50 -volt electrolytic. Note that found at the screen grid of the KT45 This is supplied
the MUM rectifier marked V9 is solely concerned from the H.T. supply by a 10 K resistor and is
with supplying the line and frame timebase. The decciupled to chassis by a 1 tiF paper condenser.
H.T. voltage at the smoothed point of supply to the This condenser appears to dry up or otherwise go
timebases, i.e., at C33, should be approximately open circuit and causes a decreased line scan with
340 volts.
the left-hand side compressed as stated. The testing
of this component is extremely simple, as it is mounted

just behind the previously mentioned frame cathode
condenser, and as it is much taller it is more obvious,
This consists of a two -valve unit preceded by a and its " hot " end is at the top. Therefore, all that
triode pulse inverter. The line output, KT45, marked is required is for the lead to be removed and the
as V22, acts as part oscillator as does the frame condenser tested in the normal way with the reactive
output. In this case, however, the coupling to the clip of the meter to chassis and the positive probe
Control grid of V21, L63, is from the secondary of just touched on the tag at the top of the condenser.
the line output transformer via a 47 pF condenser. The swing of the meter will, of course, be very small
The anode of V21 is condenser coupled to the control _compared with that of a higher capacity electrolytic,
grid of V22 (.005 ktF).
but assuming a meter of reasonable sensitivity is
The cathode of the KT45 is joined to chassis used sufficient indication will be given to prove the
via a 68 ohm and a 1 K variable resistor, this latter component up to capacity. If there is any doubt a
functioning as the width control. Neither of these suitable condenser of 1 ,tiF or more may be shunted
has a bypass condenser, and the control grid leak, across to check any. change in the raster. An electroThe Line Timebase

Short
Tuning

8fightneSS

Long
Gram

Medium

Tele.

Off

Tele,
Sound

Volume

us

Control
1

11

Dia/
Lamp

1

Console

Control Panel

Sound

Output
Trans.

Line

Output
Trans.

C69, C80

Tube

Frame

Anode

Output

CC/i#,,

Trans.

TR2

L63
V2I

Mains

L63
V23

Trans.

TR/
E.H.T

and

TV valve

heaters

MUI4
V9

MUI4
V8

Fig. 4.-Top chassis view of table model. The side transformer " wings " are combined to form a power pack
on the console version. The panel marked " Console control panel " is only mounted on the Console and is
actually located under the P.B. selector unit. The positions of C92, C97 and C33 shiould be noted.
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lytic may be used if a paper type is not available, Tube Defects
attention being paid to polarity and working voltage,
The effects of a heater -to -cathode leak or short
not less than 450 volt being .useth for this test. If are well known and should not need reiterating.
no line scan is obtainable, a white line extending 'However, a short in the tube of this receiver will not
vertically down the screen centre, attention should be cause uncontrollable brilliance as the heater has an
isolated winding on the mains transformer. The
directed first to the valves V21 and V22.
If these prove good the voltage at the top of the vision interference limiter V13, Mazda D1, also has
previously mentioned condenser should be checked ; its heater fed from a. tapping on this winding, and
175 volts is approximately correct. If this voltage is this point' should be borne -in mind as one side of
absent remove the lead from the tag and check the this diode's heater is decoupled by a .01 /AF convoltage on the lead. If voltage is now present it will denser: If there is any doubt as to the cause of a
normally indicate a shorted condenser, and a meter particular defect the diode should be removed
check should reveal a short circuit from the tag to altogether. Excessive brilliance will most often be
chassis. If, however, there is no voltage when the caused by a defective condenser in the video amplifier
lead is free it will indicate one of two things-either anode circuit ; a study of the diagram will show that
the 10 K 2 -watt dropping resistor is open circuit ; quite there are several of these components which may
possible if the condenser has shorted, or the KT45 cause a drop in cathode tube voltage should a defect
has an internal short. This, of course, presupposes occur. The voltage at the anode of the video amplifier
that the KT45 (V22) was not checked for emission or should read approximately 240 volts.
If this voltage is at or near this figure the tube
shorts previously. However, if a higher voltage than
175 is found at the condenser tag it could well indicate grid potential should be checked and a. high reading

that the width control (1 K series cathode of KT45)
is open circuit. It is as well to point out here that it
is essential to check the cathode bias resistors of any
valve if an internal short has occurred which could
.result in a heavy flow of current passing through

here will indicate that the voltage divider network
comprising three resistors is at fault. Thii network
is made up of a 56 K watt from H.T. to the top of
the brilliance control, which is a 250 K variable,
(Concluded on page 36)

these components.

a
a

Receiver
H.T.

32,uF now

450V

Receiver

Vertical Shift

CI

Rectifier

448v<3

V8

410v a
a

/6,uF

a
a
a

450 V.

250
240
3 0 -411220
2/0

a
S

-0

T

180

a
V9

Horizonte/ Shift

Tirnebese

Rectifier

Focus Coil

a

(zumuu-J

Timebases
H.T.

410v.vz)
3
448 v.

230
220

33K0
/0K0

Focus

2/0
200

VIO
E.H.T.

3.302

Rectifier

sov

l0K

/501(11

-4(
To C.R7:

Anode

i,uF

.I/uF

6Kv.

250
240

61(14

6 x /A40

Common"negative

Fig. 5.-H.T. and heater supply. TR1 is disconnected on radio.
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A VALVE SELECTION CHART

(where C is this total valve capacity) is called the
bandwidth of the system, then
gm

Gain x Bandwidth =

fir -C

which depends solely upon C and gm. For the
maximum bandwidth, therefore, a large gm and a
small capacity C is necessary. In valve design, of
course, these two requirements conflict with one
another, and a high gm leads to an increase in input
capacity.
Complicated networks will increase the bandwidth

of a particular amplifier, but the criterion is always
dependent upon the ratio of gm to C.
THERE are many types of valves now available The Selection Chart
to the television constructor and experimenter,
Fig. 1 shows the basic idea of the chart under
and no doubt the supply of ex -Government
types is still far from exhaustion. The valves in mind discussion, though this is by no means complete.
are those suitable for R.F. and video voltage ampliTo draw the chart, gm is taken as the horizontal
fication, and so cover those characterised by high axis, with C, the sum of the valve input and output
mutual conductance and low inter -electrode capacity. capacities, as the vertical axis. Logarithmic scales
These types are almost invariably pentodes or are used in both directions because this permits lines
tetrodes, and it is often difficult to select a suitable representing a constant gain -bandwidth product to be
valve for a particular purpose without wading drawn in as 45 deg. diagonals, shown in the figure
through manufacturers' catalogues and characteristic as broken lines. As the chart is built up, the best
data. For this reason the valve selection chart to be valves for the purpose of wideband requirements are
described has been drawn up ; with this it is possible those positioned towards the bottom right-hand
to get the main points of suitability of a particular corner.
valve almost immediately, and it can be built up by
For the constructor who wishes to make up his
the user as newer types are released so that its own chart for ready reference, get a large sheet of
information is always up to date.
double log. graph paper and mark out the co-ordinate
The important features of a pentode for television axes as shown in the figure. It is of little purpose
and other wide -band work are its mutual conductance taking gm beyond 20 mA per volt or the sum of the
gm and its input and output capacities, Cgc and Cac capacities beyond 30 pF. The positions of the
respectively. The anode 'impedance Ra is usually various valves are then marked in by taking the
very large compared with the anode loading R, and figures of gm and the capacities from the manufacso may be ignored.
turer's list and plotting these in the usual way, the
As we have seen in previous
x
articles in this series the gain
of a pentode amplifier is given
0e
.1 EF55
to a close approximation by the
N78 /
equation
..
.°6J7
/0"
"SC
H6
Gain =gm.R
6BW,V
0.,
6.17GT ,,
If the stage is uncompensated,
/5

-

14 -

this gain falls at the high fre-

quency end of the range, and is

actually 0.707 of the above

amount when the reactance of
the shunting capacity across R

is equal to R. As the bulk of
such capacity comes from the

sum of the input and output
capacities of the valves used,
it is seen that these reactances

are very important in consideration of wide -band design.
If the frequency f= 1
2nCR

/

u /0
-I.

9

/
/

0

u 7-

-

/

0-5
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/
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Fig. 1. -A basic idea of the valve selection chart discussed in this article.
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name of the valve type being marked beside its own EF91 and EF80. It also shows how a valve is
locating point. Equivalent'types, such as the EF91, improved by a ,higher mutual conductance (6AU7
6AM6, Z77, etc., are, of course, all represented by Compared with the EF91), or by a reduced capacity
(6AU6 compared with the EF95).
one point.
Valves on the same diagonal line are revealed as
The diagonals are marked in to give the appropriate
gain -bandwidth products ; they run parallel to each having the same gain -bandwidth product,l)ut different
values of gm and C, such as the 6AC7 and the 6CH6.
other as shown.
With a large sheet of paper it is not difficult to
In addition to showing the best valves for wide band working as mentioned above, the chart shows list over a hundred valve types for easy reference
valves which are electrically similar, such as the without confusion.

TeleVet " Tester
EVERY service engineer who is called upon to

retrim a television receiver needs other apparatus
Usually, for some
particular types of receiver a wobbulator is essential

besides a signal generator.

R.F. outputs, and each lead or termination is identified
by means of a letter. The very exhaustive manual
supplied with the instrument makes it a simple matter
to select the required lead when first using ,the
instrument, and after a short period of use it becomes
a simple matter automatically to choose the required

lead. The unused leads may be left lying on the
for accurately lining up the I.E. circuits, and in bench or stowed inside the pockets and do not affect
addition to these an audio output for the sound the results on the used leads. A standard signal
section, plus a pattern generator, might also be needed generator round which the instrument is assembled
at certain times of the day when there is no actual covers the ranges from 8 to 70 Mc/s and from 168 to

signal on the air. This means that usually a receiver
cannot be serviced in the customer's home, but must
be taken away where the full facilities of a service
workshop may be obtained. The Airmec people have
tackled this problem, and as a result have produced
the neat instrument shown below, and known as the
" TeleVet." Consisting basically of a signal generator,

230 Mc/s, and a 5 Mc/s crystal incorporated with a
special circuit enables the instrument to be set to any

multiple of 5 Mc/s-an accuracy better than .02
per cent. A mechanical wobbulator varies the setting

over a 12 Mc/s sweep, and an initial setting of the
controls enables the waveform on the tube to be
centred with three pips at 5 Mc/s spacing so that
it incorporates a C.R. tube for indications, and by bandwidth may easily be read off or identified. The
means of: the various test leads and controls it is wobbulator can, of course, be switched off, and an
possible to obtain a video output at any frequency unmodulated R.F. output obtained, or alternatively,
on Band I or Band III, with a wobbulated signal the signal generator may be switched off and the
controlled at 5 Mc/s intervals by means of a self- tube used at a straightforward, -oscilloscope with
contained, crystal ; a pattern consisting of a hori- built-in D.C. Y " amplifier.
zontal bar and two vertical bars ; an audio oscillator ;
an A.C. and a D.C. voltmeter measuring up to 20 kV,

and an output meter.
Fixed Leads
Unlike many multi -instruments, this instrument

has all the various test leads permanently attached,
and stowed, when notneeded, in pockets on each side
of the cabinet. Screened leads are used for the various

Dial Readings

The scale provided has a deep-set cursor with a
vernier, and the built-in oscillator produces beats

which may be ignored for rough tuning, but where a
high degree of accuracy is required, a little skill and
some calculation are called for in finding, by means
of the audio output, two dial settings on the vernier

and then calculating an intermediate setting, but

although a little complicated when
.first using the instrument one soon
gets accustomed to the procedure,
and one or two short cuts become

evident-dependent upon the type
of receiver being serviced and the
accuracy which is required. The
chassis and earth line are isolated,

and the tester may thus be employed in servicing A.C./D.C. apparatus,
and all the facilities mentioned have
been incorporated in a case measuring overall 151 -in. long, 8iin. high
and 91 -in. deep, and weighing only
251b. The case size is actually larger

than the instrument itself, as this
includes -the two pockets on each

side of the case: -We have had one
of these testers in use in our lab. for
some time now and have found it to
be one of the most useful pieces of

equipment which we have come
across.

The Airmec " TeleVet " Tester.

The price of the instrument is 57
guineas, an the makers are Airmec,
Ltd., High ycombe, Bucks.
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Amateur Television Equipment
FOR NOW AVAILABLE
A.C./D.C. MULTIMETER
A Signal and Bar Pattern Generator complete with
KITS

-.---

A SIGNAL
GENERATOR
.....mmi. II2-11171)
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calibration equipment. 25/-. Post free.
With the inception of Band III the home constructor
is working on new ground and accurate checking instruments are a MUST.
The " ELPREQ " Band III SIGNAL GENERATOR is
the very efficient and inexpensive answer. It
1. Will provide the signal for tuning to any Band III
station.
2. Can be used as a grid dip meter for checking the
frequency of Band III TV aerials, coils, etc.
3. Can be made to give a pattern on TV Receiver
screen.
4. Can be accurately calibrated with included equipment.
All the parts including valves, tuning condenser and
metal chassis are available as a Kit at 25/-, post free.
Constructional data free with Kit or available separately
price 2/6.
:

--,

RESPONSER UNIT
Ideal for Commercial TV. These
contain 6 valves type SP61, and one
each RL7, RL16 and EA50. Six IF
transformers 12 Mc/s. band, and
hundreds of other useful components. Price 39/6, plus carriage
and packing 7/6. These receivers
are unused.

-z

. Complete and in good order. Price
7,6 each, plus 1/6 postage.
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measu r e
A.C. volts
as well as
D.C. volts. milliamps and ohms.

Price for kit containing all the

essential items including moving coil meter, metal rectifier, resistors, range selector, calibrated
scale, etc., etc., is 19/6, plus 11post and packing. The D.C. only

ORGANTONE
zvavvtiang
'

It is a scientific fact that aperture size controls glare
and increases depth of focus and our newly patented
Novaspex adapts this principle to TV. They definitely:
Improve contrast and definition.
Sharpen focus, increasing picture depth.
Banish eye -strain and headaches,

,
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multi
meter to

THE CLEVELAND
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TYPES 24 & 25

kit of
Parts suit
able for
making a
a

packing.

I EWI:NC

R.F. UNITS

can

now offer

version is 15/-, plus 9d. post and

1117717?

SPECIAL SNIP

we

superhet
covens g
Long ,
Medium

s.,

and' Short

aveS.
Osram
miniature

I

Suppress incident light.
valvesPermit comfortable viewing in total darkness. low loss

coils - permeability - tuned
Novaspex are as comfortable as sun -glasses. Send iron
F S - full A.V.C. - variable
your order today and enjoy better TV tomorrow. Price Inegative
only 6/6 post free. Full money batk guarantee.
tion - 4 watts output - particufine tone. Chassis size 7 a 7 a
A FEW REMAIN early
7 approx. Tested in difficult areas
exceptional results have been
This cabinet is offered below where
Price 211.10.0 or 23.16.0
^,
cost. It is suitable for a tele- obtained.
visor using tube sizes varying deposit. Carriage, etc. 7/6.
:

CONNECTING WINE SNIP
P.V.C. insulated 23 s.w.g. con-

Per wire in 100ft. coils, 2/9 each.

Colours available : Black, Brown,
Red, Orange, Pink. Yellow, White,
Transparent. 4 coils for 10/-.

from 121n. to 171n., its overall
dimefisions being 3ft. 5in.
high, lft. 4in. deep, lft. Min.
wide. It is complete with

I

plywood back and " Bowler
Hat." Originally made for a
very expensive televisor and

THE ELPREQ E.H.T.

really good quality.

GENERATOR

tinge

lying stages

of moderate
power con-

teed full picture. 29/6,
plus 5/- carriage and
insurance.

SIX MONTHS' GUAR.

.

VCR139A, 21in., 32/6,

plus 2/6 carriage, etc...
VCR138. 3lin. electrostatic short persistence, suitable for
TV and ideal for
'scope work, 37!6, plus
3/6, carriage etc.

.

STOP PRESS
III

packing,.sistence
obtained with hi her H.T. supply.
Valve rectification is employed in
the output stage. The dimensions
are 61 x 41 x 7in. Price 69/6, post,
etc., 5/-.

-BAND

CONVERTER KIT

suitable for any type of TV.

63.10.0 complete.
Instructional data avallableseparately for 2/6 p. free
HIS MONTH'S SNIP

Mains Transformer and choke by Haines Radio,

CABI NETS

j

19/6

You
cal
make
c

cabinet.
with
this
1

cr ,'J

-

VCR112.

5in. electrostatic, per-

not known, 15/- each, plus
5/- carriage, etc.
C.%7996.
6in. electrostatic. persistence not known, 15/- each, plus
5/- carriage, etc.
CV1140, CV1590, CV1546. A1112in.

magnetic long persistence, MO-,
plus 10!- carriage.

cellent ha

ref

Ltd. Standard 50 cycle input with 10 volts tappings.
Secondaries 500-0-500 volt at 500 milliamp and 6.3 volt
at 6 amps., also choke to match 10 Henry's at 500
rhilliamps. Limited quantity only at 45/- the pair.
Carriage and packing 5/- extra.

5/-.

V1 R517. 61in. guaran-

TUBES ALL SIZES
All makes repaired at a
little over half price-

-principle. It is

with normal H.T. rail input but
somewhat higher outputs can be

VCR97. Brand new and unused,

repeatable. Offered at 26.19.6 " cut off type." ideal for 'scope,
carriage, packing. etc., 12/6. etc. Price 12/6. Carriage and
Note :These are cut for 12in. insurance 5/- extra. Ditto but
itubes,controls
but theareholes
for the
full picture type for
not drilled.
TV 39/6, plus car1

This is a made
up unit workMg
on the
blocking oscillator / overwound ampli-

sumption (6.3 volt .8 amp. filament
and approx. 59 inA. H.T.) and contains three BVA valves. Output
obtainable ranges from 6kV to 9kV

Un-

GREATLY REDUCED

CATHODE RAY TUBES

,

well - made

veneered

and polished

walnut cabinet. .Limitea quantity
offered at 19/6. Carriageetc., 3 6.

ELECTRONIC
PRECISION EQUIPMENT, LTD.
Post orders should be addressed to Dept. 5, RUISLIP.
Personal shoppers, however, can call at
Fleet Street,,29, Stroud Green Road 249,High Road,
Kilburn.
E.C.4.
Finsbury
Park, N.4.
: MAIDA
Phone : RUISLIP 5780 Phone : CENtral 2833 Phone
: ARCHWAY 1049 Phone
VALE 4921.
Half day, Wednesday. Half day, Saturday. I Half day,
Thursday. Half
day Thurs.
:

42-46 Windmill Hill, 152-3,

Ruislip, Middx.

I

a
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BUILDING THE "SIMPLEX"?
Thousands of enthusiasts are building the
" Simplex " Televisor, now being featured
Practical Television.' WHY NOT
in
YOU ? CONSTRUCTOR'S ENVELOPE 1G6
containing full constructional details and 1E7
Blue Print, additional notes and sugges- 1LH4
tions, and Query Service form, sent for 1LN5
ONLY 5!-. All- components available ex 1L4

stock as follows :
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. - 18 s.w.g.
DRILLED, for VCR97 version with screens
and tube holder bracket, 22/6.
TRANSFORMER. -350-0-350 v. 150 ma.
6.3 v. 5 a:, 5v. 3 a. tapped at 4 v., ONLY

(Postage 21-.)
CHOKE. -10 h. 120 ma., 10/6. (Post 1/-.)
RECTIFIERS.-RM3 5/- ea., K3/40 6/- ea.
VALVES.-EF50 618. SP61 4/-, 6SN7 9/-,
635 5/6. EB34 3/6, EA50 3/6.
VALVEHOLDERS.-B9G/(EF50)
I.O. and M.O. 6d., Diode (EA50)
VCR97 2/6.
VCR97 TUBE. -Tested full screen, 42/6..
CONDENSERS.--Electrolytics 25 mfd.
25 v. 1/10,16 x 8 mfd. 450 v. 5/6, 32 x 32 mfd.
450 v. 61-. Mica, silver mica, and tubulars,
350 v. 6d. each.
POTENTIOMETERS. -All Values, preset 1/9 each, long spindle 31-, with switch,
37/6.

4/6.

RESISTORS. -1 watt 4d., 1 watt 5d.,
1 watt 60., 1.5 lc. 5 Watt. 1/6.

COIL FOR ERS.-lin. 8d., lin.

10d.

6/6

6/6
8/8/-

7/6
8/6
9/8/6
7/6
9/6
7/6
7/6

2B7
3A4
3B7
6AG5
6AK7
6B4
6/38
6C8
6G6

81-

6/6
5/9/7/6
7/6
8/8

6116

6K6
6L7
6N7
6R6
6U5
6V6

8/6
816

6V6GT
6SA7

6507

6SN7
6537
6SK7
6SL7

R.F. UNITS TYPE 26 and 27. For

VALVES

7/6
8/6
7/6
7/6
8/6
.7/6

9/-

8/6
8/6
8/6

7A7
7C3

7F7
7W7
12005

1235
12AH7

12SG7
12SK7
12SR7

8/6
8/6
6/12/6
7/8

8/6
7/6
7/6
7/6
7/6
8/6
8/6

28D7
32
36
50Y6
58
1622
1626
1299A

11/4/7/6
VR150/30 8/6
5/9
VR137
8/6
KT44
KT2
5/6/6
VP23

HL23DD 6/6
TP25
165

8/-

1T4

81-

8/-

use with the R.1355 or any receiver with
a 6.3 v. supply. These are the variable

5Z4
5U4
6A07
6K7GT
807

ECH35
EA50
EBC33
EB34

10/10/6/6
5/6
7/8
12/6
316

EF36
EF39
EF50

8/8
3/8
6/6
6/6
6.6

EF91
EY51
EK32
EL32
SP61
MU14
RL37
VS70

12/6
15/6/6
7/6
4/10/6
6/7/6

Red
Sylvania 816

954
955
9003
9001
931A

61-

6/-

6/6/-

tuning units which use 2 valves EF54

and 1 of EC52. Type 26 covers 65-50 Mc/s
(5-6 metres), and Type 2'7 covers 85-65
Mots (3.5-5.0 metres). Complete with
valves, and BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S
CARTONS. ONLY 29/8 each.
CHASSIS OF INDICATOR 233.-Conains VCR97 C.R.T. holder, 11 valve holders, resistors, condensers, etc. etc..
BRAND NEW. ONLY 10/- (earn, etc.. 5/-)

E.H.T.

ANSFORMER.-Nofmal

230 v. Primary, with Secondary of

2,000 v. r.m.s. (approx. 2,800 v. D.C.).
A special offer of interest to all using
the VCR97 or similar tube. Size
2IM. W. x 2:in. D. x Bin. H. + lin.
for tag panel. AN UNREPEATABLE

SNIP, and well worth buying as an
insurance against failure of existing

E.H.T. supplies. ONLY 15/- (postage,
etc., 2/-).
-

TRANSFORMERS.ManufactUred- to
our specifications and fully -guaranteed.
Normal Primaries. 425-0-425 v. 260 ma.

6.3 v. 4 a., 6.3 v. 4 a.. 5 v.

a., 'ONLY
65/- ; 350 v.-0-350 v. 16$ ma., 6.3 v. 5 a.,
6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 3 a., ONLY 47/6: 250 v.-0250 v. 100 ma., 6.3 v. 6 a., 5 v. 3 a., ONLY
37/6. 350 v.-0-350 v.. 150 ma., 6.3 v. 5 a.,
5 v. 3 a.. ONLY 37/6. 250-0-250 v. 60 ma.,
6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a., ONLY 21/-. The above

50/817/6 1R5
SPEAKER. -8 in. P.M. less trans. 16/6 6SS7
are fully shrouded, upright mounting. 5.5
(postage 2/-).
0/P. TRANSFORMER, 5/-.
PYE 45 me s I.F. STRIPS. -The strip kV. E.H.T. with 2 windings of 2 v. 1 a.,
ONLY 79/6: 7 kV. E.H.T. with 4 v. 1 a.,
made for the London Vision
All Components Brand New and Un- that is ready
ONLY 89/6. PLEASE ADD 2/- POSTAGE
Channel. Complete with 6 valves EF50
used. Full Price List available on
FOR EACH TRANSFORMER.
and 1 of EA50. BRAND NEW. ONLY 59/6.
request.
Open until 1 p.m. Saturdays, we are 2 m ns. from High Holborn (Chancery Lane Station), 5 mins. by bus from King's Cross

aish with order, please, and print name and address clearly. Include postage as specified and on Component Orders under £2.
THE RADIO CORNER, 139, GRAY'S INN ROAD, LONDON, W.C.I
(Phone TERrninus 7937.)

U.E.I. CORPN.

POST THE COUPON TODAY FOR OUR
BROCHURE ON THE LATEST METHODS

OF HOME TRAINING FOR OVER
150 CAREERS & HOBBIES
PRIVATE AND INDIVIDUAL TUITION IN YOUR OWN HOME
City

and

Guilds

Grouped

Certificates In

Telecommunications:

Examination, Radio Amateur's Licence, Radio and Television Servicing Certificates,
General Radio and Television Courses, Radar, Sound Recording, etc.

-1

rI

NEWLEARN THE

P R A CT I C A L WAY.

I

COURSES WITH EQUIPMENT

I

With many ()four courses we supply actual

I

I
I

equipmenc thus combining theory ' and
practice in the correct educational
sequence. Courses include: Radio, Television,

I

Electronics,

Draughtsmanship,

Carpentry, Photography, and Commer-

vial Art, etc.

I
1

i

I
(

Also Courses In

all other branches of Engineering and Commerce.

TheadvantagesofE.M.I.training. * The teaching methods are

planned to meet modern industrial requirements. * We offer training in
all subjects which provide lucrative jobs or interesting hobbies. *A tutor is
personally allotted by name to ensure private and individual tuition.* Free
advice covering all aspects of training is given to students before and after

enrolling with us.

Equipment supplied

enrolment and
remains your property. I
upon

Courses from
15/- per month

I SNIP

POST THIS COUPON TODAY
without obligation your FREE book.
E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 138K,
43 Grove Park Road, London, W.4.
Send

NAME
ADDRESS

ti

The only Postal College which is part of I

a world-wide Industrial Organisation.

j

6155

SUBJECT(S) OF INTEREST

-4
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to be applied to most plays written
more than twenty years ago) fails

to sustain the piece, in spite of
good performances by such experi-

=

TELEVISION PICK-UPS AND

y4

,

REFLECTIONS

enced TV players as George
Coulouris, Laurence Payne and
Jeannette Sterke. It seems to me

that when adapting old three- or
four -act plays for television, the
transposition should concentrate
upon shortening the playing time

from ninety minutes to sixty or less.
The speeding -up process should be

achieved by deletions rather than
:44 g

1 9,49

1R

By lconos

by speeding up the dialogue
delivery. An American TV producer

England said of British
of steady consolidation in other visiting
branches of show business. No actors : " They talk too fast and

wonder the national advertisers are move too slowly." There is a great
getting all steamed up about deal of truth in this criticism,

though the effect of too -speedy a
delivery is often achieved by poor
diction, heavy dialect, or the ultra MRS. SHUFFLEWICK
natural throwing away of lines. In
ANOTHER name which has shot due course, recorded versions of
to the top of the music hall our television plays will be exported
bills as a result of a TV series is to the U.S.A., Canada and else -Mrs. Shufflewick, the " gimmick " where. It will then be necessary
of the Ralph Reader show, It's a for the dialogue to be easily
Great Life. Mrs. Shufflewick is understood internationally. These
the name which has been adopted remarks do not particularly apply
by Rex Jameson, a first-class comic to " Midsummer Fire," which
dame in pantomime style. The played its full hour -and -a -half for
Shufflewick interruptions of the those who stayed to its end, but to
Reader Show were amusing and I dramatic plays in general.
thought that Rex Jameson made
the most of rather poor dialogue
material. Comedy scripts are not " FABIAN OF SCOTLAND
YARD "
easy to write but usually take the
form of presenting old, well -tried THE half-hour episodes of
chestnuts in a new shape. The
Fabian's adventures, made
introduction of catch - phrases, in England primarily for American
character stooges and gimmicks, Television, are models of the type
if successful in the first episode of a of presentation suitable for the
comedy series, definitely builds up international market. Bruce Seton
goodwill for subsequent instal- is a most convincing detective and
ments.
Even the introductory each story is well -worked out and
music to a feature can create played, partly with commentary
anticipatory laughter-for instance, and also with directly -recorded
the title music of early Laurel and scenes. " The Executioner " was
sponsored TV in Britain.

LAUGHTER THE ATTRACTION

"T F it's laughter you're after ..."
was Tommy Trinder's pub-

I

licity catch -phrase a few years ago.

To -day, it seems to be an appropriate slogan for almost any kind

of entertainment-theatre, radio,
films or TV-which is destined to
click with the audiences.
The
general public seems to laugh

easily and eagerly at the moment
and responds to any feature -title
which shows promise of laughter,
particularly when it is coupled
with the name of a star comedian.
" ASKEY-ITIS "
BEFORE Your Very Eyes, with

Arthur Askey, has now finished its run but has established
the Big -Hearted Arthur as the
finest TV comedian in England ;
his timing of gags, impromptu

chit-chat to viewers, easy, relaxed
style and excellent diction all add
up to his complete mastery of the
extremely difficult technique of

being funny in front of the tele- Hardy films, seen occasionally (not a very good example of a taut
vision camera. Sabrina, the dumb often enough !) on television.
half-hour's " who -done -it " enterblonde of the show, was put into
tainment. I understand that the

the series as a " gimmick " by Bill SUNDAY NIGHT GLOOM
producers turn out two " Fabian "
Ward, the producer, with the SUNDAY night is a peak viewing films a week at the Twickenham
astonishing result that, she is now
time.
The BBC's ace TV Studios. This is fast going for
in demand for personal appearances drama producers are given their this type of feature, which required
at sporting events, for films and for heads, and the result seems to be specially built settings as well as
stage work. She will continue to either horrific or merely boring. exterior scenes.
Compare any

puzzle us with her extraordinary Rudolph Cartier, whose skilled " Fabian " episode with some of
Robey-ish eyebrows which, I am direction has been devoted to quite the BBC 90 -minute dramas which

told, are the new fashionable style. a few of the full-length Grand
This comedy series will have Guignol-type plays, changed, his
broken new ground by creating a style to some extent in " Midnew starlet, starting a new fashion summer Fire," a play by Hermann
and consolidating the reputation of Suderman, translated by Ashley
Arthur Askey.
We've all got Dukes. The TV version sets the
Askey-itis now and his name soars piece in modern Mexico instead
to the top. Such is the impact of of in East Germany eighty years
TV ; it achieves in two or three ago, as originally written. The
shows the same progress as years modernising pep -up (which seems

play in one or two sets.

Each

Fabian episode must have at least

eight sets, though some of them
are quite small and others, such
as the Scotland Yard Offices, are
used again and again. The in-

genuity of the Art Director in

arranging for " revamps " of sets

in a few hours, changing drawing rooms into kitchens and such -like,
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is a most important factor in this side being used, for the time being, base signal from the picture
type of production, and can save mainly to assist the producer in camera motor on the tape at the
cutting -in and out the appropriate side of the sound recording. This
hundreds of pounds in costs.
cameras when required. The image is used as a speed reference when
seen by the camera operator is the tape recording is re-recorded
TELEVISION LIGHTING
same as that filmed, on to photographic film. Such
THE Video -Film camera is likely exactly the
it is picked up through the use of twin -track tape recording
to be taken up by Leveral of since
lens, and is not subject to is now in general use by film studios
the American TV organisations. same
parallax troubles experienced as well as the BBC on the Leevers
Nevertheless, it will be appreciated the
the normal separate view- Rich Synchropulse recorder. On
that a higher level of lighting is with
finder
attached to the side of the the picture side the 35 mm.
filming
as
for
usually necessary
camera.
Producers also appreciate standard has been maintained
television
;
with
live
compared
because of the greater ease in
and when a combination of both that they can spot any errors
methods is used, sufficient light is
required for film photography.
This level is particularly high for
colour photography, sometimes
requiring intensities of up to
1,000ft. candles as compared with

less than 100ft. candles for elec-

In practice,
tronic cameras.
rather more light than 100ft.
candles is used in TV studios,

and the difference is not so great

immediately, without having to scanning and telerecording.

But

wait for the film rushes to be now the problems of 16 mm. film
processed and printed. They are
able to instruct the operators and
grips, via an intercommunication
system, as to camera movements

scanning have been tackled and the
considerable economies to be

obtained are likely to bring about
changes of technique both here
with the same accuracy as with and in the U.S.A. Colour telelive TV camera set-ups. Naturally, vision is now in commercial use in
the camera is somewhat larger America and it has been found that
than either a TV or a film camera, the cost of film stock and procesand has to be fitted with a sound- sing of Kodachrome 16 mm. film is
precisely one tenth that of 35 mm.
proof blimp.
Eastman Colour. Consequently,

with black -and -white film photography. There would, therefore,
seem to be a definite place in this 16 mm. OR 35 mm. ?
complicated business for the Video since the commencement
Film type of camera, of which a EVER
of BBC television the film
great deal will be heard in the side has been standardised on 35
next few months.
mm. film for picture and variable

there has been a very rapid development in 16 mm. work. Some of the

most popular weekly commercial

features, such as the Hank McCune

Show, are now filmed in 16 mm.

colour, using a new combined
area photographic recording for sound -and -picture camera, the
THE VIDEO -FILM -CAMERA
sound. In the course of time mag- Auricon. Kodachrome is a reversal
AMERICANtechnical magazines netic recording has been introduced film stock, however, and if more
carry advertising for dozens in 35 mm. perforated form and than one copy is required, duplicate
of equipment companies offering also on magnetic tape which is 16 mm. negatives have to be

kinds of gadgets as aids to used on exteriors when extreme
television production, either live mobility is required. Synchronisaor on film. Camera dollies of all tion of tape with picture has been
varieties, magnetic recorders, special maintained by recording a time all

printed, during which process the
sound track is likely to suffer
degradation unless it is re-recorded
electrically.

types of lights, microphone booms
and other impedimenta crowd the
pages. One of the latest innovations is the Video -Film Camera,

which is capable of transmitting a

live image via TV and at

the

same time photographing on 35
mm. film the same picture. The
scene is picked up by the normal
camera lens, one of three of different focal lengths mounted in a
turret, which transmits it to a normal film gate. Between the lens

and the film, however, a beamsplitter is interposed which diverts

a proportion of the rays to a
vidicon tube contained in the
camera. There is an electronic

viewfinder inset in the back of

the camera, enabling the operator
to see the actual scene transmitted
and filmed, and duplicate outlets

feed monitor tubes for the producer or others. The camera is,
therefore, two cameras in one-a

camera and a television
camera. It is being used at. present
film

for filming the Burns and Allen Engineer Mr. C. F. Whitbread, of Edmonton, London, examines the monitor
weekly show and the popular screen in the experimental test station on the I.T.A. site at Croydon, during a
1 Love Lhcy feature, the electronic

broadcast of test signals.
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WAKING A TEST METER
BUILDING A UNIVERSAL INSTRUMENT ROUND AN EX -GOVERNMENT VISUAL INDICATOR UNIT

By P. Green
been used to construct the meter described. There
seems to be a good supply of them, and a practical
description of how to adapt this fine movement of
approximately, 500 microamps F.S.D. to make a test
meter may be of interest to others. The movement

dustproof, and to keep metallic particles away from
the movement.
Dismantling

When all the parts are ready, remove the movement

from its case, handle carefully, and mount on the

angle bracket on the scale board with 6 B.A. screws.
Now snip off the end of the pointer with a razor blade,
using a piece of wood under the pointer as an anvil.
This leaves the pointer I fin. long from the centre of
the movement. Now to start experimenting in making
an extension pointer. First, make a wire tool (Fig. 6)
P2
141

No.6.8.A.Screws

No.4.8.A Screws

Front view of the finished meter.

ARELIABLE test meter is an essential piece of
equipment to any amateur who intends to build
his own radio or television receiver. Ftom
surplus supply stores instruments containing good
moving -coil movements may be obtained, and these
may be modified and used to make a good test meter.
Visual indicator type 3 (10Q4) is one, and may be
obtained for a few shillings. The writer recently
bought six of these for a shilling each, and all have
/%8" x ..q?"

Glass

S ply

/
Ho/es A Dr /I for sockets
8

C

.

0

Terminals
. Tooth past tube top
Switch

used is the vertical one. The other, a centre zero
movement, is not suitable, although this may be used
to make a light or exposure meter.
Construction
46'

Fig. 2.-Section through case.
/A,"

Glue all
SOO ohms

5-10 ohms

joints

(Radio spares preset)

Fig. 4. - Corner of case showing potentiometers.
I "
/4

i

fr
2

Before removing the movement from its case it is
advisable to construct the wooden case, movement
support and scaleboard, as a rigid support is required
while other work is being carried out. Using Meter movemnt
clean 5 -ply wood and baywood for the box, the
constructional details are shown in Figs. 1 to 5.
Use " cold " glue on all joints, and tack with fine
sprigs. For the window, a recess is made
by removing two layers of plywood, as
shown by the dotted line on Fig. I. The
glass is

cut from an old negative

plate, which is ideal for this pur-

pose as it is thin and free

68AScrews

Thk.ALUMINIUM

Fig. 5.-Movement support.

No 24(.022) S.W.G.
STEEL WIRE

Fig. 6.-Tool for pointer.

round the edges of the glass
will make a seal. It is im-

portant to keep the case

from a piece of steel wire 0.022, 24 s.w.g. The new
pointer is made from thin aluminium foil removed
from an old electrolytic condenser ; the thickness of
which will be anything from .0018in. to .0025in. thick.
Cut strips 5/64in. wide (.002in. thick approximately).

These strips are now bent round the wire to make a
tube, and after a little practice you will be able to
make quite good pointers. When you have been
.11es, balance

weight

1.- 4

r679.A. screw.
Cycle
spoke

Ir

3%2"

,1

Bake/ite tube

Brass insert

Insulated flex,
wire

Red or black

banana plug
Red or black rubber sleeve

Fig. 7. - Details of the prods.

successful, draw fin. of the

tube off the wire; flatten
out this end by scraping
with a penknife ; trim with
scissors and cut down to a

length of 2 7/16ins. Now
carefully push this exten-

sion piece on to the

movement pointer for
approximately fin. The
total length from centre

of the movement to be

Fix with a little

Fig. 8.- Check panel for high range.
4 resistors, 10 ohms each

Balancing the Movement
The meter will now have to

be re -balanced. The pointer

the glass as shown in Fig. 2.

A little Bostik cement

Fig. 3. -Details of the 5 -ply support and scale board.

wind on the wire tool about six turns of 36 s.w.g.

copper wire. Place this on the stub end of the pointer.
You will note there is already one on but do not attempt to remove this, as you may damage the movement. Having placed the additional weight, which will
fit, loosely proceed to place the instrument on all its
sides and note how the pointer behaves. You will be
able to judge if the weight is too light or too heavy, and
will have to make your adjustments to suit. When
sure your instrument is well balanced fix the weight
with a little Durofix.

Durofix.

of plywood the top layer,
Sufficient to make a strip
wide. Glue down over

ilid

P2"

Scaleboard 3 7/16ins.

from flaws. To fix the glass
peel off from a spare piece

lily'

Ilquare

5 1/2"

Fig. 1. - Details of the plywood top of instrument.

14; hardboard

Inside details of the meter.

No 6x3,4 Wood screw

Details of the scale board

and the meter mounting.

of a perfectly balanced instrument will return to zero when
the case is placed on any of its sides,
and it is by this method you can proceed to balance your instrument. First

/0

/ ohm each (27"of 40 s.w.g. copper wire

wound on bakelite tube)

Fig. 9.-Check panel for low range.
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C.4VERS

error " method must be used for the meter to read
The scale can now be attached to the scale board, correctly on the low -resistance scale.
External shunts are used for current readings and
but do not stick down with glue or paste as this will
warp the scale. Fix round edges with cellulose tape. connections are brought out from the meter move Solder the instrument leads now to the heads of the
06 thick bake/ite
4 B.A. brass screws, and this part of the meter is now

The Scale

finished.

Rivet

Proceed to fit the sockets and terminals in the

meter case, using a solder tag at each one. Fix also
the 500 ohm and 5 to 10 ohm potentiometers (Fig. 4)
and the switch for changing over the resistance

5/8"

Capper
U piece

ranges.

Calibration
The voltage ranges can now be calibrated, and new

Fig. 10.-Details of the shunts.

batteries may be used to carry out the tests. As the

ment to two large terminals, which are then connected

to the sockets.

movement gives a linear scale adjust the resistances to

The method of making the shunts

THERE

IS NO NEED TO SCRAP OLD -PATTERN SETS AS EXPLAINED HERE

By W. J. Delaney
It will be seen, therefore, that there would be a fair
whether or not a T.R.F. receiver should be amount of work involved in modifying a T.R.F.
scrapped, or whether it is possible to modify set for modern two -station reception, but such a
it for the reception of the I.T.A. programmes. Most rearrangement of parts would be advigable in
television receivers of this type were designed in the many cases. Of course, there is also the question
very first days of television, when the only station of redesigning the timebases at the same time, to
on the air was the London transmitter, and this, take advantage of the larger tubes which are now
unlike the remainder of the BBC transmitters, uses available, and if this is considered worth while, the
Further, at that entire receiver would practically have to be rebuilt,
double-sideband transmission.
time, the 9in. tube was in general use, and thus These and in such a case it would no doubt be thought
receivers will not be very useful to -day unless they desirable to start by building a completely new
have been modified to take a larger tube. However, design. A market for the old receiver would no
AQUERY which we are often receiving to -day is

many viewers are quite content with this size of picture
TS
OHMS

90 80 70 60

50

30

4

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm sag

ilissessiffissinimmuitiessiti
5
VOLTS

This scale may be cut out and stuck to the scale board.

It is accurately drawn for this -instrument.

suit one voltage reading, say 6 volts on the 10 volts
range. Similarly choose a suitable voltage for the
other ranges. Sometimes a resistance is found that

is shown in Fig. 1(), copper wire being used. Always

two chosen resistors in series or parallel will give the
reading required. For each range an approximate
value is given in the diagram. All resistors are 10 per
cent. tolerance. When calibrating it is an advantage
to have a number of the same kind of resistors, and
also a few very high ones, viz. 1, 1. and 1 M Q. Figs.
8 and 9 show two panels which may be used to check
the resistance ranges. The 2,200 ohm resistor and the
500 ohm potentiometer for the high resistance scale
are not critical, but the low resistance range is rather

Socket and plug connections have been used which

keep the ends clean and screw down the terminals
tight when taking- readings or errors will occur.

will give a correct reading, but a combination of Testing prods may be made as shown in Fig. 7.

give " at a glance " safety positions, but if the constructor desires he may incorporate switches. No

attempt has been made to provide a laboratory meter,

but a useful and practical instrument which will
meet any amateur constructor's requirerhents.

Viewer Research

Viewer Research figures issued by the
critical of adjustment, and a total resistance of LATEST
BBC reveal the following interesting details :
approximately 50 ohms is required. The potentioAverage level of evening viewing among the whole
meter Y in the diagram should be 5 to 10 ohms ;
the resistor X must be self -wound, and " trial and adult population of the United Kingdom (approx.
37,600,000 persons) :

% of the
adult population

14.9
January -March, 1955
1 I.5
January -March, 1954 ...
Average level of evening viewing among the
" television public" :

% of the
" televison public "

January -March, 1955
January -March, 1954

...

43 . 8
45.0

The increase in the size of the audience for the

average broadcast on television in the evening from

11.5% to 14.9% of the adult population closely

parallels the increase in the number of TV sets in use.
In January -March, 1955, the average audience of
evening television broadcasts included 43.8% of the
(enlarged) TV, public ; the corresponding figure for
January -March, 1954 (when the TV public was
Fig. 11.-1Circuit of the meter.
-

appreciably smaller) was 45.0%.
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and it is quite conceivable that the majority of users
of this type of receiver would prefer to retain it. The
problem is, however, what can be done about the
I.T.A. programmes when they commence. It will
be appreciated that in a superhet the majority of the
tuned circuits are pre-set to one frequency and, so
long as the frequency changer is tuned to the required
station and the oscillator coil is suitable, the set can
be tuned to any station quite easily. In the T.R.F.,
however, it becomes necessary, if another .station is
required, to retune all the coils, and this is impractic-

doubt be difficult to find, but as a second transmitter
becomes available the market will undoubtedly grow
smaller, and therefore the user of this type of
receiver has to consider seriously now, what may be
done.
An Alternative

In addition to the modifications which have been
outlined above, there is one very useful alternative
which might eventually prove the most satisfactory
way out Converters for the new commercial stations
will shortly be available and will be described in
'pages, but in most cases they will consist of
able. Does this mean,-then, that receivers of the these
changers designed to cover one Band I
T.R.F. pattern must be scrapped, or the user restricted frequency
one or two Band III stations, and the output from
to only one station ? Fortunately, there are solutions and
such converters will be at the now more or less
to this problem, although they are not simple.
standardised 1.F., round about 34 Mc/s. This output

if normally intended for connection to the I.F.
may be stages of existing television receivers, and- most
rede§igned to use a superhet arrangement. This commercial models which have been produced
would, of course, be a major reconstruction, and in during the recent period have been -provided with
receivers of the type of the P.W. Receiver might also input arrangements to enable this to be done. The
call for a modification in the layout, as the coils home -constructed models will, however, have no
are all unscreened and instability might arise with the such provision, and therefore any such converter
Conversion

Fitst, of course, the

entire circuit

higher efficiency and gain of the superhet. One could,

which is used will have to be designed for the I.F.

possibility, would then have to be explored of using
the first sound stage as a separate oscillator to work
in the frequency changer circuit. This might avoid the
necessity of purchasing new valves, but much will
depend upon those which are in use in the existing
circuit. Alternatively, it might- be found that the
circuit which is now being used would, on conversion
on the lines above mentioned, provide insufficient
amplification at the I.F. for the vision, and perhaps,
therefore, one of the sound stages could be rearranged
to add to the vision I.F.

merely to use the latter as an I.F. amplifier. The big
problem which will arise in many cases, however,
will be the production of patterns 'on the screen due
to the existing receiver picking, up one of the transmissions on its wiring. The older type of receiver was
not so comprehensively screened as modern models.
and in areas which are close to one of the_stations

however, replace the coils in the final stages by which is employed in the receiver, and then the
screened components of modern design and rearrange latter will have to be modified so that the input may
the first two stages. The first stage would be left in be applied at a suitable point. The T.R.F. receiver
its original form to act as an R.F. stage, with the which we have been discussing, however, will offer a
second converted into a frequency changer. As the more useful application in this connection, as it
custom was sometimes to take the aerial to both will only be necessary to retune the existing coils to
sound and vision (no common stages), this would the I.F. output of the added converter. If the coils
mean that there would be a need to change the permit, it might be possible to do this merely by
input circuit to the sound section and feed this from changing the cores or, alternatively, the converter
the frequency changer in the usual way. The result may be designed to provide an output at the same
of this might be to provide too much sound, and the frequency as is used in the existing receiver and

Sound Rejection
The T.R.F. circuit would, undoubtedly, have sound

rejector circuits in it, and these, too, would have
to be replaced by suitable rejectors at the sound I.F.

not only the coils but also the actual wiring may

function as miniature aerials and pick up the unwanted
signal, resulting in either a background pattern on the

screen or cross -talk on the sound side. This trouble
may, indeed, arise even in some modern commercial
receivers, but this will depend upon the proximity of
the transmitter, the reception conditions, and whether
or not the aerial(s) and leading -in cable are suitably
disposed.
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Frame Flyback Suppression 3
By " Erg "

SOME CIRCUITS FOR THE EXPERIMENTER
(Continued from page 567, May issue)

Fig. 12 shows one method as applied to the
so that anode and cathode potentials are Simplex electrostatic model. If this is compared with
equal. Now if a negative pulse is applied to Fig. 9 it will be seen that the same basic principles
the cathode current will flow in the circuit for the are retained, but a diode is inserted between the
duration of the pulse. The current will cause a frame.oscillator and the cathode of the tube. VRa is
voltage drop across the anode load R, and the adjusted so that the diode passes no current.

ASSUME that the circuit is once again stabilised

Now during the forward stroke, when the scan is
negative going, the diode will not conduct due to the
fact that the anode is driven in the negative direction.
However, when the flyback pulse occurs the diode is

driven positive at the anode, it conducts, and the
positive pulse appears at the cathode of the tube.
One defect of the arrangement is that the potential

applied to the cathode of the diode is dependent
upon the setting of the brilliance control. A rather
more elegant way of doing the job would be to feed
the cathode froin a separate potential divider. This
need not be variable, but can be fixed, VRa being

retained for adjusting the point at which the gate
operates.
The refinement is shown in Fig. 13.

It is possible to apply the method to a cathode modulated C.R.T. by reversing the diode action so
that a negative pulse only is passed. A typical
example is given in Fig. 14,

P4A
Fig. 12.-Details of the " Simplex " with diode gate.
EASO

voltage at the anode of

220

In this case the frame

words, the anode moves -11
negative

direction.

The negative pulse at the

visor.

scan is positive, the flyback
being negative. The fly-

the valve will be less ,than
it was previously. In other
in a

which shows the system
applied to the .Lynx tele-

.0/
/uF

cathode has produced a

220
Kfl

negative pulse at the anode
and this can be passed

then no current will flow

During the forward stroke
the cathode is made posi-

To Cathode

of CPT

Fig. 15.-Diode with se parate potential divider.
therefore no positive pulse will be felt at the anode
and no pulse appears at outlet B.
through the valve, and

as C in Fig. 7.
VRa is adjusted in the first
instance so that no current
same

flows through the valve.

on to a circuit via the

outlet B.
Should a positive pulse
be applied to the cathode,

back is connected to the
diode via C, which is the

tive and the diode does
not conduct. During the
next part of the cycle

the fly -back which is nega-

The diode gate can be reversed quite easily so

that it will pass a positive pulse and not a negative
one.
In this case let us assume that the circuit is balanced

and no current flows. Now apply a positive pulse to
the anode ; this will cause the valve to pass current
which will be drawn from the cathode. The current
will be drawn from the circuit attached to the point

A and there will therefore be a positive pulse at
point A.

Summarising, a diode gate used for negative pulses

has the cathode as input and anode as output ; a

diode gate used for positive pulses has the anode as
input and the cathode as output.
Practical

Application

Now let us see how this useful feature can be

applied to our suppression circuit.

Fig. 13 (left).-Modification of Fig. 12. Fig. 14
(right).-Diode gate fitted to the Lynx.
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tive is applied to the cathode of the diode ; the anode has been tried out in a mixed sample of models and
therefore becomes more positive than the cathode, has proved very satisfactory.
current will flow, and in the manner explained

previously the pulse will appear on the grid of the

H.T+

C.R.T.
As in the previous case, the operation of the diode
will depend upon the setting of the brilliance control
and to make the circuit independent of the brilliance
the diode anode can be fed from a separate potentiometer network.
A suitable circuit is shown in Fig. 15.
It is. not always necessary to provide blocking
condensers on both sides of the diode. In some cases
the diode can be directly coupled to the frame circuit,

To Grid

of

C.R.T

.

500 KI1

and a single potentiometer used for balancing the
valve.

This method is shown clearly in the circuit given in
Fig. 16.

Fig. 16.-Directly-coupled gate.
It is

Conclusion

It will be appreciated that it has not been possible
to test out the circuits given on every type of home constructed televisor now on the market. The method

hoped that the basic information given,

coupled with the practical circuits and examples, will

enable the constructor toadapt the principles to his
own particular needs.

tive proposals, it became obvious that the summit of
Snaefell would give an entirely satisfactory service
to the island as a whole. Approval, therefore, was
THE following statement was agreed
to build the new station there. The Ministry
Excellency the Lieutenant -Governor of the Isle sought
of Transport and Civil Aviation, for reasons of
of Man, the Lt. -Governor's Advisory Committee safety of life, was not prepared to grant permission
on Broadcasting, and the BBC, as the result of a for such a station to be erected unless the BBC could
meeting held oil Thursday, April 14.
demonstrate by tests that no interference would be
After consultation with His Excellency the Lieuto the Ministry's transmitting and receiving
tenant -Governor of the Broadcasting Committee of caused
station which is already operating on Snaefell. Two
the Isle of Man, and with their full agreement, the difficulties arose. For reasons of geography and
BBC has now decided its plans for the future develop- other commitments, these tests cannot take place
ment of television and sound broadcasting for the until early summer, 1956. Secondly, the Ministry

TV in the Isle of Man
by His

island.
Divis Transmitter

reserves the right to close down the transmitters

temporarily should the safety of aircraft be in danger.

In spite of this, and having regard to the long-term
temporary TV transmitter at Carnane, near Douglas, welfare of broadcasting in the island, the Broadis giving a satisfactory service to about 60 per cent. casting Committee and the BBC are convinced that
of the island's population. In addition to this, a new the advantages of the Snaefell site are over-riding and
permanent TV station has been erected at Divis, that the proposal to use this site should be pursued.
near Belfast. This station is expected to begin opera- This means that the necessary tests will be carried out
ting in July of this year, and it is hoped that it will early in 1956. -Thus, dependent upon their success, the
give a satisfactory service to viewers living in the BBC confidently hopes to begin the erection of the
north of the Isle of Man, provided they are favour- permanent television transmitter on the Snaefell
ably situated and use good aerials. This transmission site immediately after. At the same time, in order
from Divis; together with the transmission from to improve the island's sound broadcasting reception,
Carnane and also with the transmission already the BBC proposes, subject to Post Office approval,
received in reasonable quality by viewers of Holme to incorporate in the Snaefell site, three VHF -FM
Moss direct, will mean that from summer this year transmitters, designed to carry respectively the
the majority of the population of the island should Home, Light and Third Programmes, as this
site is also the only one which will provide an
receive satisfactory service.
Meanwhile the BBC has been searching for a entirely satisfactory service for sound broadcasting
suitable site on which to erect a permanent TV in the island.
transmitter for coverage of the whole island.
The whole project at Snaefell will be completed
as quickly as transport and weather conditions
New Station on Snaefell
After considering and testing a number of alterna- permit.

The immediate situation is as follows :

The

The Entirely New 12th Edition of The Famous Standard Work

THE PRACTICAL WIRELESS ENCYCLOP1DIA
By F. J. CAMM

Considerably enlarged, amplified and entirely re -written and re -illustrated.

and constructional data.

Complete Television Section, with theoretical

All the facts, figures, and constructional data of Radio and Television-Definition, Terms - Units-Principles, Circuits, etc.
Over 300,000 copies sold Price 21/- or 221- by post from:
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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ARTHURS HAVE IT:
LARGE STOCKS OF VALVES AND C.R.T.s.
AVO METERS IN STOCK

£19 10
23 10
27 10

Avo Model 7
Avo Model 8

Electronic Test Meter Electronic Test Unit

40

:1"13117,11TES

Radio &Television
SERVICING

0

10 10

AC'DC Minor

* Cossor Oscilloscopes Model 1052 -

104
132

1049 -

0
0

Full range Taylors Meters. List on request.
Leak-TL/10 Amplifier and Point One "
- Complete 28 7
Pre -Amplifier -

-

1953 1954 Models
This

0

July, 1954.

- !S 17

jayson F.M. Tuner Unit
Chapman Tuning Units

:..1)m

16

0

0
0

Postage 6d. each extra.

SCOPE SOLDERING IRON A.C./D.C. HEATING
TIME 4 v. 6 sec. 6 v. 4 sec. 39/6.
TRANSFORMER for 200/230 v. 37/6.

to

you

in

valve

voltages, alignment procedures, component lay -outs, etc.
The book constitutes a special
limited edition and there is a copy
for you for FREE Examination if

MULLARD, OSRAM, & BRIMAR No. 5, 5!- each,

Terms C.O.D. OR CASH with order and subject
alterations and being unsold.

volume gives

for tuning-circuit diagrams,

LATEST VALVE MANUALS

MAZDA V- each.

single

compact form all the essential data
you need for dealing with faults and

F.M. Kit of parts 65 less valves. Ref. Radio Constructor

You need data for the

you hurry.

price

popular 1953/1954 models, so CLAIM

A COPY NOW on coupon below.

Est.
1919

Free for 7 days'
PrzopS:

ARTHUR GRAY. LTD.

EXAMINATION

OUR ONLY ADDRESS : Gray House,
150-152 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2

TELEVISION MODELS by . . .
Ace, Alba, Ambassador, Argosy,
Baird, Beethoven, Bush, Cham-

TEMple Bar 5833/4 and 4765.

TELEGRAMS-" TELEGRAY, WESTCENT, LONDON."
CABLES-" TELEGRAY, LONDON."

pion, Cossor, Decca, Ekcovision,

English Electric, Ferguson, FerK -B,
Invicta,
ranti, G.E.C.,

McMichael, Marconiphone,

385 Pages
of Televisien
Servicing Data.

215 Pages
of Radio

iforret

COMBINED

BOOSTER

they enable Tubes with low emission
or with Cathode -Heater short to be
used again. Supplied in any voltage
from 2v. -13.3v.
OPTIONAL BOOST (121% and 25%).

Price 21/- (Retail)

Raymond,

Regentone,

RADIO MODELS by .

.

Ambassador, Beethoven,
Bush, Champion, Cossor, Decca,
Ekco, Ever Ready, Ferguson, Fer-

Ace,

ranti, G.E.C., Invicta, McCarthy,

"A great help and
worth a fortune ! "

Masteradio, Murphy, Peto Scott,

McMichael, Marconiphone,

says owner of Philco, Philips, Pilot, Pye, RayNewnes previous mond, Regentone, R.G.D., Sobell,
Servicing books.

Ultra, Vidor.

POST THIS COUPON TO -DAY!

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD,

66-69, Great Queen Street, London, W.C.2.
Please send me the special VOLUME of Newnes RADIO AND
TELEVISION SERVICING. It is understood that I may return

the work within eight days.

If

I

keep it

I

will send a first

payment of 10s. eight days after delivery, and 10s. Od. monthly
thereafter, until the sum of 50s. has been paid. Cash price

within eight days is 45s.
Name

Address

Place X where it applies

H. W. FORREST
349 HASLUCKS GREEN ROAD
SHI. 2483
SHIRLEY, BIRMINGHAM.

R.G.D.,

Sobell, Stella, Ultra, Vidor.

Servicing Data.

AND ISOLATING TRANSFORMERS
Cheap and easy to fit to any Receiver,

Masteradio, Murphy, Pam, Peto
Scott, Philco, Philips, Pilot, Pye,

HouseOWNER
Occupation

Householder

Signature

Living with Parents

(Or your Parent's Signature if
under 21)
R.9

Lodging Address
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7/6 VALVE SALE 7/6
New boxed. All guaranteed

IRS,185, 1T4, 164, 384, 3V4, 6AM6, 6F12,
6B6, ODWO, 61(751, 5E8, 68A7, 84L7, 6V6,

654. 6X5, 707: 803,

EC91,

12.A.X7, 807,

EF39, EF91, EF92, EL32, EiVR2A, PEN25,
1722, UF41. AT 8/6 : 5134, 524, OAKS, CATS,

60, 6L6, 0Q7, 00N7, 80, ECI142, Sylvania
EF50, 611114. AT 10/6 : ECL80, EF80, EL41.

Volume Controls 80
ALL WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
FIVE VALVES
THREE WAVEBANDS

LATEST MULLARD
S.W. 16 m.-50 m.
M.W. 200 m.-550 m. ECH42, EF41, EBC41
L.W. 800 in. --2,000 m. EL4l, El40.
12 month Guarantee, with loin. P.M. Speaker,
A.C.

200/250

v.

Switch.

Short -Medium -Long

Gram. A.V.C. and Negative feedback. 4.2 watts.
-x 21in: Glass Dial-10in.
a 41in.,
horizontal -or vertical available. 2 Pilot Lamps.
Chassis 131 x

Four Knobs. Walnut or Ivory, aligned and cali-

brated. Chassis isolated from mains. PRICE £10115/0.

Without 10in. Speaker, 29/15/0. Carr. & Ins., 4/6.
CONDENSERS. -New stock. .001 mfd. 6 kV.
T.C.C., 5/8. Ditto, 12.6.kV., 9(6 ; 2 pf. to 500 pf.

Brand new Plessey 8 -speed Autochanger Mixer Unit

for 7, 10 and 12in. Records. Twin Hi-Fi Xtal Head
with Duopoint sapphire stylus. Plays 4,000 records.
Sprung mounting. Baseboard required; 154in. x
12lin. Height 51e. Depth Sin. Superb Quality.
Bargain Price, 94 gas. post free.
SIMILAR MODEL. -3 speed Single Record unit
with Aces 37 Turnover Head, each Sapphire Stylus
plays 2,000 records. Starting Switch Automatically
places Piek.up on records, 7in., 10in. or 12in. Auto
Stop. Baseplate 12in. x 81,in. Height 21ia. Depth
Olin. Price 217/15/6. post tree.
TV. PRE -AMP. -Channel 1, easily modified to
other channels or converter use. Midget chassis

Micas, 6d. ; .001, .01, .02, 500 v..1 mfd. 350 v., 9d. ;-

Hunts Itoldsual 500 v. .003, .01, 9d. ; .05 mfd.

and .1 mfd., 1/- ; .20 raid., 1(6 ; .5 mid., 000 v., 1/9.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. -10%, 5 pf to 500
600 pf. to 3,000 pf., 1/3. DITTO 1°'
pf..
:

1.5 p1. to. 500 pf., 1/9 ; 515 pt. to 1,000 pf., 21..
Can Type, Clips, 3d. ea.
Tubular Electrolitics
3/6
4/500 v. Hunts
2/- 16/450 v. T.C.C.
8/450 v. B.E.C.
16/500 v. Dubilier

2/3

60/350 v. T.C.C.

6/6

4/- 8+16/450 v. B.E.C. 5/8+8/300 v. Dubilier 4/6,, 16 +16/450 v. B.E.C. 5/8
16+16/500 v. Dub. 6/-' 16+10/500 v. T.C.C. 6/321500 v. Dubilier
5/- 32/350 v. Dui:411er 4/11/6
15/52 v. Hunts.
1/9 00+100/350 v.
12/6
50/.0 v. Plessey
2/- 100+200/275 v.
SPECIALS. -500 mfd. 12 v., 3/, 1500 mid. 6 v., 4/6,
1000+1000 mfd. 6 v., 13/6, .1 odd. 1.5 kV., 3/6.

T.C.C. SCREW BASE TYPE 512.-8 mfd. 500 v., 8/16 mfd, 500 v., 4/-.
C.R.T. LOW LEAKAGE ISOLATION TRANS. Ratio
1.25. 25% boost, 2 v., 10/6; 4 v., 10/6 ; 6.3 v.,
1

10.8 v., 10/6 ;. 13.3 v., 10/6.
MAINS TYPE Multi Output. ---2, 25, 21, 2i, 3 v.
2 amp.. 17/6.
MAINS TYPE Multi Output. 0, 4, 6.3 v., 7.3 v.,
10/6

10 v., 13 v., two tans boost output 25% or 50%, 21/-.

Gin. a 3in. x Olin. Complete with coax. lead,
plug and EF42 valve. Brand new (boxed).
Listed 63/15/-.

Special clearance, 21./-.

WIRE -WOUND POTS. 3 WATT. FAMOUS MAKES
Pre -Set Mo. TV. Type. Standard Size Pots, 2410.
All values 25 ohms to 30 Spindle. 100 ohms to

50 K., 5/6 ; 100 K., 6/6.
4/ Ditto Carbon Track 50K. W/W EXT. SPEAKER
CONTROL 1052, 3/-.
to 2 Meg.
L.F. CHOKES. -15 H 60 ma, 5/-, 20H 120 ma, 11/6,

K., 3/- ea. 50 K.,

15 IL 150 ma, 12/6. H F. Choke, 14 ma.. 2/6.
HEATER TRANS. -Tapped prim., 200/250 v. 6.3 v.

11 amp., 7/6, tapped sec. 2, 4, 6.3 v., 11 amp., 8/6.
MAINS TRANS. 350-0-350;80 ma., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v.
2 a., ditto 230-0-200, 21/-. 3 -way mounting.
No connection with any other firm. Please address
all correspondence correctly as below.

Long spindles. Guaranteed 1 year. All values

0,000 ohms to 2 Meg-

Losses cut 50° U11..,Y,..
hms.
No Ow. S.P.Sw. D.P.Sw. STANDARD OA
gm. yd.
lin. Coax
3/4/.4/9
1/2
COAX PLUGS
.. 1/2 DOUBLE SOCKET
1/OUTLET
BOXES
... 4/6
SOCKETS ...
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER per yd. 64. 1 80
TWIN SCREENED. FEEDER per rd.
f ohms
50 OHM COAX CABLE, 85. per yd.
TRIMMERS, Ceramic, 30, 70 p1., 9d. ; 100 p6.
150 pf., 1/3 ; 250 pf., 1/6 ; 600 pf., 1/9.
TYANA.-Midget Soldering Iron. 200/220 T. or
230/250 v., 14/11. Triple Three mod. with detach-

able bench stand. 19/6. Solon Midget Iron, 19/6.
XTAL DIODE. -Sensitive C.E.C. type, 3/6. H.R.
Phones (S. G. Brown) or Hi -grade Amer., 15/6 pair.
STOF PRESS.-B.S.R. MONARCH 3 -SPEED
MIXER CHANGER. ACOS XTAL HEADS. Baseboard, 14in. x 12in. Height Olin. Brand
New in Maker's Boxes, 610/19/6, post free.
lie., 104.
KNOBS, GOLD ENGRAVED. -Walnut or Ivory,
diem., 1/6 each. Not engraved, 1/- each.
FlySENTERCEL RECTIFIERS.-EHT Type.
ALADDIN FORMERS and core, lin., lid.

back Voltage. -K3/25.2 kV., 4/3; K3/40, 1.2 kV., 6/-;
K3/45, 3.6 kV., 6/6; K3/50 4 kV., 7/3; K3/100 8 kV.,

12/6; 11:3/160 14 kV., 18/, MAINS TYPE-RINI,

125 v., 60 ma., 4)-; EMS, 100 ma., 4/9 ; RH3,
12l/ ma, 5/9 ; RM4, 250 v. 275 ma., 16/,

Radio Component Specialists
THO 1665
free. C.O.D. 1/6. Lists s.a.e.

RECORDING TAPE. Exclusive Bargain. 1,200 ft.
reels High Coercitivity. Brand new, 17/6.

307, Whitehorse Road, West Croydon. 4 amp.. 17/8.
Post 6d.

HANNEY of BATH offers:-

LAFCO

E. PAYMENT " CORNER
THE " METRIX "

seven. 84/-. Complete pre -amp kit (less valve). 32/2.
WB100 (sound and vision chassis). 18/6 WB101, 6/- WB102, 18/6 ;

MULTIMETER 460

.
; W33105, 47/2 ; WB106.
,W13103A. 52/6 ; VTB104, 1516

28 ranges.
Internal
resistance 10.000 ohms per
volt A.C. and D.C. Volts
3-7.5-30-75-150-300-750 v. A.C.
and D.C. Resistance from

with

2516: WB107, 32/6 : WB108, 3313 ; WB109/1, 2 or 3 (state tube type),
22/6 : WB110, 7/6 " WB112, 21/6 ; WB Console conversion kit, 35/. ;
WB300 pre -amp chassis. 17/6 ; Westinghouse Rectifiers, 14A86,
29/5
20/4 ; 14D36, 11/7 : WX3 and WX6. 3/9 each ; 36EHT100. E3/45,
36ERT50, 26/1 . 36EHT45, 23(8 ; K3/100, 1418 ; K3/50. 8/9 ;
8/2. T.C.C. Condensers. £7/10/- (LlY condenser supplied separately).
Morganite pots, 5/- each ; Morganite resistors, 3513. Colvern
pots, 22/6 ; or CLR901. 3/3 each and CLR4089/22, 6/4. Belling -Lee
L707, 8/9. Fuses 6d. each. Wearite Coilsets (with L9), L'don and
Belfast, 22/- Wenvoe and Pontop Pike, 281- ; H. Moss. K.o.S..
,

B'ham and Brighton, 30/-. Pre -amp coils, 4/- pr. (any channel).
TELEHLNG.-Constructor's Envelope, 6/-; Coilsets, 44/6; Chassis
kit. 50/- T.C.C. kit, £714/3 ; RM4 rectifier, 211- ; Allen Compo-

nents, L0338, 401- ; F0305, 21/- DC300C, 39/6.; FC302, 311- ; GL16
and GL18. 7/6 each ; BT314, 15/- ; SC312, 21/- ; AT310, 30/. ; OP117,
Dubilier Resistor/pot, kit, 81/6.
9/-

P.T. SUPERVISOR.-LT.C.C. Condenser kit, £816/4: Erie resistor
kit, 5414 : 4 w/w-pots, 26/- 7 Erie carbon pots, 35/- ; Allen coil sets, 44/6 ; Allen DC/300C, 39/6 ; GL.l6 and GL.18, 7/6 each
FC.302, 31/- ' OP.117 output trans., 91- ; Denco
SC.312, 21/WA/FMAL 21/- ; WA/LOTI, 42/- ; Denco chassis kit, 51/6 ; Westinghouse WX.6, 3/10_ WG4A, 7/6 ; LW.7.- 26/8 English Electric
polystyrene mask. 45/8 ; perspex filter, 32/8 anti -corona ring,
6/8-; Tube sheath, ,6/2 ; T.901 tube, inc. carriage and insurance,
£22/14/10 Elac ITS ion trap, 5/:.
OSRAM 93.2 Erie resistor -pot. kit with ceramic tube resistors,
very highly recommended, 29/6 Lab. resistor kit, 32/4 ; T.C.C.
condensers, 551, PARTRIDGE Components, with loose lead
terminations, Mains trans., 441- ; Smoothing Choke, 29/6 ; Output
charge.
trans.. 76/9. Price includes Partridge carriage/packing
Printed -panel, 14/6. W.B. chassis. 28/6. Send for complete list.
;

;

;

;

MULLARD 5 VALVE 10 WATT AMPLIFIER. T.C.C. Condensers, 45/- ; Erie resistor -pot. kit, 37/6 ; Elstone Mains trans.,
Elstone Output trans., 45'- (both types) Denco, chassis,
36/14/6. Small parts as per our list. Matched pairs of valves are
;

available for both the above designs.
Send 6d. in stamps for our complete list

L.

F. HARNEY, 77 Lower Bristol Road, Bath.
Tel: 3811

;

LOUDSPEAKERS P.M., 3 OHM. -Sin., 16/6 ; 61in.,
17/8 ; 8in., 1916; 10in., 25/-; 01in. with trausf., 19/6.
T.V. AERIALS. -All channels. Indoor Inv. T., 13/6.
CHARGER TRANSF. for 2, 6 or 12 v. 11 amp., 13/6 ;
4 amp., 21/-. Bridge rectifiers, 11 amp., 8/9 ;

VIEWMASTER.-Constructor's Envelope, 7/6. Stage 1, 6213;
two, 43/3 ; three, £5/1/8 ; four, 9/10 ; five. £10/4/- ; six, £717/3 ;
WB103, 42/-

CABLE COAX
spaced Poly-

Semi -air

theneinsulated. lin.diam.
Stranded core. OA

to 2 megohms in two
51in.
ranges. Dimensions
x 4in. x 111n. Weight : 1
lb. 5 ozs. Cash Price £14.6.4
or 35/- deposit and 8 monthly
0

:

payments of 351-.

THE " METRIX".
MODEL 410
-19 ranges with a sensitivity

of 100 ohms per volt from

A.C. and D.C.
Resistance 0-100 ohms. Weight :
11b. 2 ozs. Cash Price £9.2.11
or 22/5 deposit and 8 monthly
75-750 volts.

Volts 15-75-150-300-750.

payments of 22(5.

There is a " Iletrix" Dieter for YOUR needs
MODEL 400 TRANSCLIP.-Currents can be measured

without any volts drop.- All voltages (A.C.) up to 600 v. may
be measured. A.C. currents 0-10, 30, 100, noo A. Accuracy ± 5%
F.S.D., £17.8.0 cash or 42/7 deposit and 8 by 4217.
MODEL 422E. -Sensitivity 5,000 ohins per vOlt. A.C. and D.C.
volts 1.5-5-15-50-150-500-1,500. A.C. and D.C. currents 1.5-5-1550-150-500 mA., 1.5-5 amps. resistance, 0-2 meg. in 2 ranges.
Accuracy 1.5% on D.C., 2.5% on A.G. Weighs 21 lbs., £22,14.10

cash or 55/7 deposit and 8 by 55/7.

Send stamp for leaflets of the Metrix range, all of which are available
on easy terms.

LAFC0" (Desk 171)

3, Corbetts Passage, Rotberhithe New Road,- London,
Telephone :

BERmondsey 4341.

Ext. 1
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The Miller Timebase
BASIC THEORY AND. PRACTICAL OPERATION.

By "_Engineer"
(Continue, /tom page 556 May issue)
Foldover

Generally, sufficient amplitude is available in the

BY foldover we mean a turning back of the frame scan as tbe valve works more efficiently at this

scan on itself so that it appears like the fold
of a curtain. Fig. 10 shows the fault (the
actual. lines have been omitted for the sake of
clarity). In the illustration it is shown in the line

frequency, and also the frame output is usually fed to
the Y plates which are positioned mechanically within

the C.R.T. so as to exert a greater influence on the
beam.

Line circuits -are not so happy ; first there is the
frame circuit, the foldover appearing at the top of loss of efficiency due to the frequency itself, and
secondly the output is usually connected to the
the scan.
The fault is due to the flyback being unduly pro- deflector plates with the lower sensitivity.
Provided' that RI is of the correct value then
longed. What happens is that the blacked -out spot
circuit, but similar conditions can exist

in the

certain other steps can be taken to improve the width

(or height) of the scan.
CI can' be increased in value, and the maximum
value is that which causes foldover. At this point
further increase of Cl only increases the foldover.
In line circuits a useful increase in scan can be
gained by the insertion of a choke across R1. The
choke should have a value of one to three Henries
and R about 120 K. Too high a value choke will
introduce distortion in the waveform.
This method is quite a good scheme to employ
where ra Miller Integrator circuit is beirig used in a
magnetic circuit where much greater power is required

Fig.,

10. - Illustration
foldover.

in the horizontal scan.
Another method of increasing the amplitude is to
increase the timebase H.T. rail voltage. When
building a standard circuit, and lack of width and
height are experienced, the first thing to suspect is

o

too low a value at H.T.
Fig. 11.-Choke coupled
circuit.

is travelling rapidly from right to left so as to begin
the next line. If the flyback time of the oscillator is

too long the picture intelligence will commence before
the spot has reached its correct position on the extreme

Adding an Amplifier

It is not difficult to add an amplifier to the Miller
Integrator. This class of circuit is usually used in
electrostatic deflection, and one of the simplest and

best methods of increasing the scan is to add a
paraphrase amplifier by the use of a second valve,

left of the screen. The picture information starts which operates on the opposite deflector plate. By
coming through while the spot is still travelling this method h kind of push-pull feed is obtained,
towards the left and hence the trace is brightened ;
the fold contains part of the picture.
Flyback time depends to a certain extent on the

R, .0 and R1 combination (Fig. 11), but C and R are
fixed at the correct time -constant, and RI is set so as

to obtain the optimum response from the circuit.
In obstinate' cases some variation of -R1 can be
attempted, but the main factor controlling the flyback

Cl.
Where foldover is experienced the first action
should be to try a reduction of Cl. This condenser
should be reduced in value to a point where foldover
is

ceases.

It should be noted that here we are referring to
trouble in the oscillator itself. Where an amplifier
stage is included it is possible for the fault to be caused

by the amplifier section or coupling circuit.
Small Amplitude

The amplitude of the scan obtained from the

Miller Integrator depends upon correct choice of
R1 to suit the valve, and correct choice of Cl.

Fig. 12-Paraphase amplifier.

-
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and the circuit is nicely balanCed, trapezium distortion
being avoided by suitable choice of components.
A basic working circuit is given in Fig. 12. A

maintained using paraphrase principles.

fed to the grid of V2 via the coupling condenser CL
Note that the component values of Cl and R2 must
be carefully chosen having regard to the time constants of the circuit as given in previous chapters.

bility of interaction between the two sections, first
from stray sync pulses and, secondly, by modulation
of the line circuit from the frame resulting in curved

portion of the output of the oscillator valve VI is

A 6SN7

is employed, one half being used for the frame circuit
and one half for the line.
The main disadvantage of the circuit is the possi-

edges to the raster.

V2 is a conventional R.C. amplifier, the same
class of valve being used as for Vl. A certain pro- Dual Amplifiers
CPr

Deflecting
Plates

KT

In Fig. 14 -is shown the circuit of a dual amplifier.
In this amplifier the output from the oscillator is fed
directly to the amplifier which comprises two valves,
one being used to feed one deflector plate, and the
other valve feeding the second deflector plate.

The output from the oscillator is taken from the
anode load resistor which, in this case, is made

variable. Its value should be the same as that of RI
in Fig. 11. The input to the amplifier is thereby made
variable, and control over the total amplification is
obtained. This particular circuit is to be used for a
frame circuit and VRI could therefore be labelled
" Height Control."

The first triode acts as a normal R.C.-coupled

amplifier, but its anode load is split, part of it being
in the form of a potentiometer VR2, which controls
the amount of input to V2. VI feeds the first deflector
plate, the second deflector being fed from V2 ; thus
we have a balanced push-pull amplifier.
Line

Frame
Osc

Osc,

NF

II

2 K2

Fig. 13.-An economy circuit.

portion of the output of V2 is fed back by means of
C2 and this tends to cancel the input signal. Actually,
a state of equilibrium is reached by suitable choice
of components so that there is just sufficient input to

The second portion of the amplifier V2 has its
input tapped down the grid resistor R5, R6. This is
in order to reduce the possibilities of hum from Vl

being amplified by V2.
It is quite practicable to make VI, V2 a single valve,
such as the 6SN7, though single triodes, such as the
6J5, can be employed.
Typical values for the frame circuit are Cl 0.1 /4F,

C2 0.1 1tF, C3 0.05 fiF ; RI 5 MQ, R2 22K., R3
100 K., R4 100 K., R5 2 MQ, R6 8MQ.

In Fig. 15 we have an amplifier for the line circuit.
In the case of the line frequency we not only havelo
consider the different time constants of the circuit,

but also the question of hum which can be quite
a thorny problem. Any hum reaching the deflector

as a wavy edge to the raster.
V2 for the production of an equal and opposite plates will show
(Continued on page 35)
voltage at the second deflector plate.

Typical values for the frame circuit are 0.001,uF
for CI and C2 and 5 M.Q for R2. R3 should be of the

same magnitude as RI, and R4 should be chosen
according to the characteristics of the valve. For
an H.F. pentode about 220 KC/ with 0.1 /iF for C5
should be found sufficient. C4 should be of the same
value as C3.

For the line circuit typical values are 100 pF for
Cl and C2 and 2 MD for R2. Other values can be as
for the frame circuit.
Note that an increase in Cl will increase the scan

but care must be taken to avoid distortion of the

trace. Similarly, a reduction of C2 will also increase
the scan.
In the line circuit optimum working can be

obtained by making Cl and C2 variable, say about
200 pF for Cl and 100 pF for C2. By this method it
should be possible to obtain maximum amplitude
with minimum distortion.
Economy Circuit

Fig. 13 shows a circuit which uses a single valve

for provision of amplification for line and frame
circuits. It will be seen that conventional practice is

Fig. 14.-A dual amplifier (frame)
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RADIO SUPPLY CO. (LE -2.$)

Post Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D. NO C.O.D. under £1.. Postage 11- extra under 10/-1 1/6

extra under 21 ; 2/- under £3. Open to callers 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Sats. until ] P.m.
S.A.E. with enquiries, please. Full list 5d. ; Trade List 6d.

R.S.C. MAINS TRANSFORMERS (0,

FuLLy,.n)

Interleaved and Impregnated. Primaries 200-230-250 v. 50 c/s Screened.
TV. PREAMPLIFIER.-For Fringe
TOP SHROUDED, DROP THROUGH
Areas. Brand New. Complete with 6F13
260-0-260 v 70 ma, 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2 a ... 1619
valve. Only 22/6.
350-0-350 v 80 ma, 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2 a ... 18/9
SELENIUM METAL RECTIFIERS
250-0-250 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a 23/9
RM4 250 v 250 ma. 11/9 ; G.E.C. 300 v
350-0-350 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a 23/9
350-0-350 v 150 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a 29/9
250 ma. 12/9; 120 v 40 ma, 319: 6/12 v
1 a, F.W., 519 ; 240 v 50 ma, 5/9 ; 6/12 v
FULLY SHROUDED UPRIGHT
2 a F.W., 9/9 ; 250v 80 ma. 7/9:
250-0-250 v 60 ma, 6.3v 2 a. 5v 2 a
...
... 17/6
ALL DRY RECEIVER BATTERY
Midget type. 25-3-3in.
SUPERSEDER KIT.-All parts for the
250-0-250 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a 26/9
250-0-250 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 6 a, 5 v 3 a, for
construction of a unit (metal case
5-4-41in.) to supply 4 -valve Battery re 5.1335 Conversion ...
311ceivers requiring 90 v I0 ma, and 1.5 v
300 -0-350 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v3 a 27/9
350-0-350 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5-v 3 a 27/9
250 ma. Fully smoothed. From 200-250 v
350-0-350 v 150 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 0-4-5 v 3 a 31/6
50 cis mains. Price, inc. point-to-point
425-0-425 v 200 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, C.T. 6.3 v
wiring diagrams. 35/9. Or assembled
4919
4 a, C.T.. 5 v 3 a
...
and tested at 4216.
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
R.S.C. 25 WATT AMPLIFIER
All with 200-250 v 50 c/s. Primaries ; 6.3 v
Push Pull Output. Quality compirable
1.5 a. 5/9 ; 6.3 v 2 a, 7/6 ; 0-4-6.3 v 2 a, 7/9;
with the best in amplifiers. Includes 7
12v1 a, 7/11 6.3v 3 a, 9/11 ; 6.3v 6 a. 17/9.
valves. Preamplifier and Tone Control
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS
Unit is incorporated. Separate Bass and
200-250 v 0-9-15 v 11 a, 11/9; 0-9-15 v 3 a. 16/9;
Treble controls. Two separately con0-9-15 v 4 a, 19/9 ; 0-9-15 v 6 a, 22/9.
trolled inputs for Mike and Gram, or Tape
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
and Radio. Sensitivity is very high,
Standard Pentode 5,000 to 3 ohms ... 419
Standard Pentode 7/8,000 to 3 ohms 4/9
Small Pentode 5,000 to 3 ohms ... 3/9
E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS 200-230-250 v

making the unit suitable for use with
any type of pick-up and microphone.

SMOOTHING CHOKES
250 ma 3 h 100 ohms ...
100 ma 10 h 200 ohms Potted

ORGAN. OR GUITAR. For operation

IDEAL FOR DANCE HALLS, CLUBS,
SCHOOLS. HOMES, OR LARGE
AUDITORIUMS, FOR ELECTRONIC

2,500 v 5 ma, 2-0-2 v 1.1 a, 2-0-2 v1.1 a
for VCR97, VCR517
37/6

80 ma 10 h 350 ohms
60 ma 10 h 400 ohms

...
...

on normal Mains 200/250 v 50 c/s. Outputs
for 3 and 15 ohm speakers. Available in

... 11/9
... 8/9
5/6
... 4/11

Kit form with point to point
wiring diagrams and instruc- 9 GNS.
tions at the amazingly low

BATTERY SET CONVERTER KIT

Carr. 10/ -

price . of

All'parts for converting any type of Battery Receiver to A.C. mains 200-250 v 50
cis. Supplied 120v 90v or 60v at 40 ma.
Fully smoothed and fully smoothed L.T.
of 2 vat 0.4 a to 1 a. Price including circuit
48/9. Or ready for use 8/9 extra.

Or supplied ready for use for 50/- extra.
12 months guarantee (Valves 3 months).
Suitable speakers, mikes, etc. available
H.P. TERMS on assembled units :
Deposit 26/- and 12 mthly. p'ments. 20'-.

Dept. N.,
32, THE GALLS, LEEDS, 2.
CO -AXIAL CABLE lin.
75 ohms 14/36

EX -GOVT. SMOOTHING' SHOKES.50 ma 5-10 h
.
2/9
100 ma 10 h 500 ohms Tropicalised ... 6/9
150 ma 10h 150 ohms ...
... 11/9
... 14/9
250 ma 10h 150 Ohms
250 ma 10 h 50 ohms
...
... 14/9

EX -GOVT. MAINS TRANSFORMERS
Primaries 230/250 v 50 c/s, 48 v 1 a, 9/9 ;
400 v C.T. 150 ma 4 v 6 a, 6.3 v 6 a, 6.3 v 0.6 a,
4 v 6 a, 4 v 3 a,by 3 a, 4 v3a, 5 v 2 a, 22/9:
300-0-300 v 120 ma 4 v 1 a, 1716. Add 51-

carr. to types at 29/6.
EX -GOVT. E.H.T. SMOOTHERS
.02 mfd 8,000 v, 1/11: .25 mfd 4,000 v
(Block), 4/9 :.5 mfd 3,511 v. 3/6.

BATTERY CHARGER KITS.-ConsistMg of attractive Green Crackle Case,
Transformer, F.W. Rectifier, Fuse, Fuse holder, Tag strip, Grommets, and Circuit.
For mains input 200-230-2.50 v.50 c/s 6 2 a,
25/9; 6 v or 12,v, 2 a, 31/6 ; 6 v or 12 v, 4 a,

49/9 ; Any type assembled and tested for
6/9 extra.
R.S.C. 8v or 12v BATTERY CHARGER
For \ normal A.C.

mains input 20050 c/s.
Selector panel for

230-250 v,

6 vor 12 v.charging.

Variable charge
rate of up to 4
AMPS. Fused, and
with 5 anap meter.
ventilated
Well
metal case with
attractive crackle
finish. Guaranteed for 12 months, 69/6.

Carr. 2/6.
BATTERY CHARGERS.-For mains
200-250 v 50 c/s. Output for cfiarging 6 v or

12 v at 1 amp. In strong metal case. Only
19/9. Above can also be used for electric
train power supply.

Rth.n.Fe.d,U3Nat TpYlusPE .2r6r..- 2B6rand new. Car-

H E N Ry 9 S
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" R.F. 26 " F.M.
(RADIO LTD.)
CONVERTER UNIT
88/100 Me/s
We can now offer this selfcontained Unit comprising
SPECIAL OFFER '38' WALKIE TALKIE SETS
6 valves : 2-613A6. EB91,
We have purchased large quantity of the above "38" Sets, and can
VR137, EF54, EF54. Two
now offer same complete with 5 valves : 4-VP23 and ATP4. Throat
I.F. stages and separate
microphone, headphones, junction box and collapsible aerial.
local oscillator, also Muir Freq. range 7.4 to 9 me/s. Range approx. 5 miles. In absolutely
head Graduated Vernier
new condition and Guaranteed Air Tested at 59/6, carriage 5/-.
Drive ensuring easy tuning.

Special offer

of

above item a n d

including
circuit, postage
RF26,

RECEIVER 25/73
6 -valve unit makes an ideal
basis for a mains operated
All -wave Superhet, full
modification data being
supplied. Complete with
valves, 2 each EF36 and
EF39, and 1 each EK32 and
ES033. AS NEW. ONLY
27/8. (Postage, etc., 2;6.)
Mod. data FREE.

Part of the TR1196, this

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE
182A
Unit contains VCR517
Cathode Ray 6in. tube,
complete with Mu -metal
screen, 3 EF50, 4 SP61, and
1 5U4G
valves, 9 wire wound volume controls
and quantity of resistors
and condensers. Suitable
either for basis of television
(full picture guaranteed)
or Oscilloscope. Offered
BRAND NEW (less relay),
67/6. Plus 7/6 carr. "Radio Constructor" 'scope circuit
included.
All Items sold separately.

We have over 20,000 American and B.V.A. valves in stock.
1D8GT
1A7GT
1H5GT
1N5GT
11L4
Q5GT

1A5GT
1S5
1S4
1T4
15.5

3Q53A4

3S4

GT

1L
1LN5
1LD5
5U4G
5Z4G
5Z3G
MU14
6B8
6K8G

6J7G
E Y51

EF41
EL41
EZ40

EM34
35W4

ALL VALVES NEW AND GUARANTEED.
6/6 SP41
7/6 12SA7GT 8/6 EF36

101- 6N7GT
12/6 6L7

10/-

17/6

10/17/6
7/67/6
7/67/6

17/6

7/6
8/8/8/6
8/

8/6
8/6
7/6

9/6/6
6/6

4/5/6/6

8/6 D41
7/6 12SQ7GT 8/6 EF39
6AM6
6/6 VP23
9/- 12SJ7GT 8/6 EK32
7/6 HL 2 3 DD
42/43
8/6 12SK7GT 8/6 EL32
75180
7/8 EF50 (Red
6/6
8/6 12SR7
6L6G.
8/6 Syl.) 10/- TP25
8/101- 6D6
6Q7GT
8/6 606
6/6 HL2 . 3/8 PEN25 6/6
8/6 LP2
6SQ7GT 8/6 6A7G
41- QP25
6/6
8/6 KT2
6SG7GT 6/6 6A8G
5/- QP21
8135/- VP2
6SJ7GT 8/6 TZ40
8/6 TP22
8/6
7/- SP2
8/6 ATP4
4/6SK7GT 8/6 OZ4
8/8 TDD2A 8/6 MS/PENH
6SN7GT 9/- 257,5G
6SL7GT 9/- 25Z6G
8/6 VP2B
8/6
7/6
4/- MS/PEN 7/6
6SC7
10/- 35Z4GT 8/6 215SG
6V6G
15/- PX25
12/6
7/6 35Z5GT 8/6 866A
6V6GT ' 7/6 35L6GT 8/6 354V
5/- 6A6
10/6F6G
4/7/8 50L6GT 8/8 4D1
6AC7
8/6 9D2
A46C/PEN 1100//;
6/6 25A6G
AG7
12/6 KT33C 10/- 8D2
4,- FC13C 10/6C5GT
5/- KT66
716 FC13s/c 10/12/6 PEN46
8/6 AC6PEN 8/6 42SPT
6J5GT
5/- EBC33
6161- VP41
7/6 PENDD4020
12A6
7/6 EF54
12K7GT 8/6 EB34
316 TH233
10)12/8
12K8GT 8/6 EA50
2/- 41MP
7/.6 VT501
7/6
2/- SP61
12Q7GT 8/6 Dl
4/- U19
10/-

12/- UL41
11/- UY41
11/- UF41
10/- DK40
10/- 50B5
8/- 5005

PL81
11/11/- EABC80 10/- PL82 '
11/- ECC85 10/- PY81

12/6 12AT6
10/- 12AT7
10/- 12AU6
10/- 12BA6
10/- PCC84 12/6 12BE6
10/- EM80
10/- ECL80 .12/6 PCF82 12/6 6X4
101- EZ80

28 -page Catalogue. 3d.

91- PY82

Open Mon. -Sat. 9-6.

5, HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, LONDON, W.2;

7d yd
..10d yd

...

Twin -Screened Feeder

8/91-

9/-

- 9/10/8/6

Thurs. 1 p.M.

CRYSTAL MICROPHONE
INSERTS

8,6

816

POST
FREE

POST
FREE

Ideal for tape recording and
amplifiers. No matching transformer required.

SPECIAL REDUCTION
1A7GT,
1H5GT,

1N5GT,
1A5GT

(1C5GT or 1Q5GT) 40/ -Set

10 EF50 (Ex -Brand
New Units) 5/each
6K8G, 6K7G. 6Q7a,
5Z4G, 6V6G
.. 37/6
1R5, 1S5, 1T4, 1S4
or (3S4 or 3V4) ..27/6
TP25,
HL23/Dli

VP23, PEN25 (or

...

QP25)

6K8G, 6K7G, 6Q7G,25/25A6G, 25Z5 (or
25Z6G)
12K8GT,

..

-.37/6 ,.

12K7GT,

12Q7GT, 35Z4GT,
(or
35L6GT
50L6GT)

...

-.37/6 ..

12SA7GT,12SK7GT.

12SQ7GT, 35Z4GT,
(or
35L6GT
50L6GT)
...37/6

PACKARD
BELL
AMPLIFIER

Brand new complete with
28D7 and 6SL7GT and
instruction book 12;6.
P. & P.-21-.

TEL.: PADDINGTON 1008/9, 0401.
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The choice

for a lifetime
In the natural process
of trial and error you'll
find all the good reasons
why so many men get a
lifetime of pleasure from
"Player's Medium".

Ask for this

AIRTIGHT

.

Also in
1

2

OZ. PKTS

oz. pocket tin
8110d

NAVY CUT TOBACCO

4/5d

John Player & Sons, Branch of The Imperial Tobacco Co. (of Great Britain & Ireland) Ltd.

hiTCT 82T1

LEARN THE PRACTICAL WAY
Specially prepared sets of television parts (which you
receive upon enrolment) with which we teach you, in
your own home, the working of circuits and bring you
easily to the point when you can construct and service
a television set. Whether you are a student for an

examination; starting a new hobby; intent upon a
career in industry; or running your own business this Practical Course

is

intended for YOU-and

may be yours at very moderate cost.
EASY TERMS FROM 15/- A MONTH

A tutor is available to give individual help and guidance

throughout the Course.

POST THIS COUPON TODAY
Please send me your FREE book on Practical Courses:

To: E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept.
Road, London, W.4.

138X, Grove Park

EXPERIMENTAL
OUTFITS:

TELEVISION-Instruction and equipment for building a Television
Receiver.

BEGINNER'S RADIO OUTFITS -A course in basic principles.
ADVANCED RADIO OUTFITS - InstructiOn and equipment from
which you build a Radio Receiver.
Also for Mechanics, Electricity, Chemistry, Photography, Carpentry,
Draughtsmanship. Commercial Art, Amateur S. W. Radio, Languages.

NAME
ADDRESS

The only Postal College which' is part

SUBJECT(S)

JUNE

E.M.I. INSTITUTES

of a world-wide Industrial Organisation.

IC.55

June, 1955
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VI circuit follows the conventional pattern, but
the coupling circuit is made -via a small variable

Synchronising

100 cycle hum conditions, the coupling becomes
essentially that of C4 and R5, which thereby offers
a high impedance path to the hum.
Typical circuit values are CI 0.005 pF, C2 0.1 ,uF,

small sync pulse is required for its operation. This
often makes synchronisation of the frame circuit a
little tricky as spurious pulses from the line circuit
can cause triggering. For this reason really accurate
interlace is difficult to obtain.

It is not intended to deal extensively with syncondenser' C4. At the line frequency the input chronisation as this is a different subject, but a few
capacitance of V2 has an appreciable effect, and this, pointers will- be made which assumes that the sync
together with C4, forms a capacitance bridge across pulses for both frame and line are being correctly
the anode load resistor R7.
produced.
However, at the lower frequencies, such as 50 or
One defect of the Miller circuit is that only a

C3 0.1 uF, C4 0-10 pF, RI 47052, R2 IMQ, R3
H.T+

Line

Output
Valve

Fig. 15.-A dual amplifier (line).

4.7 K., R4 4.7 K., R5 1 MD, R6 470D, R7 100 K.,

Fig. 16.-Waveform at
grid and anode.

Fig.

17. - Producing a

positive scan.

To achieve good interlace it is advisable to ensure

R8 100 K.

adequate filtering of the sync, and a two -valve

economy a single 6SN7 can be used.

should be kept well clear of each other and ade-

Hum

b.e very efficient.

VI and. V2 can be 6J5 valves, or for the sake of

separator is often desirable. Frame and line circuits
quately screened. Decoupling of both circuits should

Hum is. usually.more distressing on the line circuit
rather than the frame. In the- frame the usual result

When using the smaller screen the problem of
interlace is not so acute but the larger screen may

obvious --but in the line circuit- the -symptoms are not
so obvious. There will be a wavy, edge to the raster,

commercial receivers.

is a false -looking condition, and the cure is fairly

show defective interlace. Even so, a well -designed

Miller circuit gives as good an interlace as many

In the line circuit the amplitude of the sync pulse
but this can be caused by direct pick-up on the
deflector. plates themselves, by poor smoothing; by is of great importance. In some circuit layouts it is
interaction from the frame circuit; or by over -ampli- almost unnecessary to couple the sync directly to the
fication of residual hum due to faulty coupling com- oscillator, there being sufficient pick-up in the wiring.
The ideal arrangement is a firm lock without line
ponents or incorrect choice of component values.
Direct pick-up can usually be avoided by Careful
poSitioning of mains, equipment. and the use of a
mu -metal screen ; poor smoothing can be corrected
by simply increasing the smoothing, arrangements ;
interaction from the frame circuit can best be avoided
by adequate decoupling and, careful layout of components and wiring ; residual_ hum troubles have
been dealt' with in the previous paragraphs.
In the frame circuit, very severe hum will cause
the frarne to lock solidly at a position removed from

that of the signal giving a picture which is often

split into two halves. Moderate hum will cause the
scan to be non-linear, generally by cramping at top
and bottom or simply cramped in the middle. This
must not be confused with normal non -linearity,
which does not have this particular characteristic
of dual appearance.
Hum which causes light and dark bars across the
screen is not due to leakage in the tirnebase but more
usually to leakage to the grid or cathode of the C.R.T.

Line

Output
Valve

H.rFig. 18.-A reversal stage.
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tearing, and the minimum value of sync pulse which of the output valve. If a negative -going scan
will bring this about is a desirable feature. For this applied to the grid, the valve must be very lightly
reason, the coupling condenser is often made variable, biased or it would be quickly driven to the cut-off

a small component of' about 50 pF usually being point. A "very light bias means that under static
quite sufficient.

conditions the valve would draw a very heavy current.

Too heavy a sync pulse results in, the picture It is preferable to bias the valve back as far as is

appearing watery or produces a tearing of the lines, practical so as to reduce the standard running anode
current and to use a positive -going waveform.
all sharp edges appearing jagged.
The simplest form of integrator will be found
A simple circuit for producing a positive -going

adequate for the line circuit. Frame pulsesfio not

disturb it.
Where the top few lines of the picture are inclined
to wander, then the fault generally lies in the. sync
circuit itself rather than the timebase proper.
Reversing the Output
The output from the Miller oscillator is the reverse

of the general rule, the trace being negative -going
on scan. This is because the forward stroke is brought
about by the discharge of a condenser rather than the
more usual charge method.

Where the output is to be fed to an electrostatic

waveform directly from the oscillator is given in
Fig. 17. The waveform is taken from the cathode by
means of the voltage produced across the cathode

resistor Ra, which should be of the same order as

RI. Rb should be 1 MD and Rc and Rd are of
standard values.
One disadvantage of the circuit is that the amplitude of the waveform produced is about half of that
available from the anode.
Where maximum amplitude is required the best
method is to use a phase reversal stage. This is
simply another valve inserted between the oscillator
and the output valve in order to reverse the phase.
Fig. 18 shows a basic reversal circuit. The output
from the oscillator is fed to the reversing valve V2,

C.R.T. the polarity of the output is of no importance,
but where it is desired to drive an electromagnetic
tube, thed the polarity of the line circuit Must be in via C. C and R1 should have a time constant
the positive direction. The main reason for this lies which is adequate to cope with the frequencies
in the high voltages produced by the line flyback due involved.
V2 is a standard power output valve (a triode
to the inductances of the scanning coils and output
could be used or a pentode of the 6V6 class). The
circuits.
A negative -going scan produces a positive flyback. cathode resistor is un-bypassed, but if extra gain is

If this type, of waveform is applied to the output required a condenser up to 25,1iF can be used for

decoupling providing the linearity is not affected.
The anode load resistor R3 is comparatively low
waveform which is negative on the flyback. As the
flyback voltage at the anode rises to over 2,000 volts in value (around 5 K) and should be rated at about
a sudden transition on the anode from the positive 10 watts.
valve then at the anode we shall have a positive -going

Some typical values for the line circuit are Cl
0.005/IF, C2 0.1pF, C3 0.005/tF, R1 2 MD, R2
235 D, R3 5 K, R4 2.2 K used with a 6V6 valve.
The frame circuit needs no reversal stage as the
A further important point is that modern practice
inclines to the use of the flyback pulse for the pro- flyback does not produce such high voltages. The use
duction of E.H.T., which obviously precludes the of such a ,stage does, however, allow the output
position to a highly negative one may result in severe
damage to the valve itself, which is not designed to
withstand such conditions.

valve to work at a much easier rating and this may
use of a negative pulse.
Yet another reason is the safe and efficient running possibly be sufficient justification for its use.
right-hand transformer, as viewed from the rear.
SERVICING TELEVISION RECEIVERS theThe
left-hand transformer is concerned with
(Concluded from page 16)

supplying the E.H.T. (approx. 4 kV) and the heaters

the bottom end of which is taken to chassis by a of the valves which are used on TV only.
The radio receiver is quite straightforward, VI7
100 K z watt. Should this 100 K go high or open
circuit the grid voltage would rise and cause a high (Mazda Dl) being rendered inoperative whilst the
brightness level. A grid -to -cathode leak in the tube
itself will also give similar symptoms.

broadcast section is in use. The valve is the sound

the frame pulses, which, being of low frequency, will
be most affected. This condenser is located under the
chassis near video detector V5. The video amplifier
is a Z77 and is marked V6 in the diagram. V5 is
another DI, and is used as the video detector. These
valves cannot be replaced -by the Mullard EA50 as
they have a 4 -volt heater.
Vertical and horizontal shift controls are provided
and they control the amount of D.C. passing through
the respective Oift coils. This circuit is in the negative
return from chassis to the H.T. negative centre tap on

this last valve.

noise limiter, and is required on TV or TV sound
It is pointed out that the cathode bias resistor of only.
V14 is the X81M frequency changer, V15 the I.F.
the video amplifier is shunted by a 25 pF electrolytic
condenser. If this component dries up, a large amount amplifier for both TV and broadcast sound (W81).
V16 is the DL82 double diode triode, V18 the
of negative feedback will be generated, resulting in
a marked loss of video signal or contrast as it may be Z77 A.F. amplifier, and V19 the KT81 sound
termed. This will also cause a loss of synC, especially output. The volume control is in the grid circuit of

When replacing the tube on this receiver

it is

advisable to check that the value of R124 in Fig. 4
is the value marked on the tube. This has a marked
effect upon the efficiency of the interference limiter.
Correction

In the April issue the receivers dealt with were

the Philips 1101U and 1200U. In the May issue the
reference EK10 should be deleted from the heading

of the article, and from the cover.

June, 1985'
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WAVECHANGE SWITCHES. -Midget type, slants

Volume Controls 80 CABLE, COAX
Midget Edisman type.
Long spindles Guaran-

teed 1 year. All values
10,000 ohms to 2 Meg -

GRADE " A" ONLY

D.P.Sw.

SPECIAL. - Send-Alr

ohms.
No Sw.
3/-

4/.

9/9

COAX PLUGS
... 1/2
SOCKETS
LINE CONNECTOR 1/2
OUTLET BOXES ... 4/6

8d. yd.

Beehive Type -1 to 8 pf. or 3 to 30 pf. 1/3 each.
RESISTORS. -All values : 10 ohms to 10 meg.,
w., 3d. ; I w. 5d. ; 1 Ir., 64. ; 1 w., 9d. ; High
Stability, w. 1 %, 2/-. 100 ohms to 10 Meg.
RESISTORS. -Silicone

25 ohms -10.000 ohms

15,000 ohms -33,000, 5 w., 1/9 ; 10 w

coated.
1/8
2/3

WIRE-WOVD POTS. 3W -LAB. COLVERN, Et*.
Pre -Set Min. T.v. Type. Standard Size Pots, 2Iin
Knurled Slotted Knob. Spindle.
High Grade.
All values 25 ohms to 30 All Values. 100 ohms to
K., 3/- ea. 50 K., 41- 00 K., 5/8 ; 100 K., 6/6.
Ditto Carbon
Track W/W EXT. SPEAKER
50 K. to 2 Meg., 31CONTROL
10 O. 3/,
0/P TRANSFORMERS. -Standard Pentode, 416 ;
ditto tapped prim., 4/9 ; small pentode. 3/9 ;
Midget battery pentode (3V4, etc.), 4/6.
L.F. CHOKES Is h. 61 ma.. SI-. 10)35 h. 100,150
ma., 12/6. 10 h. 120 ma., 10/6. 15 h. 100 ma., 10/6.
LYNX, 3h. 250 ma., 13/8. SIMPLEX, 10 h. 150 11103,
10/6. MATES TRANS. -Made in our own workshops

to high grade specification. Fully interleaved and
impregnated. Tapped prim. 200 v./250 v., Heater
Trans., 6.3 v., 1/ amp., 7/8 ; ditto 6.3 v., 3 amp.,
10/6 ; ditto, 12 v., .75 amp., 7/8 ; 350-0-350,
80 ma., 6.3 v., 4 a., 5 v., 2 a., ditto 300-0-300, ditto
250-0-350, 25/, Viewmaster Auto Type, 35/-.
Simplex 35/-. P/W TAPE DECK, 22/8. P/W. Quality
Radiogram (Morley), Mains Trans.,
L.F. Choke,
13/8. Output Trans., 35/-. AMPLIFIER TRANS.
550 v. 50 ma. I wave, 6.3 v. 3 a. Fully Shrouded,
17/8. Specials to requi rements.
SOUNDMASTER SPECIALS. -Mains Trans., 35/-.
L.F. Choke, 10/6. 0/1' Trans., 8/6, Envelope, 8/6.
Specified Wafer Switches, 22/8 per set of 3.
SOLON SOLDERING IRONS (200-120v. or 230/150v.)

25 watt, instrument type, 19/8 ; 65 watt, Pencil
Bit Type, 25/-; 65 watt, Oval Bit Type, 23/-.

Coinprehensive stock of spares available.
C.R.T. HEATER ISOLATION TRANSFORMER. -

Low leakage winding with or without
sec.
boost.. Ratio 1:1 or 1:1.25, 2 v., 10/8: 4 v.,10/8
°
;

6.3 v., 10/8 ; 12 v., 10/6. Ditto, with Mains Prim.,
200/250 v., 12/6. Specials to order.
CRYSTAL DIODE. -Very sensitive. G.E.C., 2/,
V'HOLDERS.-Pax : Int. Oct., 4d, ; EF50,
EA50, 6d. ; B12A CRT, 1/3. Moulded Int. Oct.
7d. ; 1370, 9d. ; with screening can, 1/6 ; BSA,
138G, BOA, 1/-; VCR97.
Ceramic: EF30.
B7G, 1/-. ENG. and AMER. 5-, 7- and 9.pia,etc.,
TAG STRIPS. -2- or 3 -way, 2d. ; 4- or 5 -way, 8d. ;
6 -way, 4d. ; 9- or 10 -way, 6d., etc.
TOGGLE SWITCHES EX -GOVT.-" On -off," 9d.
Ersin M'core solder 60/40. 16 g., 4d. yd. ; 18 g..

3d. yd., 3/- per

lb. T.C. wire, 18 to 22 8,4.,

2d. yd., PVC. Connecting wire, 10 colours. Single
or Stranded, 24. yd.
SLERVING.-Various colours. 1 mm. and 2 mm.,
2d. yd. 3 mm. and 4 nun., 3d. yd. 6 mm. 5d. yd.
4 B.A. or 6 B.A. Nuts, Bolts and Washer Kits, lie.,
tin., or lin. 1/- per dos.
FUSES. -1 lin. all values 60 ma. to 10 a., 4d,
ALADDIN FORMERS and cores, }in., 8d. ; Iim, 104.
SLOW MOTION DRIVES.-Epicyclie ratio 6 : 1, 2/3.
INT. OCTAL CABLE PLUG (8 -pin), with cover, 1/3.

200-250 Volt SELECTOR SOCKET (tin. x lin.) with

Plug, 1/-. PILOT LAMPS. -6.3 v..3 a., 8d.
SPEAKER FRET. -Expanded anodised metal.
Sin. x 81o., 2/3: 131n. x 8in., 3/-; 12in. a 12in.,
4/3
12in. a 10in., 6/- ; 24in. x 12in., 8/8.
DROPPERS. -Silicone coated, with 2
slider clips. .15 amp, ],100 ohms (21in. 51 lin.), 4/3
MAINS

ea. I .2 amp 1,000 ohms Olin. x llin.), 4/3 ea.

;

.3 amp 1.000 ohms (2.1in. x 1Iin.l, 4/9 ea. ; .3 amp.

750 ohms non -coated Min. a 1 lin.), 4/6 ea.
LINE CORD. .3 amp, 60 ohm. per foot. .2 amp.
100 ohms per foot, 2 way, 6d. ft.; 3 way 7d. ft.

T R.S.

4

CONDENSERS. -Mica, S. Mica, Ceramics. All pref.
values. 3 pf. to G80 pi., 6d, ea., 5/- (lox. Tnhulars.

450 v., Hunts and T.C.C. .0005, .001, .005,

polythene, 80
ohm Coax din diem.
Stranded core. Losses

;

5 watt
10 watt
15 watt

12 -way, 2 pole 6 -way, 3 pole 4 -way, 3/6 ea. ;
pole 2 -way, 4 pole 3 -way, 3/6 ea.
2 WAFER TYPE. --5 pole 4 -way, 8/9.

spaced

cut 50%
0.1
12 yds. 8/9.
jm
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER per yd. N. 1 80
TWIN SCREENED FEEDER per yd, 1/- J ohms
50 OHM COAX CABLE 8d., per yd. /in. dia.
TRIMMERS, Ceramic, 4pf-70pf, 9d. 100 pf.,
100 pt., 1/3 250 pf., 1/8 ; 600 pf., 1/9. PHILIPS

WIRE -WOUND

wafer. 2 pole, 2 -way, 3 pole 2 -way, 2/13 ea. ; 1 pole

STANDARD 4ja. diam.
Polythene insulated.

ALL WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
THREE WAVEBANDS
FIVE VALVES
LATEST DILDG ET
M.W. 100 ni.-550 m.
B.V.A.
L.W. 8001.-2,000 us.
SERIES.
Brand New and Guaranteed. A.C. 200/150 v. Four
position Wavechange Switch. Short -Medium -Long -

S.W. 16 m. -5O m.

.01,

.02 and .1 350 v., 9d..05, .1 500 v. Route Floldseal,
1:-. .25 Mints, 1/6. .5 Hunts, 1/9. .1 1,500 v. T.C.C.
(Simplex), 3/8..001, 6 kV., T.C.C., 5/6. .001 12.5 kV.
T.C.C.. 9/8.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. -10%.
5 pi. to 500 pf., 1/-. 600 pf. to 3,000 p1., 1/3,
DITTO 1% (ex stools).
1.5 pf. to 500 pf., 1/9. 513 pf. to 5,000 pf. 5/-.
ELECTROLYTICS ALL TYPES NEW STOCK
Tubular Wire ends
8 + 161450 v. Hunts 5/25/25 v., 5002 v.
1/9 8 + 16/500 v. Dub. 5/6
50150 v., 4,500 v.
2/- 16 + 16/450 v. B.E.C. 5/6
81500 v., Dub.
2/6 16 + 16/500 v. Dub. 6/8 + 8 500 v. Dub. 4/6 32/350 v. B.E.C.
4/+ 16 410 v. Hunts 5/- 32 +,,32/450 v. B.E.C.
8/6
16/450 v.
3/8 60/350 v. B.E.C.
16 + 76/450 v. T.C.C. 5/6 60 + 100/350 v. 11)8
v.
12/8
32/350 v. B.E.C.
4/- 60+200/275
52/100 V. Dub.
5/- 100 + 200/275 v. B.E..0
'12/6

Gram. Slow Motion Timing. Speaker and Pick-up
High Q iron -dust cored coils, 463
ke/s LB. Latest circuit technique, delayed A.V.C.
and Negative feedback. Output approx. 4 watts 3 ohms output transformer on chassis. Chassis size
131 x 51 x 21in., Glass Dial-lOin. x Olin. horizontal or vertical type available, lit by 2 Pilot
Lamps. Colour Black Station names, L.W. Green, 32+ 32/310 v. B.E.G. 518 1500/6 v. B.E.C.
4/6
M.W. Red, S.W. White. Four Knobs supplied. 32 + 01/500 v. Dab. 7/0 1000 +1000/6 v. B.E.C.
1Valnut or Ivory to choice, aligned and calibrated. Can Types, Clips, 3d. ea.
8/8
Chassis isolated from mains. PRICE L9.15.0 8 + 8/450 v. T.C.C., 4/6 500 mid. 12 v.
3/.
Carriage and Insurance, 4/6.
SENTERCHL RECTIFIERS.
E.H.T. TYPE FLYconnections.

84n. or 10in. speakers to match available.

BACK VOLTAGES. -K3/25 1 kV.. 4/3 ; K3/40 3.2
6/-; K3/45, 3.6 kV., 8/8 ; K3/50 4 kV.. 7/3 ;
1.3/100 8 kV., 12/6 ; K3 160 14 kV.. 18/ -. MAINS

RADIO CHASSIS KIT

components available for building up
Chassis as per illustrated photo above. Drilled
and punched chassis 131in. x 51in. complete
with fixing brackets, backplate and dial
10in. a 41in., Tuning Drum, Pulleys, Pointer
Spring, Drive Cord, etc., 22/8. P. dr p. 2/6.
Mains Trans., 22/8 ; LF. Trans., 10/8 pr. ;
Twin Gang, 8/6.; Coils, 2/6 ea., etc., etc.
All

TYPE.-RMI, 125 v., 40 ma., 4/- , 11,513, 100 ma.,
4/9 ; RM3, 120 ma., 5/9 ; RM4, 250 v. 275 ma., 16/-.
ENGRAVED CONTROL KNOBS for /in. Spindle.
lily. diem. Walnut or Ivory. Gold Filled. " Focus,"
"Contrast," "Brightness," "
"On Off," " Brilliance--On-Off,"
" Record -Play,"

" Vol. -On -Oft," "Volume,' "Tuning" "Tone,"
" Wavechange." " Treble,"
" Bass, ' " S.M.L.
Gram," " Radio -Gram," 1/6 ea. Plain knobs to

10d. ea., Ilia. dia., 8d. ea.

match above,

Superior Unmarked Knobs with Gold Ring. Walnut
or Ivory. 14 in., 1/ -ea. ; lin., 9d. ea. Pointer Knobs,

BARGAIN VALUE IN

Black with White Line, 91.

RECORD CHANGERS

WEARITE "P " TYPE COILS. All ranges. 1 to 7.,

21 ea. Osmor Q Series Coils. Slug tuned.

Recommended for above chassis
B.S.R. MONARCH.

3 sp.

Auto Changer,

Plays Mixed 7in., 10in. and 12I0. records.
Twin Sapphire Stylus. As used by leading
Radio Gram Manufacturers.
Brand new,
boxed and guaranteed.
Listed, £18/10/-.
Our Bargain Price 10 gas., carriage 4/1
Plessey 3 -speed Antoehanger Mixer Unit for
7, 10 and 12in. Records. Twin Hi-Fi Xtal
Head with Duopoint sapphire stylus. Plays
4,000 records.
Sprung mounting. Superb
Quality. Bargain Price 91 gas.

I.F. TRANSFORMERS.

Allen Standard
Size, 10/8 pr, Wearite Standard Size 501, 12/6
Pr. Wearite Midget M800. Me pr.
ALUMINIUM

CHASSIS. -18

VALVES GUARANTEED

3V4

306
07.4

6AM6
6AT6
6C 116

6H6M
6K7
6K8

8/6 EF41 10/6 511114
8/6
9/- EF50
PCC84 12/8
718 Mullard 10/- PCF80 12/8
EF50
PCF82 12/
8/- 0X15
8/- Equip. 5/6 PL81 12/
8/- 12AH8 11/6 EFS(' 10/8 PL82
10/3/8 EA50
2/- EF86 13/6 PL83 12/
8/8 EBC41 10/6 EEO'
11/
0/6 PYPY80
8/6 EB91
81
12/
7/6 EL41 11/4
7/8 68N7
7/0 6V0
7/8 6X4

8/13 ElIC33

8/8 EL84

10/6 ECC83 12/6 m.,
3/6 ECI142 10/8 "''`E
y51-'

e.w.g.

Plain,

undrilled. folded 4 sides and riveted corners

NEW
BOXED
1R5
7/6 607

354

465 K/es.

Plessey Semi Midget, 8/9 pr.

lattice fixing boles.

100
1T4
104

MI

ranges from 3/6. Allen Coils L., 111., S. Aerial and
Dust core tuned. 2/6 ea.
REACTION COND.-.0001, .0003, .0005. mid., 8/8 ea.

12/8

1501

4 1-

1221 SuP2.621

8/8 ECL80 12/8
Be6;
7/6 2.240 10/- U25
9/- EF39
II!
Huge Stock B.V.A. Valves at 1951 low tax prices
SPECIAL PRICE PER SET

1115, 1T4, 135 and 384 or 31/4

6K8, 6K7, 607, 6V6, 514 or 6X3

3 VALVE AMPLIFIER

With variable Tone and Volume controls.

3

'Midget 13.V.A. valves. 4 watts output. Neg.
feedback. Chassis isolated from Mains. A.C.
200/250 v. A quality
pliner at an econo-

mical price. PRICE 23.19.6. Carr. 2/6. Wired
and tested, 7/6 extra. Circuit and instr. free.

Strong and soundly con-

structed with 2/in. sides. 7in. x 4in.. 4/6 ;
gin. x Bin., 5/9 ; llin. x 7in., 6/9 ; lain.
Sin., 8/8 ; 14in. I llin., 10/6 ; and 18in. e

16in. z Iin., 16/8

TRANS. -Prim.
200-250v.,
Sec
0-9 v.-15 v. (for charging 6 v. and 12 v.1 1.5 a., 13/8
2a., 16/- ; 3 a., 18/8 ; 4 a., 21)- ; 0 a., 26/,
FULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTIFIERS. 6 or 11 v. 1/ amp., 8/9 ; 2 3., 11/3 ; 31 a., 12/. ;
4 a.. 15/6 : 6 a.. 23/6. 12 v. I a., FM. only. 4/S.
CHARGER

CARBON MIKE INSERT. -Superior quality type
21in. a lin. Brand new and boxed only 3/8 each.
BRIMISTORS.-CII for .3a heater chains, 3/0.
CZ2 be .15 a., or .2 a., 2)8. cz3 (Pilot Lamp), 1/8,
COPPER ENAMEL WIRE.-. lb. 74 to 20 6.W.T..
2/- ; 22 to 28 s.w.g., 2/8 ; '30 to 40 s.w.g., 81.
SWITCH CLEANER Fluid, squirt spout, 3/9 tin.
TWIN GANG TUNING CONDENSERS. -375 p1.
Midget, 8/6 ; ditto, with dust cover and trimmers,
8/8 ; .0005 mid. Standard size with feet, 8/8 ;
ditto, with trimmers, 9/6.
RECORDING TAPE. -Scotch Roy 1,200 ft. reels,
30/- each. Spare spool, 5M.,
; 7in., 4/3.
LOUDSPEAKERS P.M., 3 OHM.

Richard Allen, Sin., 16/8 ; 6in. Goodman,. with
trans., 21/8; Olin. Goodrnam, 1716. 7in. Elliptical,
18/6; Bin. Goo.lmans, 13/6; Bin. Elnc., 20/-;
10in. Plessey, 25/- ; 12in. Plessey, 37/6.

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS (THO. 2188)
Now at 70 BRIGSTOCK ROAD, THORNTON HEATH, SURREY
PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW AND ONLY ADDRESS
BIGGER PREMISES
BET TER BARGAINS
0

Buses 130A, 133, 159, 166

Send 3d. stamp for Bargain Lists
N.B. -Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D. Posti Paekino no lo

Hours: 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

1 p.m. Wednesday,
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY.

lb. tid., 118. 11.. 31b. 1/6, 51b. 2/-, 1015. 2/4.
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VIEWMASTER

fIGUARANTEE

621 ROUFORD RD. LONDON. E.12.

SIMPLEX KITS
ON EXTENDED PAYMENTS

SIMPLEX

Six-inch kit, less tube. Deposit £2.11.0 and 12
monthly payments of f1.5.9.
Conversion to Twelve -inch kit, less tube. Deposit E2.6.0 and 12 monthly payments of f1.4.1.
Twelve -inch kit, less tube. Deposit E4.10.0 and
12 monthly payments of £23.10.

VIEWIVLASTER

*

RADIO CHASSIS, 7'S. A.C. or universal. s'het. receivers.
Less valves, dial and electrolytics. Otherwise believed to be
in working order. Note :-our Bin. M.E. speaker fits some of

these sets. We match on request with order. P. & P. 3/6.
RADIO CHASSIS, 148. As above, with 3 -band coil packs.
465 1.F.s. All used bargains. P. & P. 3/6.
SPEAKERS, 12/9. 8in., 61in. 5in. or 33in. std. Is P.M. 3-5
PoIrsits.1,9or with O.P. trans, 14/9. Used, tested guaranteed.

SPEAKERS. 2/9. Sin. M.E. field lk, 2k, 5k ohms. With O.P.
trans., 4/9. Post 1/9. Used, tested guaranteed.
V.II.F. RECEIVER. 1124. 17/6, with 6 valves. X.W.D. New

condition. 6 channel switching. Receives T.V. sound, police,
fire and amateurs. 30.5 to 40 me/s. I.F. 7 me/s. Post 2/6. Drawings and conversion data free with each set.

NALL'. 1125 SET. 7/9. New and boxed. This little set is a
V.H.F. receiver. Requires modification to put it into service.
Complete with valves. Post 2/,

R.F. UNIT 24. 12/6. New and packed, tuning 20-30 me/s.

Nine- or Twelve -inch kit, less tube. Deposit
f5.8.6 and 12 monthly payments of £2.15.I0.
Wide Angle Model, less tube. Deposit £6.6.0
and 12 monthly payments of £3.5.6.

Including 3 valves. Post 2/-.
12" T.V. TUBES £5, 14" £8.10., 17' £12.10., guaranteed 6 mths.
Ins. carr; 15/6. C.W.O. 12' Mullard, 6 mths. guar. Other makes
3 mths. guar.
(O.P.) TRANSFORMERS. 119. Used, tested, guaranteed.
Std. -size. Post 9d.
GANG CONDENSERS. 2/9. Std. size .0005, used, tested
guaranteed. Also 3 gang, 2/9 post 9d.
T.V. CONDENSERS. 12/6. Electrolytic. 120 mfd.+64 mfd.
350 volt. Post 1/-.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. 5/9. 350-0-350 v., 12 v.+4 v.
Primary, 100. 120, 200, 250. Make ideal auto trans. Post 2/-.
ANIPL [VIERS. 57/6. 3 valve, 4 watt output, A.C. or universal.
Post 2/6.
AMPLIFIERS. 77/6. 4 valve, 7 watt output, A.C. or universal.
Post 3/6.
AMPLIFIERS. 97/6. 5 valve, 10 watt output, A.C. only, with
extra pre -amp. stage. 3 controls. Post 3/6.
2fd. stamp only for complete catalogue.
2

Full details of these Kits are given in our
lists which will be sent free upon request.

WATTS RADIO

8, Apple Market, Kingston -on -Thames, Surrey.
Telephone : KINgston

RADIO -GRAM CHASSIS
29:9. Including Speaker.
5 valve s/het,,,. 3 wlband. A.C. mains, complete. but less valves
and dial. All used, tested guaranteed. P. & P. 4/6. Drawings
,2,a/61voers,fr9e7e6with order. Knobs, 1,6 set extra. Complete with

Only 3/- in the £ Deposit

*
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HOME RADIO OF MITCHAM
offer

QUALITY TELEVISION COMPONENTS
SCANNING COILS
6/10 kV. R.F., E.H.T. UNITS
and OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
LINE FLY -BACK E.H.T. UNITS

E.H.T.

Write for illustrated list (Publication 75)

HAYNES RADIO LIU.,

Queensway, Enfield,
Middlesex.

BIB wire cutters and strippers
pt ULTICORE solder, 14 or 18 s.w.g.
PANL. crackle paint. brown, green, black ...
SWITCH cleaner with spout ...
...
SOLON 625 instrument soldering iron
CO -AXIAL CABLE, new, semi-airspaced ...

.

per yd.
GRASS SPEED INDICATOR, 33, 45 and 78 r.p.m., A.C.

TELEVISION or YAGI
Write for our catalogue, illustrating all fittings, prices, etc.
Included in the range we offer Alloy Masts, Insulators, Reflector

and Director r'od holders, Mast head fittings, together with
formulw, useful construction hints for designing your own
aerial, etc.

Send 9d. in stamps to cover the cost of postage and catalogue to :-

3i 319

9,1.

121J/66

EF39 (ARP34)
PEN25 (CV65)
HL23DD (AR8)
VP23 (ARP12)

3 .6

All components stocked for Viewmaster and Teleking, etc.

HOME RADIO

iii///A'

IT'S 60% CHEAPER

3/6
6/-

VALVES
VR91 (EF50), ex equipment, all tested
EF50, New Red Sylvania ...
EB34 (ARDD5), Guaranteed
...

187, London Road, Mitcham, Surrey. MIT

to construct your own aerial, whether

box

per tin
per tin

3282

A

NEW -MAX ELECTRONICS LTD.
PAST
307, EDGWARE ROAD (JUST
THE MET.)
London's

Best

Tel.: PAD 5607
and Radio Bargain Store

T.Y.

We have just completed a large purchase of used and H.P. repossessed T.V. sets -all types and all sizes -to be sold at knockout prices. Special item : 1607 H.M.V. 10in. chassis adapted to be
used with Mazda 12in. tube, £19/10! -,including tube. Also large
selection of used radios, gram chassis, instruments. amplifiers.

TAPE RECORDERS, ETC.
MARLBOROUGH, WILTS.

Phone 605.

STOP PRESS !-Special Offer : T.V. Tubes -All Sizes : 9in., £4
12in., from £4/101- ; lAin., £6 ; 15in., £7. Every tube guaranteed.
Callers can see picture before purchase.
4'. e.

Mee

ep,

AW"Wirofe,97

A
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Thus, telefilming major sporting night shows when commercial
MR. JOHN ELLIOT, producer events is only second best to an television begins in September.
One will be a 60 -minute variety
of the series of BBC tele- actual broadcast.
programme, " Sunday Night at
vision films, " War in the Air" has
the Palladium," for which Bob
been appointed Television Liaison Channel Islands Station
Norman Wisdom and Gracie
Officer to the film division of
ORK is progressing on the Hope,
Fields have been contracted ; the
United Nations in New York and
Television Liaison Officer

BBC television station at Les other a series of 30 -minute filmed
playlets
entitled
" Theatre
Royal." The artistes signed for
these short plays include Sir

took up his appointment for a term Platons, Jersey, which is to serve
of one year on March 14th.
the Channel Islands.
It will
Mr. Elliot hopes to return to probably be ready for service by
BBC television in April, 1956.
September, although at first the
transmissions may not be up to the
May Lose Licence.
final standard because the link

Ralph Richardson, Eric Portman
and Wendy Hiller.

Assistant from the mainland may not be Charge for Aerial

MR. GAMMANS,

Postmaster -General, said in reliable' until the permanent station

viewers wishing
the House of Commons recently at North Hessary Tor in Devon TELEVISION
that the owner of a television is completed at the end of the year. I to erect aerials on Bootle
Corporation property are to be
receiver that caused interference
charged a premium of ls. 6d. per
to sound radio reception is liable Agreement for Artistes
annum.
to have his licence withdrawn if
Variety Artistes' Federathe trouble is not rectified.

THEtion have agreed with the BBC Buy Film Cameras
BBC that V.A.F. members may be

Television Licences

following statement shows

THEthe approximate number of
television licences issued during the
year ended March, 1955. The grand
total .of sound and television
licences was 13,980,496.
Region

...
London Postal....
Home Counties
Midland
..
North Eastern
...
North Western
South Western
Wales and Border Counties

Number
1,124,779
488,030
824,752
653,220
653,644
246,697
244,816

Total England and Wales
..
Scotland

...
...

...

4,235,938
244,020
23,808

Grand Total

...

4,503,766

Northern Ireland

...

_

ACOUSTIC FILMS
engaged for broadcasts to be given BRITISH
have received an order
simultaneously in sound and tele- from LTD.,
BBC for the manufacture
vision, subject to the assurance of 12 the
combined sound and picture
which has been given by the BBC film cameras.
that the fee shall take into full
The new cameras, for which the
consideration the demands likely
to be made on the artiste by way of BBC is preparing its own specificarehearsal, material, etc., by the tion, will produce either a 35 mm.
picture film with a separate 35 mm.
TV medium.
magnetic sound track or a 16

mm. picture film with a separate

Bob Hope for Commercial TV
16 mm. sound track. The picture
Associated Broadcasting section of each instrument will
THECompany announce that they consist of a Cameflex 35/16 mm.
will be presenting two big Sunday camera.

ANt:
^.3i>

School Extension
dormitory block is being
ANEW
added to the BBC's Engineering Training School at Wood

Norton Hall, near Evesham.
This will mean accommodation
for another 90 to 100 members of

the BBC staff attending the residential engineering courses, bringing the total capacity of the school
to about 200.

" Live " Sport Better
of soccer matches
TELEFILMS
show that in addition to the
slightly hazy picture effect, the
ball appears to move in rather

jerky movements as compared with
" live " transmissions of matches.

Yeomen Warders off_duty at the Tower of London spend some of their spare

time " looking in." All H aerials have disappeared from the Tower and
a new E.M.I. central aerial system has been installed.
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New Aerialite Factory

the Eurovision
WE learn from Aerialite, Limited, programmes.

exchange

of

that they have bought a new 'The new link forms part of a
factory specially for the manu- TV network to cover most of
facture of television aerial equip- Switzerland.

ment, convertors and electronic
components.

The factory

is sited

at West

End, Congleton, Cheshire.
German Exhibition

Ship Communications

CLOSED circuit television is
being installed in a ship of
the Canadian Royal Navy by Pye
(Canada), Ltd. The intention is to
communicate visually to various

THE German Radio, Television key points in the ship tactical
and Gramophone Industry information that has hitherto been
Exhibition this year will be held transmitted by telephone.
for 10 days from August 26th to
A camera in the Operations
September 4th.
Room will be focused on the
The show will be sited in the big plotting chart upon which the
Dusseldorf exhibition park on the movements of enemy aircraft,
bank of the Rhine.
surface or undersea craft as well as
those of friendly ships may be
Microwave Link

recorded.

Grand old character actor Bransby

THE G.E.C., Ltd., has supplied

the equipment for another Tests at Sea

TELEVISION reception tests at
microwave radio -television link
sea have been made recently
in Switzerland. It connects Uetliberg (Zurich) with La Dole (Geneva) by the Loch Carron, a Clyde cargo
and on thq way ties in with the boat which carried an experitrans - Alpine Chasserat - Monte mental receiver on its journey
Generoso link, which was supplied among the coastal islands on the
by the G.E.C. one year ago for west coast of Scotland.
New BBC Mast
A 240ft. erecting crane was
Workmen operating a winch

by one of the giant base

plates,

which

goes

40ft.

under the ground and will
take one of the four legs of
the aerial.
(See a New
BBC Mast.)

Williams, who returned to television
during May under producer Kenneth
Milne -Buckley.

vision at the Kongresshaus

in

Zurich early in May. Prominent
businessmen from all over Europe
were invited to the demonstrations,
which were designed to show

how the technique of television
can be applied to assist production

in modern industry.
placed in position North Scotland Transmitter

at the Crystal THE BBC has acquired a site
Palace in southfor the proposed north of
east London Scotland television station, to be
recently in readi: known as Rosemarkie. It is about
ness for the con- 111 miles from Inverness and
struction of a new covers an area of six acres.
BBC
mast.

television

The mast, the

largest of its kind

The new station is expected to
be ready for service by the end of
1956.

this country, Master Aerials
will be 640ft. high, COMMUNAL television aerials
700ft. with the
may be erected by the
aerial extension, Brighton Corporation on corporain

and will be situ- tion flats.

ated over 1,000ft.
Engineering Division Appointment
above sea level.

THE BBC has appointed Mr.

Sales

Drive in
T. P. Douglas, M.B.E.,as
Europe Engineer in Charge, Sutton
id PYE, LIMITED, field television transmitting station.

held a series
Mr. Douglas joined the BBC in
of demonstrations 1938 as a junior maintenance

of industrial and engineer at the Daventry transunderwater
The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a practical

nature suitable for publication in "Practical Television."

Such articles should be written on one side of the paper only,
and should contain the name and address of the sender. Whilst
the Editor does not hold himself responsible for manuscripts,

every effort will be made to return them if a stamped and

addressed envelope is enclosed. All correspondence intended
for the Editor should be addressed to : The Editor, "Practical
Telivision," George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton
Street, Strand, W.C.2.

tele- mitting station.

Owing to the rapid progress in the design of radio apparatus
and to our efforts to keep our readers in touch with the latest
developments, we give no warranty that apparatus described
in our columns is not the subject of letters patent.
Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles published
in "Practical Television" is specifically reserved throughout
the countries signatory to the Berne Convention and the U.S.A.

Reproductions or imitations of any of these are therefore
expressly forbidden.
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COVENTRY RADIO OUTSTANDING SCIENTIFIC BOOKS AT ONLY A
139, DUNSTABLE ROAD, FRACTION OF THE NORMAL PUBLISHED PRICES !
LUTON, BEDS.

Save Money ! Join The

Seientifie

Phone : Luton 2677

The Quality Component
Specialists

offer you Kits of

Book Club

Parts for the following
Osram "912 " Amplifier

Manual
3/6
... 3/6

...

Mullard 10 -watt Amplifier
The Coventry
2 -watt Amplifier ...
4 -watt Amplifier ...
6 -watt Quality Amplifier
The Coventry A.M. Tuner Unit
Denco F.M. Tuner Unit
...

You Buy Books published at

I/-

1016, 1216, 151- for ONLY 3/6

If-

Each month the Scientific Book Club brings to its members the fascinating
story of the march of modern science, told in thoroughly dependable books

1/6

by the front -rank scientific writers of our timevivid, vital, constructive

contributions to Man's

unceasing struggle to solve the problems of

Complete Component Price Lists will

the Universe.

be supplied with each Manual.

And, although the ordinary

editions of these books are sold to the. general

public for 10s. 6d., 12s. 6d. and 15s., THE
PRICE TO MEMBERS OF THE SCIENTIFIC

Have you had a copy of our 1954/5
60 - page illustrated
Component
Catalogue, price
1/plus 3d.

BOOK CLUB IS ONLY 3s.

6d.

Remember, too, that Scientific Book Club
selections are full-length, unabridged. These

postage ?

are, we

say with certainty, books that you will
be glad to read, proud to own. The Scientific

RADIO & TELEVISION

Book Club brings these 'great books to you
each month ; helping you to build up, at a

COMPONENTS

sensational bargain price, a first-class collection

Brand new and guaranteed by the leading

of scientific books. Now is the time .to join!

VIEWMASTER. TELE-KING, ETC.
Constructional manuals : Viewmaster, 7/6.
Viewmaster Wide Angle Conversion. 3/6.
Tele-King, 6/-. Mallard 5 valve 10 watt
amplifier, 2/6. Osram 912 12 watt amplifier,

YOU SAVE
12s. ON
THESE BOOKS ALONE !

makers.

3/6.

'

Orders dealt with by return.

FREE CATALOGUE.

50 page illustrated on fine art paper.

SOUTHERN RADIO &
ELECTRICAL

SUPPLIES

SORAD WORKS, REDLYNCH,
SALISBURY

Recent and forthcoming selections-at only 3s. 6d.
to members-include INTO SPACE by P. E. Cleator
I5s.) ; THE ART OF SCIENTIFIC
INVESTIGATION by W. I. B. Beveridge (10s. 6d.) ; THE SCIENCES
OF ENERGY by J. G. Crowther (12s. 6d.) ; DON. QUIXOTE OF THE
MICROSCOPE by Harley Williams (15s.) : LADY WITH; A SPEAR
by Eugenie Clark (I2s. 6d.) ; V2 by Major -Gen. Walter 'Domberger (I6s.)
WAYS OF THE ANT by John Crompton (15s.) ;
All wonderful .value !
(Published at

Telephone : Downton 207.

Television, Radio,
Record CABINETS
MADE TO ORDER
ANY SIZE OR FINISH

CALL OR SEND DRAWINGS
FOR QUOTATION

FILL IN THIS ENROLMENT FORM TODAY
To the Scientific Book Club, 121 Charing Cross lid., London, W.C.2

I wish to become a member -of the -Scientific Book Club -and agree to purchase the
special edition of the selected book issued each month to members at a cost of 3s. 6d.
(postage 6d.). l agree to continue my membership for a minimum of six books- and
thereafter until countermanded.
Practical Television/June 55
I

*I will pay for selections, on receipt.
Or if you wish to save time. postage and postal -order costs, you may send
an advance subscription. Six months 24s. Od. ; twelve books, 48s. Od.

I

*I enclose 24s./48s. (strike out amount not applicable).
* Place V in the space above, as required.

B. KOSKIE
(DEPT. B)

72-76 Leather Lane,
Holborn, E.C.1

Phone : CHAncery 6791/2

NA ME
(BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE)

ADDRESS
Overseas enrolments must be accompanied by an advance subscription.
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VALVES

SAME DAY SERVICE
All Guaranteed New and Boxed

CONVERTOR TYPE 26.
For conversion from channel 3
to channel 1, complete with self
contained power supply unit and
totally enclosed in a handsome,
finished steel case. Price
£11-17-0
complete

well

Also available in chassis form

less H.T. supply but including
heater supply
for inclusion in receivers Price
£8-0-0
complete
mains operated

1.4v. miniatures. 10(5, 1S5, 1T4, 354, DAF91,
DF91, DK9 , DL92, 7/3 ; any 4 for 27/6.
1A7GT
11/935Z5GT8/6fEZ41 9/9/6
11/6 6L6G 1016 50L6GT8/6'FC2
1C5GT
8/6 GZ32 15/6LD20 9/6 80
10/6 KT6
7/6
11/6 6P25 14/6
1D5
11/- 6P28 1816 B36AZ31 1816 KT66 1116
1H5GT
6Q7GT 9/- CL33 12/6 M1114 9/Dl
3/6 N78 14/6
11/6 6SN7GT
1N5GT
3/6
8/6 D77
619 P61
DAC32
Pen45 15/11;6 6U4GT
1115
11/6 PCC84 10/17/1.S5
7/3 6V6G 7/6 DF33 11/6 PCF80
1T4
7/3 6V6GT 7/6 D1177 8/6
10/7/6 DK32 11/6 PL33 11/6
3Q5GT11/6 6X4
354
7/3 6X5GT 6/9 DK92 7/6 PL81 11/8
3V4
8/6 7B7
8/8 DL33 11/6 PL82 9/6
5U40 8/6 705
8/8 DL35 11/8 PL83 12/6
6/9 PY80 9/8
8/6 EB91
5Y3GT 719 7C3
5Z4G
7/6 EBC33 7/6 PY81 10/9/- 75/
6AL5 619 757
7/6 E5041 10!- PY82 7/9
PZ30 17/6AM5 6/6 7Y4 ,8I8 EBF80
10;6 T41
6AM6 6/3 1001 12/6
13/6AT6 8/6 10F1 10/- ECM 9:- U22
7/6
68A8 8/6 10P13 10/- ECC83
U24 17/6
6BE6 6/8 10P14 12/6
11/6 U25 , 12/6056 6/6 12AT7 91- ECC91 7,'- U50
7/9
6BJ6

613W6

CONVERTOR TYPE AC/4

For -weak signal areas.

Price
L15-15-0

complete
(Leaflets on request)

SPENCER -WEST
QUAY WORKS,
Gt. YARMOUTH.
Tel.

:

3009.

'Grams : Spencer -West,
Gt. Yarmouth.

6BW7

9/8 12J7GT

11/9 U281
E0044210/- 0404

always in stock for the

P.T. LYNX, TELE-KING

8/8
10/9/-

10/6 ECL80 9/6 UBC41 917/8
UBF80
603
8/3 1257GT9/6 EF37A
6F1
14/6
10/3
19/8 12Q7GT
8960- '7/6
9/8 EFS) 6/6 UCH429/9
EF41 8/6 UF41
6F12
8/8
613 12SK7
6913 19/6 20F2 11/8 EF50 7/8 1/F42 13/6
6914 12/- 20P1 17/- EF80 10/- UL41 9/9
EF91 6/3 UU6 10/6
6J6
7/6 25L6GT
6C4

5/- UU8 17/657G 6/- 25Z4G 9/- EL41 11/6 UY41 9/8/6 51,91. 8/8 W77
6K7GT 8/- 25Z5
5'6KBG 816
B
EY51: 12/ - Y63
C
6K8GT 9/- 35Z4GT8/6 EZ40 8/8 Z77

6J7GT 7/6

8/6 EF92

Postage 4d. per valve extra.

READERS
RADIO
24, COLBERG PLACE, STAMFORD
HILL, LONDON, N.16.

TELEVISION COMPONENTS

U78

6/6 12Au076170//66 ECH35

FIRST-CLASS

TELEVISION and
RADIO COURSES,.

.
GET A CERTIFICATE I

After brief, intensely interesting study

-undertaken at home in your spare

time-YOU can secure your

professional qualification or learn Servicing
and Theory. Let us show you how

GUIDE
The New Free Guide contains 132
pages of information of the greatest
importance to those seeking such
success compelling qualifications as

A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds
Final

Radio,

Radio

P.M.G.

Amateurs' Exams., Gen. Cert.
of Educ., London B.Sc. fEng.),

A.M.1.P.E., A.M.1.Mech.E.,

Draughtsmanship (all branches),
etc., together with particulars of
our remarkable Guarantee of

SUCCESS OR NO FEE
Write now for your copy -of this
invaluable publication. It may well
prove to be the turning point in your
career.

FOUNDED 1885-OVER
150,000 SUCCESSES......

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING
(Dept. 462), 143, HOLBORN,

LONDON, E.C.I.

STA. 4587

HIGH GRADE
SUPERB CABINETS TRANSFORMERS
FOR ALL PURPOSES

P.T. SUPER -VISOR

THE E.E. TELEVISOR

SINGLY OR IN QUANTITIES
TO YOUR SPECIFICATION

AND WIDE ANGLE
MODIFICATIONS

Our rewind dept. will handle your

VARNISH IMPREGNATED
BAKED WINDINGS
WITH OR WITHOUT TAG PANELS

VIEW MASTER

GOOD DELIVERIES

repairs promptly and efficiently.
S.A.E. with enquiries please.

Separate price lists available free on
request co

P. HOWORTH

J. T. FILMER,
Maypole
Tel

Estate,

Bexley,

(Dept. P.T.)
51 POLLARD LANE BRADFORD

®Tel :

Kent

Bexleyheath 7267

PULLIN-1
100

ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS,
BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE,

SERIES

OWN

Supplied in Walnut, Oak, Mahogany or

3000 STANDARD STOCK SIZES

trated with full length doors £17.17.0, or

6, CHESHAM PLACE,LONDON,S.W.I.
SLOane 3463

TEST METER

.SPECIFICATION

IN ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP,
ANGLE, CHANNEL, TEE
WIRE,

H. ROLLET & CO. LTD.

37030 sloseecoosssinsmee

AC/DC

21

to order. Expartly hand -made and
beautifully polished. Cabinet as illus-

100pA to 1000 V
COMPLETE R. DIE-CAST

with half length doors £15.10.0. Other
models without doors £12.7.6 and

CASE MT TEST LEADS
CLIPS AND PRODS

£16.10.0.
Send I /- for complete catalogue of cabinets,

etc. (Refunded on receipt of order.)

Works :

LEWIS RADIO

33, ROSEBERY AVE., LONDON, E.C.1.
Branches at Liverpool, Manchester,
Birmingham, Leeds.

120, GREEN LANES,
(Dept. S.1.)
PALMERS GREEN, LONDON, N.13.

"No Quantity too Small"

Phone : BOWes Park 6064.

COMPANY

10,000 AA/

RANGES

FULLY GUARANTEED

42. IVs.

SENT POST FREE FOR
DEPOSIT AND TEN FURTHER MONTHLY
PAYMENTS OF 41.
CASH PRICE I I oils

yritA.

PRONE '5E1927

RAD! OCRAFTjci

69-7* CHURCH GATE

LEICESTER
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PRACTICAL TELEVISION

I

rbrSir

STEREOPHONIC -STEREOSCOPIC TV
SIR,-I should like to inform other readers, through
the medium of your correspondence columns, of

a most startling effect that can be derived from

television viewing and which is almost akin to a visit

to the best West End cinemas so far as technical
" gimmicks " are concerned.

A friend of mine told me that by looking at his

TV set through the narrowed slits between his fingers,
he had been amazed to find that it produced a three-

dimensional effect and that sometimes he obtained
the same results by merely screwing up his eyes and
squinting at the picture. I told him. I had heard
vaguely of that " stunt " before but did not believe
him. On arriving home, however, I was just in time
for the Cambridge -Oxford Boat Race and decided to
try out the theory. At first the picture seemed the

same..but after a little while I found that the 3-D
effect was there and bridges and trees along the

-

The Editor does not necessarily agree with
the opinions expressed by his correspondents. All letters must be accompanied by
the name and address 'of the sender
(not necessarily for Publication).

mile's of the transmitter, but as you, know this is on
very low power.

The converter uses its own power pack and is

easily fitted with coaxial plugs, and retails at 9 gns.
-K. FroG (Croydon).

CONTINUOUS SPORT
STIR,-For the first time this year I have been looking
at an afternoon's tennis on television. Although

I quite enjoyed it, I have great misgivings when 1
think that this is only the beginning of what we were
given last year and the year before-that is, so much

sport 'that not only are we tired of looking at two
hours of the same game continuously but other
programmes will probably be affected as well.
I remember last year when after two and a half hours
of tennis Children's Hour was due to begin. Instead
of giving the children the scheduled programme, the
announcer said with a smile : " I am sure the children
will all want to know how the tennis match finishes,

course stood out clearly.
That same evening I had an inspiration. I switched so we will stay at Wimbledon for another fifteen
on " In Town Tonight " on my TV receiver and also minutes or so."
Let us have sporting programmes by all means, but
on my sound radio set. I sat midway between the
television and the radio and was thus able to enjoy let them be in digestible doses.-A. REES (Croydon).
the wonder of stereophonic -stereoscopic viewing.
AN UNUSUAL FAULT
Too much at a time of course tires the eyes, but the
sensation is really remarkable.-A. REES (Cardiff).
SIR,-Recently, when watching my television set,
Li I was struck by a fault which consisted of intermittent flashing across the screen. As it persisted I
VIEWING TIP
realised that the flashing occurred at regular intervals
SIR,-If any other reader is plagued With neighbours and, having no time -piece handy with a seconds
and relations practically every evening as am, hand, I counted my heart beats and fciund that the
just to see television, he might be interested in a little interference occurred at the end of a period of 35-36
hint on the accommodation of the "'invaders " so that heart beats (with a subsequent speed-up to 37-38,
all are in a comfortable viewing position. Silence will as the effect of having discovered something caused
then prevail and enable the owner of the set to look a slight increase in the heart rate).
in himself without disturbance.
Having established that the 30 second interval

I have fixed a large -sloping mirror to the wall remained constant, I looked for the source of the
opposite the TV screen so that those people who trouble and found that a large public electric clock
normally have to stand to see over the heads of the situated 120 yards away was the offender.
other " invaders " can sit on the floor with their backs
The dial of this clock is illuminated by a lamp
to the set itself and view the programmes via the having a screw base, the holder of which is fitted
mirror. This system actually works very well and inside the hollow spindle carrying the hands. Owing
viewing conditions have been much quieter since I to the lamp being loose in the holder the dial was
Now that commercial TV is in
first introduced it.
not illuminated, but the lamp flashed each time the
the offing I suppose my potential audience is likely minute hand vibrated the holder as it jumped a half to increase, in which case I may have to buy a larger minute space on the pulse from the master clock,
mirror. Or, of course, I .can always sell the set. thus causing interference over a very large area. -" CRUSHED VIEWER " (Birmingham).
'F. J. H. WOOD (Maidstone).

BAND III RESULTS

AMPLIFIER TYPE 178
should like to express my thanks for the
have built their own T.R.F. Television Receivers
aid which your paper has given me, and also in
that I have been able to pick up quite a strong the pleasure which has resulted therefrom. I have
signal from the new Beulah Hill I.T.A. Station, using had several pieces of ex -Government equipment
a Band III TV Converter Type Cl, manufactured by hanging about for years now, and often wondered

SIR,-It may be of interest to your readers who

Channel Electronic Industries of Burnham -on -Sea, what to do with them. Amongst these was the amplifier
Somerset. The set I am using is an " Electronic type 178, and in your January issue you gave some
Engineering."
very explicit details for the conversion of this.
I was rather surprised at receiving it without any Although by no means a radio " expert," I found
adaptor on my Dublex aerial, and at the same time the details easy to follow and, barring one or two
without any modification to the coils in the set. I am snags, did not find it over -difficult to carry out the
working on top contrast for Band I, and when modification. I fitted the vision section to a homeswitching over to Band III I received a steady picture made set which I have had in use for a long time (I
showing clear outlines. I realise I am within 4.5 did not make it) and get a very much better picture
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than I have had before, and apart from the enjoyment of the programmes I found the work of conversion most interesting. Unlike the construction of
a complete set, I think the converting of ex Government apparatus has an interest far and away
above anything else, as you start off with a piece of
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lone wolf enthusiast for twenty years, I think I would
have said something stronger.
I have always been of the opinion that our service
radio men-and dealers are stuffed up, snooty individuals who have no time for a genuine enthusiast, nor

can they tell the difference between a would-be

equipment designed for one purpose (and very well " tuppenny -ha'penny " radio repairer and a genuine
made at that) and proceed to turn it into something man.
Also, I find that dealers especially are determined
else. The final success of the effort I find most satisfying.-G. WATTS (N.W.9).
year after year to keep prices (even of junk) sky high.
They place a false value on everything connected
with radio. They bought up all the ex-W.D. gear at
THE SUPERVISOR
ridiculous prices, but are charging fantastic prices
QIR,-I have had one of these receivers in use now from the public. The R1155's are a good example.
for a long time, with not a very satisfactory
We all know that it cost a lot to build them, but
frame hold. It would appear to jump at the least that is no excuse for the dealer to charge high.
provocation, and I have tried various suggestions to
Lastly, I have had contacts' with radio clubs, but
improve this. In your recent issue you gave some as soon as I wanted help with some theoretical
details concerning this fault, if I may call it so, and problems the clubmen were anything but helpful.
although I carried out these ideas it did not really I am still a keen enthusiast and I have not become a
effect an improvement. I then suddenly thought " tuppeny ha'penny " jobber, although I could be
of changing over V15 and V20-I don't know why quite easily. Hoping to see a lot more American
I had not thought of this before. - The frame then radio men come over here.-S. M ALLOY (Dundee).
locked perfectly, but the line was slightly erratic. I
took the valve now in V20 to the shop for test, and
BRITISH STANDARDS
it was below standard-not actually faulty, the dealer
told me, but in such a condition that it was less use SIR,-We are shortly to have a new set-up in this
in the frame circuit than the line It is still working
country under the I.T.A., and I should like to
in V20 socket and gives less trouble there. This only make a plea for the Authority to make, at the same
goes to show that one cannot be too careful in time, a change of standards more in agreement with
having parts tested-when a circuit fails to function Continental or American systems. We are restricted

as described-before blaming the design.-B. E. to low -definition here, compared with the 625 lines or
BETTERTON (Kingsbury).

BAND III SNAGS

other systems, and service engineers who I know have

seen the American pictures claim that they are
better-although the studio technique etc., is not

so good and, therefore, the final result does not come
up to- ours. Furthermore, why do we adhere to the
polarised transmission, which gives greater
and have been most unlucky-or viewers are in for vertically
from car interference than the radiation diffia bad time. First, I used a commercially made unit, troubles
of a horizontal system. Could not the new
and easily picked up the transmission. But it was culties
make a change-I know many receivers
in a terrible state, and with the converter connected, transmitter
apparently be rendered obsolete, but again,
and the set switched to Band I, this also was in a would
technical experts could no doubt introduce some
sorry state. I had made a Band III aerial, but decided our
form of timebase adapter to be connected in circuit
to buy a ready-made item. This I fitted to the with
the tuning converter, and I_ am sure the result
chimney stack, in place of my home-made one, with
switching over to an alternative programme
no improvement. After a lot of experimental work when
better definition would " sell " the new arrangeI found the following troubles : reflections from with
one aerial on the other.; interaction between down ment.-H. J. KELVIN (Brighton).
leads ; direct pick-up on the wiring in the receiver
from London when on Band III, and any amount
BAD NEWS SERVICE
of background noises on each of the signals. After
much trouble, I lined'the bottom of my cabinet with SIR,-The recent newspaper strike should have been
the BBC's big chance to show the viewing public
a sheet of very thin aluminium, and then on placing
the set back (one which was home-made) the alumi- the true value and efficiency of " News and Newsreel."
nium effectively closed in the bottom of the chassis But they failed miserably.
Television means sound with pictures ; we can get
and all the troubles ceased. I can now get a clean
picture on either Band I or Band III, and although all the sound we want from radio but we look to TV
the latter is only a test card and On weak power -it to give us a pictorial record of topical events, instead
promises very well for the future. But in my case the of which most of the time in " News and Newsreel "
closing in of the bottom of the chassis was a " must." is allotted to close-ups and stills of correspondents
and scenes. The remainder of the time is filled in with
-G. FRANCIES (N.W.5).
very poor quality pictures and sound which have all
the earmarks of having been hurriedly processed and
THE BRITISH SERVICEMAN
scrambled together. Practically all the papers and
SIR,-Whilst reading an old copy of a journal (not magazines which I read have had letters from viewers
PRACTICAL WIRELESS) I came upon an article complaining of the poor quality-and I would have
written by an American radio engineer. I wonder thought, with the imminent competition of the
how many of our British radiomen have read it ? commercial rivals, the BBC would have taken heed
To quote the writer, " The British Service engineer is of the all-round dissatisfaction and reverted to the
a dignified individual who wears a white coat." As a original type of " Newsreel."-J. BAKER (Beckenham).
have recently had the opportunity of picking

SIR,-I
up the experimental trade Band III transmissions,
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BRAND NEW R.F. Units, 26 or 27,
MAKING
YOUR
OWN?
Telescopes,
RATES : 4/- per line or part
27/6, 24 12/-, 25 (used) 10/-; Tuner
Enlargers, Binoculars, Microscopes,
thereof, average live words to line,
161. 160/220 mcs, Valves :
Projectors, or, in fact, anything
1/CV66,
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 1/- extra.
1/VR137, 2/VR136, 17/6; (postage 2/4
that needs lenses. Then get our
Advertisements
must
be
prepaid
above) , Transformers, input 230/250v,
booklets " How to Use Ex -Gov.
and addressed to Advertisement
outputs 6v, 3a (twice) tapped at 4
Manager, " Practical Television,"
Lenses & Prisms." Nos. 1 & 2, price
Tower House, Southampton St.,
and 5v, 9/6; 2,000v, 5ma and 2v, 2a,
2/6 ea. Also our stereo book, 3-D
Strand, London, W.C.E.
17/6; 350-0-350v. 150ma and 5v, 3a,
Without Viewers," price 7/6. Com25/. 6.3v, 10a and 5a, 17/6; 250-0prehensive lists of lenses, optical,
250v, 6.3y., 3a and 5v, 2a, 16/6 (350v RADIO UNLIMITED offer guaranteed radio and scientific gear free for
new
Valves
:
1L4.
3A4,
DF92,
EB91,
same price); (postage each 2/-)..
s.a.e. H. W, ENGLISH, Rayleigh
1T4, Road, Hutton,
STC Met. Recs., 600v, soma,
Brentwood, Essex.
6 /-, CV785. CV286, EF36, 6117G,
450v, 80ma, 6/-, 300v, sooma, 15/ -; 1S5, 6J5M, 6K7M, all at 5/ each, TV SIMPLEX COILS; 21/-; TV }in.
post
free;
U329. 6V6M, 6SLI. 6SN7,
W'house, 250v, 200Ma, 10/-; all
Canned
Formers, 2/3 ea. BEL,
H.W. Bells, A.C., underdome, 5/-; EBC33. 5U4G, 6BE6. 7/- each; 1A7 Marlborough
Yard. Archway. N.19.
807, 8/- each; 9D2, 8122. 3/6 each;
hand generators for these, 5/.. and
Valves in stock. Lists free. (ARC 5078.)
Condensers, bakelite tub., 0.25 mfd, 17,000
FOR
SALE,
Iso/trans.,
1
-to
-1,
25%
boost,
2v,
4v
10
Cossdr Double. Beam
1.5kVw. 1/6; 500pf or .001 4kVw, or
av types, 6/3 each;
door -rod Oscilloscopes, Model 3339; all in
1/3; .001, .01 and .1 mfd, 350/500vw, Aerial,
with
co
-ax
lead,
17/6;
Co
-ax
working
order;
£275, or £30 each.
rubber sleeved, 5/- doz; metal cased, Cable. 70/80 ohms. 8/6 doz. yds.; plus carriage and
insurance. COX
mfd, 500vv/ or .01, lkVw, 9d.;
-wave Coilpacks, l.. m. and s., 21/, RADIO. 39. West Street, Bognor
4 met. recs., 15v, 8ma, with 2/500 3RADIO
UNLIMITED.
Elm
Road,
Regis.
ohm min. pots, w.w., 3/6; wire - London. E.17. (KEY 4813.)
DIRECT T/V REPLACEMENTS offer
wound pots, from 500 ohms to 100k,
each 2/6. Lists and enquiries, 14d.;
the most complete Handbook of T/V
SITUATIONS VACANT
s.a.e.; cash with order; postage
Components and Rewinds, price 11-,
extra. W. A. BENSON, 308, Rath - The engagement of persons answering these T/V Components for all kit sets in
stock.
' Nuray " heater booster
bone Rd., Liverpool, 13.
advertisements must be made through a Local
for 2 -volt C.R.T.s, just plugs
JIM'S RADIO COMPONENTS, 23, Office of the Ministry of Labour or a Scheduled isolator
in, 27/6, plus 2/- packing and
Employment
Agency
if
the
applicant
is
a
man
Alexandra Rd., Sleaford, Linea
134-136, Lewisham Way,
18-64, inclusive, or a woman aged 18-59. postage.
Send s.a.e. for free price lists and aged
inclusive, unless he or she, or the employment, S.E.14, (TlDeway 3696-2330.)
order forms.
is excepted from the provisions of the Notifica- T/V, perfect
CONDENSERS, .1mf, 2,500v., d.c.,
wkg., 5/6; .1mf, 1,500v, d.c., wkg.,
2/6; tubulars, 500v, d.c., wkg., .001,

.05, And, 5/- doz.,
can be mixed; .0005, .002, .003, .005,
.01, .03mf, 4,000v, d.c., wkg., moulded
tubulars, 1/6 each; .003mf, 5,000v,
.002, .005, .01, .02,

d.c., w.; 2/,
Alum. alloy " 24"
Aerials, complete
with chimney
lashings and 5ft. pole, 45/-; money
back
guarantee,
GLADSTONE
RADIO, Gladstone. Place, Newton
Abbot, Devon.

SERVICE SHEETS. T.V. and Radio,
over 2,000 models, sale or hire,
Valves and Components. S.A.E. with
enquiries. W. J. GILBERT, 24,
Frithville Gardens, London. W.12.
TV

WITHOUT

MAINS. -Absolutely

first-class picture, plus DC circuit for
lighting; as supplied to the B.B.C.
Special AC/DC ' Chorehcirse " Generators, self-starting, compact, and
complete, AC 220/250 volts, 50/60
cycles, 250/350 watts AVC. Will run
radios, vacuum cleaners, small tools,
etc., £47/101-. plus 10/- delivery.
Below: -

tion of Vacancies Order, 1952.

TELEVISION TECHNICANS-all dis-

Pye,

working order.
All
9in., £17; H.M.V.,

£15; Murphy, 91n.. £15; Ultra,
tricts. Big money for you in your 10in.,
12in., £25; Ekco, 12in., £27 /10 /.;
spare time. Opportunity to establish many others.
Lists sent on request.
your own business. Write, giving Service Manuals
against sets
fullest particulars of training, experi- supplied. T/Vs loaned
attention
ence, whether owner of test equip- from £7. S.A.E.,needing
please.
ment, age. All replies. treated in STREET RADIO, 284-6, HighHIGH
strictest confidence. Apply to TELE- Croydon, Surrey. (CRO 8030.) St.,
PATROL LTD.. Federation House.
RATEL, 171. Norris St., Preston.
Epsom.
and Television/Service Sheets.
PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LTD., Radio
Ditton Works, Cambridge, offer Enquiries s.a.e. above address only.
WINWOOD
for Value. New Valves,
excellent opportunities for Junior
6K7, 6K8, 6Q7. 5Z4. 31/- set;
and Senior Development Engineers 6V6,
in the electronics and communica- 1T4, 1S5. 1R5. 3S4, 29/- set; ECL80,
develop- 8/6; EF39, EBC33, 6SL7, 6SN7, 6V6M,
1A7, 7/6 each. W.W. Cntrls.,
ment work on H.F., VH.F., micro- 5U4,
wave and recording equipments. 5K. 3 -watt. 3/-. Fresh stock 16 x
Applications from persons possessing 16mf-500v. 3/9; 32 x 32-450v, 4/6;
B.Sc., Higher National. or Ordinary 0.1-500v, 7/6 doz.; 0.05-500, 7/6 doz.
National Certificates are especially Lists. WINWOOD, 12, Carnarvon
welcomed. Good facilities are avail- Road, Leyton, E.10. (Mail only.)
able, however, to keen young men
VALVES
wishing to train and study in these
fields. Pleasant working conditions
in modern factory. Single accom- WANTED, large or small quantities
modation available. Write, giving of new Valves, Loudspeakers, Comfullest details, to Personnel Manager. ponents, Receivers, etc.; prompt cash
paid.
R.H.S. LTD.,
155,
Swan
Arcade, Bradford, 1.
TELEKIT SUPPLY

STORAGE BATTERIES, 12v, 75AH
heavy duty, 19 plates, separate cells
in hardwood cases; finest possible
Chantry Lane, Bromley, Kent.
specification, £511716, 9/6 delivery;
12v, 22AH, almost similar specifica- Please mention P.TV. and enclose 6d. postage
tion, surprisingly powerful, £21141-,
VALVES GUARANTEED
delivery 5/6. TEDDINGTON ENGINEERING CO., LTD., Dept. " C," High 0Z4
638
4/6:9D2
5/3516BA6
St.. Teddington, Middx. (KINgston 1B24
8/, 11123
811L4
1193-4.)

makes.

5/6
1LN5(soiled)
All View 3/-

6BE6
6BR7

6/8/6

12A61299

(soiled) 5 BUILD YOUR OWN TV.
61357
7/- 12A'16
7/6
master specified components in 1S5
6/6 12BE0
bi 6
stock. Stamp details.
FRANKLIN 1T4
6/6 6CH6
6/6 12B117
7
1U5
6/- 6J5
& HALL, 311, Havant Rd., Farling 5/- 13121
Ii 3V4
6/6 6U5
6:- 15122
ton, Portsmouth.
41
6A8
816V6
7/5005
R.F. UNITS, Types 26 at 27/6, 25 at 6AK6
8:616.
6X4
6/6
7/.. 5763
12/6, 24 at 11/-; brand new with 6AL5
8/6/valves; post 2/6. E.W.S. CO., 69, 6AM6
6/- 7D5
6/- EF5`)
5/.
8/- TTI1
8, 7D8
6/.
Church Road, Moseley, Birmingham. 6AQ5
'7/6
711'7
6/- Wrt
51LOUDSPEAKERS repaired promptly. 6AT6
MODEL LOUDSPEAKER SERVICE,
BECKENHAM, KENT
Bullington Rd.. Oxford.
THE SHOP FOR THE CONSTRUCTOR
SERVICE SHEETS, T.V. and Radio. NOW OPEN AT 104, HIGH STREET
BECKENHAM 3720
S.A.E. with enquiries. F.I.E.L.D., 80,
Oldfield Road. London, N.16.
" VIEWMASTER " valves, exact to R.F. OSC. E.H.T. COILS
specification, guaranteed new and
Type "D" 2-9 kV 25/-.
boxed, set of 12 £5/15/-; " TeleKing," complete set of 17, £811916;
Type "F" 9-14 kV 30/-.
1.4v miniatures : 1S5. DAF91, 1R5,'
use with valve or metal rectifier.
DK91, 1T4, DF91, 3S4, DL92, DK92, For
Current available, 1-2 mA. Ideal for oseilloany 4 for 27/6, post 1/-; all new Scopes and television. Diniensions
'and boxed. For individual prices and x 1 fin. dia. Wave wound winding. Complete
other types see displayedadvert., with circuit. Terms : C.W.O. Post orders only..
page 570.
READERS RADIO, 24,
Colberg Place, Stamford Hill, London, THE WATSON WATCH CO.,
' N.16.
(S'IIA 4587.)
29, LEIGH ROAD, LONDON, N.5

WANTED VALVES. 5Z4. ECL80, EY51,

EF80, KT66, 6U4GT, KT61, and all
T.V. types, also P.M. Speaker Units.
311.n., 5in.. 6-lin., 8in.. 10in.; prompt
cash. WM. CARVIS LTD., 103, North
Street. Leeds,

7.

ALL TYPES OF VALVES REQUIRED
for cash. State quantity and condition. RADIO FACILITIES LTD.,
38, Chalcot Road, N.W.1. (PRImrose
9090

EDUCATIONAL
Brochure giving details of
Home Study Training in Radio, Television, and all branches of Electronics.
Courses for the hobby
enthusiast or for those aiming at
the A.M.Brit.1.K.E.. City and Guilds
Telecommunications. R.T.E.B., and
other
professional
examinations.
Train with the college operated by
Britain's largest electronic organisation; moderate fees. Write to Dept.
PT28, E.M.I. INSTITUTES, London,
FREE !

W.4.

I.P.R.E. Data for constructing TV
Meter, 7/6;
5.500
Alignment Peaks for superhets, 5/9;
Aerial -strength

sample copy. " Practical Radio Engineer," 2/-, Membership -examination
particulars, 1/ -,'Syllabus of
postal courses free. and post seven
free.
SECRETARY, 'I.P.R.E., 20, Fairfield
Road, London; "N.8.
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THE VALVE SPECIALISTS

I OPPORTUNITIES IN

THE

MODERN BOOR CO.

Bentley Acoustic Corp. Ltd.

BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKIST OF
BRITISH & AMERICAN TECHNICAL

38, CHALCOT ROAD, N.W.1.

by F. J. Camm. 25s. Od., postage 9d.

Electronic Musical Instruments, by
It. H. Dorf. 55s. Od., postage ls.0d.
Fundamentals of Transistors, by
L. M. Krugman: 215. Od., postage 9d.
Radio & TV Test Instruments.
18s. 041., postage 6d.

G.

1E7

108

11.4.
1LAt
1L1E1
11,065

7/- 6%4
7/- 6%5
71- 6Y6

186

114
2026

TV Repair Techniques. Gernsback
Library. 12s. Od., postage 6d.
Television for Radiomen, by E. M.
9d.

Radio & Television Engineers'
by E.

344

7/6 737

4/6 74067
29//66 772

71- 708

6/- B359

3V4

7/- 7117
81- 7Q7

7/8 121.63

EV- 7117

5Y3
523

124
'643
647

'Phone : PADdinoton 4185
Open 6 days 9-6 p.m.

6.A.B7

°ABB
6AC7

6405
6407
64515
6A1,5
6AM5

64100
6.AQ5

64T6
6134

6117
6148.6

6)180
613841

61324
61336

LYONS RADIO Ltd.
3, GOLDHAWK ROAD, Dept. M.T.,
SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, W.12.
Telephone: SHEpherds Bush 1729

6BQ5
611117

6BW6
6BW7
6BX6
604
606
606
6010
60116

AMPLIFIER UNITS TYPE 178. -These

606

.

units for TV conversion as described in the 6116f1
January issue of Practical Television. PRICE 6106111
with valves as specified, i.e., 2-6AC7's, 2- 6108
EA50's, 5-VR65's, 35/-, or less valves, 15/-. 6F12
6F17
Postage 2/-.
VALVE BARGAINS.-VR65A (SP41). 2/6 613332
each. post..8d. 3 for 6/- : 6 for 10/-. VR91 606
(EF50). 5/6 each, post 6d. : .3 for 14/6 : 6 for
25/6. VR136 (EF54). 5/- each, post 6d. ; 3 for
12/9 ; 6 for 22/6. All tested and guaranteed.

61160

611606
635(.4

63514

CATHODE-RAY TUBES
636
VCR97.-Brand new and unused in maker's 6270
special transit cases. Television picture 637(61

tested to ensure freedom from cut-off.
PRICE 39/6, carriage 3/6.
VCR517.-Ex new equipment and TV
picture tested to ensure freedom from
--cut-off. PRICE 3.51-. carriage 3/6.
SPEAKER GRILLE. -Woven metal, 3

sizes available. "A"-141 x 131 ins. ; "B"15 x 12 ins. "C"-161 x 111 Ins. With smart,
gold -sprayed finish. Please state clearly
size required. PRICE all sizes. 3/6 each,
post paid.
5 -WAY CABLE. -Outside dia. 5/16in., each
conductor 9/012 tinned copper, rubber insulated and colour coded. PRICE 1J- per yard,
post any qty., 1/6. Substantial reduction
for 100 yd. coils. Trade enquiries invited.
BARGALNS FOR CALLERS. -Resulting
on tidying up one of our Warehouset we are
finding many useful chassis, meters, trans-

mitter and radio units. etc. Quantities are
too small to advertise, but callers can
inspect these items which will all be available at CLEARANCE PRICES.

liaptionstewlesearestse4Winens491110%.110

7/-

93791
61(6

61i7G

8/- 83
8/6 8542

638G11

6147G

66141

667

637
6347
6007

6807'
6807

8/- CK305
8/6 CK323
8/8 001323
11/- D77
2/8 DA90
4/8 DAFO1

7/- EL91

8/-Em34

5/6 77
6/- 78

WOG

Details of the
easiest way to study for
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., R.T.E.B.
qualified.

10/10/6
7/6.

Cert., City and Guilds,
Television
Servicing, Sound Film
R a di o
Projection,
Diploma Courses, etc.,

Television,

8/- OMSA 10/8

are given in our 244 -page
Handbook "' ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"

PC084 11/-

5/- 76

61(731

61.03

N77

N142
N150
0515

Television offers unlimited
scope to , the technically

6/6
7/6

141.6

11/7/8
6/6
6/8
6/6

PCP80

11/-

PC1.83 12/8
Pen 26 6/8
Pen '46 7/ -

-

677G11

61(814
62.6(0
61.7

5/6
5/6
5/6
8/8
6/8

Pen 1340 616/- PL81 10/9/9
8/8 P1.82
7/6 802
11/6
8/8 1001
71- P1.83
4/8/6 101.011 10/- DF91
71- PM12
6/- P/41211 6/6
6/6 DF92
10/6 12A6
8/6 10E047 12/8 01130 15/6 P1,1256 6/6
'9/6
8/- 12AT6 10/6 01177
8/- PY80
10/- 13417 8/- 011149 19- PY81 10/7/6
6/6 104117 9/. DECO 10/- PY82
QP21
7/6
9/6
DK92
6/6 127146
7/12/6 123E6 6/6 0%96 8/6 Q695/10
10/6
7/8 1211117 12/8 01.72
7/8/- Q075/2010/6
30/- DL93
6/- 12E1
9/- Q8100/130/8
6/8 12116
3/- D1,94
6/8 1235
8/- D1.810 10/6
8/6 1270
8/6 E1148
2/- QV04/7 9/8
2/2/- RK34
8/- 12807 7/8 EA50
6/9/6 B1.37
8/- 13807 5/8 E476
12/8/- E4091 9/- 11314
7/8 12837
8/7/8 128%7 6/- EB34
2/- 0130
4/- 12807 8/8 EB41 11/- 804(7) 8/6
2/8
4/8 128E7 7/6 EB91
6/- 8161
TP22
8/8
8/6 12175(0 7/- EBC33 7/6
6/6 14)17 10/6 EBC41 10/- TP2620 17/8
12/196 EC91
7/- 1716
10/6 14117
12/9/6 E050
5/8 1525
9/- 1645
8/6
10/- E0032 10/8 1731
7/6 1723
7/6
8/- E0033 .9/- U30
9/6 18
8/10/6 19111
10/- ECC33 9/- 1750
7(8
8/8 E0081 9/- U78
7/6 19Y3
U142
9f 8/8 E0082 10/6
6/8 2546
9/8/- 231,6
8/6 ECM 10/6 U130
10/7/8 E0091 7/6 1)133
.10/- 30
8/8
8/- E0142 10/- U134
6/6 391,6
8/8
U310
6/8 35W4 10/- ECL80 10/10/8
8/6 E022
7/6 3324
91- 65329
9/4/8 U404
8/- 3525
8/8 EF36
8/- EP37 10/8 U18041 917/- 42
10/- E11374 10/6 If01142 9/6
8/6 5005
8/- E139 .8/8 1/01181 12/6
9/8 501.6
8/6
9/ 17041
8/6 EF41
6/- 50YG
8/6 EF30(A) 8/- 175'83 12!6
9/6 37
9/8
8/6 E050(E) 5/- 111.41
8/8 58
2/8 618PT 15/- E1134
5/- 1.11.44 2018/6 621301 10/- E1155 12/- 111.46 10/915/- 62TH 10/- E073 10/8 15179
9/8/- 62VP
9/- E1180 10/- UY41
6/8 v 1.8492A £3
7/8 6414E 10/6 E1091
7/8 VP2(7) 8/6
5/- 66KU
91- HF95
8/8 VP4(7) 8/6
5/6 6711 10/6 E1.32
7/8 72
4/8 EL41 1,0/13 VP1314 7/6
6/6
7/- 75
8/6 E1,84 11/- VP23

10/- 7V7
8/6 8A8

5X4

19-23, PRAED STREET
(Dept. T.6) LONDON, W.2.

KT44
7/8 K T74
318

7/8 0015B 10/6
911/- /..11P3(A)5/- 003
8/8
7/8 ATP4
3/- 003
3/8
991/-- P61
88//-- BB310592

384

5V4

Book No. 8. 2s. 641., postage 2d.
Please write or call for our catalogue.

8/- AC/11L

14056

5174

5s. Od., postage 3d.

6/6 900G

4/- 6Y7
15/- AC/P
4/- 624/84 8/6 ACP4
8/6 AP4
8/6 747

401

Reference Book, edited
Molloy. 70s. 041., postage free.
TV Fault Finding: Data Book No. 5.

7/6 9003

20130
2021
2X2

Noll. 52s. 6d., postage is. Od.
The Oscilloseope-at Work, by A. Haas
and R. W. Hallows. 15s. Od., postage

The Medic. Amateur's Handbook,
30s. OIL,
1956. by "
postage ls. Od.
Tape & Wire Recording : Data

6!- MGT 7/6 9002

1113

Zwick.

8/- /

6/- 1203
10/6 KTW61 7/8!- 2051
8/6 KTW62. 5/8/8 2524
6/6 60667
.6/8 6887
7/8 4033X 716 KTZ41 6/6
6U5(UX) 7/- 5763
9/2/8 11114
5/6
9/6 6655(10) 7/6 7193
6/6
5/8 MIA
71- 9001
7/8 6V6G

1656

6d.

by

68J7
6/- 60017
8/6 851.7

024
145

Gernsback Library. 12s. Od., postage

Oscilloscope,

144 pages

PRIairose 9090

BOOKS

Television Principles & Practice,

The

TELEVISION

8/6

8/- EY51
10/6 51'2.91

9/. E240
91- 141TH 10/. EMI.
91- 121V11

3/- 1130
4/- 111.2
10/- H1,130 718
7/8 301
8/- 311365 8/- HL23DD818
141.41
8/6 451 PT 10/- 111.1320 7/6
6/7/6 TIVII2A 7/6
8/- 807
70/8/- 813
K3032 8/8
25/- 81735
10/- 839
9/15/- KL33
6/6 86611.
816/ - 685
7/8
7/8 2101.1'

10/6 21500

5/-

6/8 V1103

6/10/- VT601
11/- V13111 314/716 VU133
919/. W130
x6f1
7/6
9/9/6
5/- X142
10/3/- X130

XPW10 8/8

XP210 6/8
XPY12 13/6

which also explains the
benefits of our Appoint-

ments Dept.

We Guarantee
" NO PASS -NO FEE "
If you are earning less than
£15 a week you must read
this enlightening book.
Send for your copy NOW -FREE and
without obligation.

WRITE TODAY!

British Institute of Engineering Technology
29-31, Wright's Lane,
Kensington, W.8.

DISTRESS BAND RECEIVERS TRF,
4 of Battery Valves Type APR12 (VP23).
Coils could be added for Medium and Short
Wave Bands. 27/6. Post 216.

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 233. with

VCR97 and 8 valves.

etc.. only 42/6.

,

Ideal for Simplex,

MICROAMPMETERS.-100 u.11. 21in. Proj.

MM. -Max. scale, but a standard 100 uA.
movement, 27/6. 500 uA. 1/in. Rd., Fl.,

0-10 scale, 8/6 ; 50 mA., Mc/s., tin. sq., SI-.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. -350-0-350 v.,

80 mA.,6.3 v. 3.5 a., 5 v. 2 a., new, D.T.
covere, 17/6. P.P. 1/-.
NEONS.-Strike on BO v.

Supplied with

series res. for mains, lin. x lin. dia., 2/-.
.1 at 7 kV., T.C.C., 7/- EA. .1. 500 v. in
Tropical Cartons, 1952, 3 for 1/-. Aladdin
Coils, lin. with Core. 6d. Polystrine lin.

with Core, 8d. Bulgin Panel Lamps, Red or
Green. 2/-.
w., 4d. :
RESISTORS. -1 w., 3d.
; SP41,
1 w., 641. VALVES.-ARP12,
1/3. EF50 Bases, Ex. Equip., Cer., 3 for 1/-.
Metal Recs.. 300 v. 80 mA., 5/6. Pots.. 100 K.,
3 K.. Sp.. 1/- ea. 1 Imeg.. 1/6.HR Headsets,
3,000 ohm, 7/6. 100 pF, Mica, 500 pF. Mica.
2,600 pF. and 5,600 pF. Silver Mica, 3 for 1/-.

PILOTS HELMET MIKES, 2/- each.

Pgst extra. Ex. Equip. only if stated.
S.A.E. for Lists.

Bates Surplus Store
49, IVY ST., BIRKENHEAD, CHESHIRE

RADIO AND TELEVISION
COMPONENTS

XH(1.3) 4/X8G1.3 6/6
Y63
Z77
2710

IET

House.

237, College

All parts in stock for :

7/8
6/6
10/6

VIEWMASTER, SOUNDMASTER,
TELEKING, ETC.

Easy Terms Available.
Stamp for list, NOT S.A.E.

All boxed and guaranteed Post Gd. each. lame day
service. Shop hours 8.30 to 5.30, flats. 1 p.m. Why

JAMES H. MARTIN & CO.

despatch

.

not 'phone or wire that urgent order for immediate
.

Finsthwaite, Newby Bridge,
Ulverston, Lancs.
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Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with
their technical thfficulties, we regret that we are unable
to supply diagrams or provide instructions for modifying
surotus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details
for constructional articles which appear in these pages.
WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES
OVER THE TELEPHONE.
The coupon from p. 48
must be attached to all Queries, and if a postal
reply is required a stamped and addressed envelope

must be enclosed.

K.B. EV305
When the picture started to fade I sent it for repair.
An RM4 rectifier was fitted. -The-picture is quite good,
but after operating the set for,about an hour I get what
you describe recently as corona, discharge, and quite

EKCO TU142B
I cannot receive sufficient volume. I tune the volume
in from under the chassis to the maximum, which is
then just audible, then when I turn the volume -control
it has no effect. I would be obliged for your advice.H. Owen.
No one could possibly tell the cause of the trouble
with your receiver from such limited detail. Is the
vision affected ? How did the symptom occur ? Does
the volume alter when the volume -control is adjusted ?

a pronounced sparking on the neck of the tube. We shall need -to know much more than just " inI returned the set for repair, and since having it back

sufficient volume " before we can possibly assist you.
the trouble persisted until the sound and picture failed,
and the 15 -ohm 5 -watt resistor and a .1 ktF condenser EKCO T.161
were found to be burnt out. These have been replaced,
The picture has the appearance of 'being out of
but the noise, such as one gets from a sparking plug,

persists together with the spark of light.

I have focus. After the set has been on for a time bands of
the picture from 4in. to lin. or more wide move a

inspected the base of the receiver after an hour or so of
operating, and I find that the resistor mentioned runs
very hot indeed, almost hot enough to melt the solder.
There is much evidence of melting wax on surrounding condensers. Can you kindly advise which may be
the offending component ? The set is about three years

fraction of an inch to the right and are then in perfect
focus, but only remaining there for less than a second.
The picture is very light, but when these bands appear
there is an excellent contrast.
I have tested all resistances 'and condensers, coils,

old and has given good service so far ; the tube is etc., but can find nothing amiss.-R. B. Wadman
(Wokingham).
quite clean.-H. Moore (Bristol).

This is one of the symptoms of an intermittent
It is quite normal for the resistor mentioned to
to cathode short in the picture -tube. A separate
work very hot, and it is also quite normal for soft heater
winding is used for the tube in your particular
wax to be in evidence on various components, heater
and a heater to cathode short causes excessive
particularly small capacitors, after the receiver has model,
attenuation of the higher modulation frequencies
been operational for three years.
the result of losses in the transformer. You may
We are not clear as to the actual point where the as
be able to continue employing the tube by making
. flashover is occurring ; if it is taking place inside the
tube, we fear that the tube itself may be responsible.

use of a separate low -loss transformer for energising

insulation of one or other of the windings is defective.

ULTRA VA722
It has been necessary to change a valve, and from
a service chart which I was able to borrow, the valve is

If, however, it is occurring in the vicinity of the its heater.
scanning coils or focus unit, it may mean that the

CATHOVISOR 9MW2 TUBE
a UL46, but on examination of this new valve and
I would be grateful if you could supply me with the the existing valve, there seems to be some difference
following information on the above tube ;
in its internal make-up. As this service chart is one
(a) Base connections.
taken from a trade journal, I feel that perhaps a mistake
(b) Anode voltage.
has been made in the identification of the valves.
(c) Filament voltage and current.
I am sending you the old valve for your identification.
Since replacing this valve with a UL46 the set
-G. Smith (Thornton Heath, Surrey).
not worked as well as previously. It is very slow
As the Cinema -Television C.R.T. type 9MW2 has has
been obSolete for quite a long period, we are having opening out to the full picture height, and the picture
difficulty in tracing its details as requested ; the tube quality is not as good as before.
I hope you will be able to give me the necessary
is not listed in the current issue of the tube Encyclo- assistance,
should be glad if you could give me the
paedia, and, furthermore, Cinema Television, Ltd., full valve and
for my set, with, alternatives.themselves are unable to assist. We would mention, E. Walker line-up
(Walkden).
however, that we have noted your name and address,
Two UL46 valves are used in your type receiver ;
and if any details come to light in the future we will
one functions as the frame amplifier and the other
advise you accordingly.
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as sound output. We would point out that there is
a slight physical difference between the old style
UL46 and the current issue.
Your model uses four 6F1's,. a 6L1, a 6LD20,
a Dl, a 6F14, a 6F15, a 6D2, a 6P28, a 6K25, two
UL46's, two PZ30's, and a U25.

June, 1955

The contrast cont ol appears to make the line time base to come off lock when retarded from the maximum
gain position.-A. E. Harrison (Liverpool, 20).

It" would appear that the frame is not operaking
at the correct speed. This is possibly due to tolerance

values in the scan circuit and we suggest you try

It is recommended that only the above valve types doubling the value of C24.
be used as replacements.
MURPHY V200A
I shall be glad if you can help me with my Murphy
" SIMPLEX "-FRAME FAULTS
V200A. When I advance the brilliance control the picture
The fault is cramping on the bottom half of the
blurrs and flies off at the bottom of the tube, leaving picture-I can't " pull it down."
it blank. The next fault a folded raster. The top is
I have the service sheet. V15 has been replaced
rolled back and the bottom is rolled up until they with
a big improvement, but the cramp is still there.
meet.
have thought of removing R37 but don't know
Now I can get a picture on the centre part of the Iwhether
would be detrimental. Height control
tube, showing head and shoulders of a person, but if is all outthis
and
the linearity control nearly so. The
I release the mains plug I get waist downward.
latter
only
affects
the top half of the picture.
If I operate the height control the picture opens
Further, the left-hand bands on Test Card C are
up but breaks up into five or six bands with widely longer than those on the right band and they get
spaced lines between each band.-C. Lethbridge progressively wider as they go up from black, i.e., the
(limber Bridge).
white is the widest.
A leaky C29, 30 or 31 would cause raster to fly
Both frame and line seem, therefore, to be at fault
off tube with operation of brilliance.
and I shall be glad of your suggestions.-E. W. Warren
The double appearance of the raster is due to too (Bristol, 6).
fast a frame speed. Double the value of C24.
Since both scans are affected, we feel that the
Check the whole of the frame circuit if the above trouble may be caused, or at least aggravated, by
modification does not clear the trouble.
low H.T. voltage. This often happens if the RM4
metal H.T. rectifier reduces in efficiency. You should
suspect this trouble, and replace the rectifier, if the
PYE B.18.T
I notice this set has a tube type Mullard MW22/14. H.T. voltage, relative to chassis, is less than 205I would like to know if I could use any other tube that is measured from the output of the smoothing
in place of this one. Also could I put a 12hi. tube choke, i.e., measured across C65'

on this set ?

As I have no circuit for this .set I wondered if you
could tell me if this is fitted with a pre -amplifier
if not, would my reception be improved with one
fitted ?-R. P. Byhan (Sudbury). The current substitute for your tube is the Mullard
MW22/18, but this necessitates a base change. From
the electrical aspect, you should be able to use the
12in. type MW31/18 with slightly less brightness,

ULTRA V470
On switching on a good picture is obtained. After a
quarter of an hour a continuous hum on sound commences which drowns speech and music. This hum on

A separate pre -amplifier is not incorporated in
your set, though it should be sensitive enough to
operate successfully in your district without one.
If it does not, then we would advise you to ensure
that your aerial is up to standard.

time the hum on sound ceases and speech and music
come back. Also the curved lines disappear. The set
will then be O.K. for some time. Suddenly a loud
ripping sound is heard on sound with dark and light
bars moving up and down on the screen. The noise is
so bad that sound has to be turned right off. After a
time this rights itself and sound can then be turned up
again.-Reginald W. Plimsaul (Welling).

sound varies in pitch as cameras switch frbm one
scene to another. Then thin black and white curved
vertical lines appear on the screen, generally moving
downwards,

but occasionally upwards.

Also, the

fluctuates and for a time one has to keep
but we have no data concerning any possible brilliance
getting up to adjust the brilliance control. After a
mechanical alterations.

" SIMPLEX "-NO SOUND
I have recently built the " Simplex," complete

with sound output stage, and have had considerable
difficulty with it. At the present moment I have a
picture (of sorts) but no sound is available.
The picture fault is a non-linear frame timebase,
the lines on the top half of the picture being too well
defined, then there appears to be a bend and on the
lower part of the picture the frame timebase is cramped.

Your remarks indicate that the frequency of the
local oscillator drifts as the inside of the receiver
increases in temperature. Sometimes this trouble is
caused by a defective oscillator valve, but if you are
sure that the -valves are up to standard, an alteration

in the value of a capacitor associated with the
oscillator circuit should be suspected.

This results in the artistes having large heads, very
short bodies and no legs. As a matter of interest,
when the timebase valves are taken out of their sockets

there is no spot on the screen, but a long trace. This,
I presume should not have any effect on the frame
timebase.

QUERIES COUPON

I

I

This coupon is available until JUNE, 21st, 1955, and
must accompany all Queries.
PRACTICAL TELEVISION, JUNE, 1955.

London. W.C.2.
Published on the 22nd of each month by GEORGE NEWNES. LIMITYD, Tower House. Southampton Street. Strand,
and New Zealand :
and printed in England by W. SPEAIGHT & SONS, Exmoor Street, London, W.I0. Sole Agents for Australia
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,60.01,046,9Always specify

THIS RADIO FOR 49/6

(BUILD

Build this exceptionally sensitive
twin -triode radio.
Uses unique assem-

ERSIN MULTICORE to be precise

bly system and can
be built by anyone
without any radio
knowledge whatever in 45 minutes.
Handsome b l a c k crackle steel case
with specially made
black and gold dial

Wherever precision soldering is essential, manufacturers, engineers and handymen rely on MULTICOI2E.
There's a MULTICORE SOLDER just made for the job
you have in hand. Here are some of them.
SIZE 1 CARTON
4 specifications for
radio enthusiasts.

TAPE SOLDER

with stations printed.

of radio only
6lin. x 5in. x 3M.
Covers all Medium
and Long Waves-

MELTS WITH

A MATCH !
Real tinl lead sold.w containing

ictki

cores of Ersin

5, -

Flux.

Size
muLF,[00!

446

Needs ,w

soldering iron
or extra flux.

HANDYMAN'S
CARTON

Sufficient for

200 average

PER CARD

joints.

STRIPPER AND CUTTER
For stripping insulation
The 3 in 1 tool.
without leaving
wire, cutting
without nicking
splitting
edges and

BIB WIRE

5/6 EACH

rough

extruded /lee.
MANUFACTURERS ARE INVITED TO
WRITE FOR DETAILS OF BULK PACKS AT BULK PRICES

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.

uses one only all -dry
battery which lasts
many months, as
H.T. consumption is
only 1 to 1
Ideal for Bedroom,
Holidays,
Garden,
etc. Read a few of our many unsolicited testimonials:
Mr. Robinson of Harrogate, writes : " The set is working very
well. It gets all the stations I need. It is also very loud. I tun greatly
pleased with it. Wilt you please send me details of anything else you
have?" Mr. Norton of Oxted, writes : " Yesterday evening on the
medium waveband, I counted 32 separate stations: I am very pleased
with the set, which is well worth the money." Mr. Beckwith, of
London, W.3, writes : " I must say that I was rather surprised and
very pleased indeed with the performance for such a small set. I do not
think there is anything on the market to beat it ! The tone is perfect,
reception very clear, and the stations just roll in. Up to now I have
received about 20 stations and all very clear. I may add I am more than
satisfied.'

Build this powerful, long-range set. Total cost of parts, 49/6
post free (for headphone reception). Parts for adding further valve
and speaker-which-fits inside case, 34/8. All parts sold separately. (Parts lists, and full set of easy -to -follow, crystal-clear
plans, 2/-). Note.-We stock full range of components and valves.
ORDERS DESPATCHED BY RETURN.

but regret no C.O.D. abroad.

Overseas orders welcomedSEND TO -DAY I

BRIGHTON RADIO & TELEVISION CO.
PT. 69, PRESTON ST., BRIGHTON, 1.

MULTICORE WORKS, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS (BOXMOOR NSW (DEPT.%

awsnalmarinallulualI*,

WE SPECIALISE

SIMPLEX

ONLY

IN

MAGNETIC 12" MODEL
STAGE II, £3 STAGE DI, 24/18/ STAGE IV, £2171- STAGE V, 26/19/- STAGE VI, i3a0rSTAGE I, £3

RADIO COMPONENTS

6" MODEL
COMPLETE

LET US QUOTE YOU BY
RETURN FOR ANY RADIO

VALVES OR PARTS YOU
REQUIRE

EPP)
EF59
6J5
EF34
1T4
EF3D

HIRE PURCHASE TERMS ON KITS,
INSTRUMENTS, ETC.

Osram. " 912 " and Mullard " 510 "
Amplifier Parts in Stock.
NEW CATALOGUE WITH H.P. TERMS 6d.
QUOTES S.A.E.

RADIO SERVICING COMPANY

82 SOUTH EALING ROAD
LONDON W.5

EAL. 5737

NEXT DOOR SOUTH EALING TUBE STATION (TURN LEFT)

111,2

VU111
VU12,3
6X5

651(7
6SA7
R19

£16 WITH TUBE (LESS SPEAKER)
VALVES

41-

V13508

6/3
5/5/7/7/6
4/3/6
3/6

D1
6K7

716

4/8
716

13/-

ARP12

SP61

ECU
1S5
3M

EBC33
VU133
2X2
6K8

6SH7

6SJ7
Pen220
AR8

101-

2/6

2i 6/ 5! -

7/6

718

FW4/500
SP41
EB34
6K7(m)
EC54
1R5

EL32
EF36

3/6

VU39

31-

11/4/6
4/6

524
6SL7
EL50

31-

KT66
VS70

(1)6

955

67

91-

216

2/7/8
416
716

7,4;6
8/6

EA53
6V6
6SN7
ECC31
3S4
VT501
EF37A
VU134
954

5U4G

7/6
9/8/3
11.!-

5/-

Pen46
9BW7

RK34
35T
12517

2/8/6
9171-

8/6

61-

8/-

3'6

8,6
4/6
9/2/6
1716

4,6

CONDENSERS.-Elect. 450 volt wkg., 8 mfd., 2/-: 8+8
mfd., 3/9 8-116 mfd., 4/- : 16 f 16 mfd., 4!6 : 32+32 mfd.,
Dubilier 500 volt wkg,, 20 mfd., 3/- ; 32 mid., 5/-.
Bias. 25125 or 50/50. 2/-.
RESISTORS.-Our Selection, all different values, 1, I, 1,
2 watt, 12/6 per 100.
CONDENSERS. -5 pl? to 1 mid.. 21 Per 100.
METERS.-M.C., T.C., etc., £1. Sample 6 Meters, £2 per
dozen, all different.
CONDENSERS.-E.H.T..1 mfd. 2.5 kV, 5'6 each (limited).
45 MC/S STRIPS.-Loss valves, post paid, 17/6.

VIN ER'S (Middlesbrough)

Radio

Electrical

Government Surplus
26, EAST STREET, MIDDLESBROUGH
Telephone : MID 341.8.

iv

June, 1955

PRACTICAL TELEVISION
MAINS TRANSFORMERS

RESISTORS 2 WATT

2-vruy. MOUNTING TYPE

2.2 k0, 4700,-7.5 kit, 220

1611

Primary

200-020-240 v.
Secondaries : 275.0-275 v.,
80 mA, 0-0.3 v. 4 amp. 0-5 v.

,AILP11 ,46
VALVES

I

6/9
5/8

AC/

A.C8/PEN

97220
9661

8/6
8/9
3/9

15/e

lip01.

318

101-

1110

10/-

11.16

12/6

21-

1722

Il/,.

8/8

ATP4
E30

DOM

4/-

D117311
01181

EA30
1/(114
E1141

11/7,6
11/-

1,111(/33

EEC41
E111/80
EC72,

1116

6/3
92-

F.C91.

E 1115

9130

9(9/-

1122
023
033
1146
1.70111

07403

11404
i .iaF42

ECH42

10/8

1711C41

7.,C.1,8.)

1418

1.65142
11141

EFS

8/8

10/-

10/6

111/41

U Y41.
VP -/3

VR21.

318

.

ETA I

F. 42

117,64
311131

EY11.
75740

11/6
81-

12/6.
11/8
13/6
12/3
9/14/6

10/.

IV.'

1,1741

2/5j-

I:1140
1636 /
.1663

211.0/20
HL23 DD
15.1211C

11132

K1330
K166
ICl/W61
ETWG3
1,0210

LP/20

MS,TEN
0-1.701

u

1/17782

P.E123
PE N44

Wtil

3/-

10/-

074.

143

13/--

1/.4

1L03
1P.5

5/-

14112/0.

18-1

114
11)11

2201,F40

12/8
BI -

3DG

1203

3Q4
3Q5
184
3V4
4D1

7Lfst

14/611/6
13.10/8(6

8/-

8/7/6
6/9
7/6
7/6
7/8

115

243
22.2
344

12/6

6;0
1118

1114(11

7/9
6/9
6/9

11/11/6

/73

151-

647

574C

Olin. x8in.2 2}1n
, 14in. x 81n. x.2/In

51-

0

52/9
/6

9902

6/6

0 mid., 1,000 v. ; .91 mfd., 4 kV.:
.001 mfd., 4 kV. ; .03 mfd., 500 v.

9003

518

9004
0006

5/8

6/2/419
316
1316

1002
10F1

10/

13/11/-

101/9
101/.1311

124110

11/8

5/6
6/6

12A117

6/9

12417

91-

9/-

l2AX7

10/8/5/6/9/6
9/-

1208

626

6/6
8/6

12116

61471,T
61(711

616

12167

11(..W

8/-

tiOT

6E9(11
61,1

61.1,

8/9

9/8
11/8

10/6
13/8

61.10

9-

7/0
7/6

OM'

6(47111
6117(t

9/9/8/-

1213
1237t IT

12K8OT
12Q7CT
12007

9/9/-

12.4H7

P2127

128E7
1281.7
ISSQ7

12867

8/-

5/-

GS417
(11117

716

2074

13/-

20 P4

GSJ7GT

8/-

2546i;

8/3

2514114'r

91-

10/-

9/-

2.5Y 3G
21741.4

8/-

371,601

716

13 W4

8/9
10/8/8
8/8
8/-

9/-'

10/8/8
73/-

31-

SIG
876

8/6
10/8

68E7
611.7

fiSN 7111
1151Q7

6887

6817

8(-

6133(1

6V6(1

7/68/6

C. V.1(11'

11W2

71
15/.6

111-

10/6
8/6
12;-

141('.

9/-

:::i7,40T

5018(11
1177.2111

21580

7/.

METAL RECTIFIERS
12 v. ). amp., 1/8 ea. . 12 v. 1 amp

v. I amp., 3/. ea. '230 v.
45 mA., 6/3 e.a. ; 2.30 v. 75 mA./ 7/8
ea. ; 100 v. GO mA., 7/6 ea.
416 ea.

;

;

4/8 ea.
6/3 ea.
PICK-UP HEAD?. Pick7/3 ea. UOLDRING
head type No. 112 (2,000 ohms),
8/8 ea.. up
rompletelvith lead.
918 ea.

SENTERCEL RECTIFIERS
HMI, 019 ea. R142, 4/2 ea. ; 6.311
5/- ea.; R114, 16/- ea.

1110

150'
180
22 a

270
300

990
470

Type T. E., 20/ -ea. Type '1'117, 40, -

56a
58 0

All 9:- doe.

.;

920
190a

12011,k0
1500 -

180(3.

5.0 kft ,.22,0(1.
2.2
2701)
2.7011
33 0

1800
2200
2700

3.31(33900.

330(1
390(3

47 It a

2.0 14 a

47k(356 k

4700
7600

1.8 El
6.6 kill

68

6240

R2 k0

680

820 0
k0

700013

10 0'0
12 0(?

1

1.2 ka

120 It 12
150 It 4)
180/112

15 kit

:

s03 odd., 750 v.

Type. CT 67 110, .002 mid_ I, IV.,
78 eft. Type CP.-1.3Q0, .901 1,61.
6 IV., 5/- ea.
Type 1111'11),
500
10 kV., 6/- ea.

pencil bit

Pottle

HUNTS CONDENSERS

Meth/. ed eii, 20/ -each, crttriage 3/6.
BELLING

Type W90 300 p1'. 100 v.. 84. ea.

LEE SAFETY MAINS

CONNECTOR.

Type

Unit

Li,ted 6 9. Urn Priee, 415.
Valve

,

Type
holder; 8/1. ea.

Electrolytic CF.37PE 105 m 6 I. 419 v.,
730

suit

VCR97 6 !, in. CATHODE RAY TUBES

Type 1,V4111 .005 1061. 150 v., 68 ea.

Metalnlite CP3314 .02 mi.I.
9d. ea,

are

azol

Isle
for
236/250 v.
SOLDERING PASTE
Large tin soldering po2te by
Tyne Chemical Co., approx.
1 lb.
1/9. per. tin

Type WOO .001 mid. 352 v., 6d. ea.
Type 4303 .01 Ini51. 230 v., 74. ea.
Type WOO 310 n7. 600 v., 64. no.

41-. ea.

19/11 ea.

both type= aro complete will.
approx. III. 01 Henley
core

BULGIN INDICATOR LIGHT. Single

TCC CONDENSERS
Met:0mile C 737/S
in51. 3.30 v.
14., ea.

SCLDDRING IRONS

type 964 lilted
oval hit
19/11 ca.
Polon type 068 fitted
.sokiii

YISCONOL
CATHODRAY
CONDENSERS

Type W90 .1101. mid. 4,61 v., 70. ea.

15/11/-

RESISTORS

OSMOR COIL PACKS
Type KO.. 48/- ea.. Type 1,31, 40/- ea.

hole fixing (Red glass). 3,3 ea.

10/.

201,1
201'1

******

The following range of 'Re4k.tors is
availalde in II/ watt and twatt.
Prices /// watt 3d. ea. 1 Walt 64. ea.
1208

5/6
8/6
8/8
9/8/6
716

2012

Type C 1. It 1100/88, 1,910 a
Type 01.14 1126/70 230
... 1/9 ea.

12 mfd., 150 v., 5/6 ea.

TCC

.All 1/2 each.

COLVERN PRE SET. CONTROLS

,'

7/6

10/6
12/8

20111

type.

DUBILIER NITROGOL CONDENSER

.1 (0111., 330 v.

1,1000

MAIM° type, 2 k0_ 5 011, 10.00,
20 k0,.35 k 50 k0 200
20000.,
100 K fy .
1 meg. ft
nwg. .
1 meg, a, 2 rneg.
50 k'ct cloubie

All 1,6 ea.

SPRAGUE CONDENSERS ,.
.05 mf 4., 700 v. ; .01 rnid.,-1 ,000 v.

5000, 6000

Available :

CRYSTAL DIODES
BAKELITE CASED BI CONDENSERS

316

5/-

6370

Plastic ease. wire ends, 2 for 2/1.

7118

11/6
11/8

11/6
8/6

6.16(1T
6.151(

818

76

934
975
936
.

816

11j8/8/8

10713
16614
1246

1216

6350

.

Keep

your costa down when boil/ling the
Argus " or " Simplex'" receivers.

former
18/- ea.
Plessey 6 p.n. lightweight unit 16/6 ea,
17/6 ea.
Bola 6/I n. standard type
Lectrona 6/in. with transformer
181- ea.
g0i- ea.
Truvok Olin. wafer -type
17/8 ea/
8iri. lightweight unit
Mai. energised Sin, unit,

1,0000
21/ -ea.
Mains energised 6/ in. unit,
6000
17/6 ea.

014711T

Igin.x9imx 2/in
121 -ea.
All are four sided -ideal (hr radio
reaelvers - amplifiers - powerpacks,
1

13/6

6714

6Q7a

AZiuninivm Undid' ed with Reinforced
Owners. Amilab a in the following

dflin.xlin. x 2/in

71-

0713

01.711

CHASSIS

gives.
Gin. x 41n. x 2/1n
6:11.x Gin..X 2/in

13/8
7/6
7/3
12i8
7/6
8/8

6E1
07611
67611
tiF80.

8/8/9
0/9

3 Y30T

6X25

81-

600

716

42
8/5474 (T)52) 8/6

PY80
.PY81

71/6
81 6

6D3

81/.

8i8

0664
8001
02

8-

60000

8.

8/6

75
77
10
84
807

14/8

111(7):

147

71'4

9/6

GBX6
6C4
(g -l501
6C6
6C9

6112

W61

7/9.

797

8(0

747

4i8/-

6E46

8/6
3/6

718

51-

716
816

8/-

5114
0110r1

6717

VU31 COI/
N/
V U1204

6410

6 -

5/6
7/6

8/6

61,83
i'M1231
PH0213

VT501 (11111

"If9

VEN.16
77,82.

VRI10
4/VE170/200 91r132 /1' 132)

91803

3/9
i/.4.21)

5/6

W77

10/11/8
11/8
.

8)-

14)
V11111

766
7H7
747

9111/
13/6

678

7/17

7/6

816

R729

EF80
EK32
EL2

7/-

7/9]
9(6
8/6

7101,-

91-

GAM

81-

111-

VR13
V11105/30

GALS

011W11

Ala

EFT/0

9/-

6BEG
6E127

1111.41

E6501y1

GAI5
GAK3

Television constructors, ale.

LOUDSPEAKER 'CHITS

61t5CIT

78

04(05

64Q5
16

6/.

EF/36

6A617

EX GOVERNMENT AND
SURPLUS CONTROLS

This popular range is .itable for all

Rola Sin. Speaker with trans'Si,

, 390, 1.4 meg., 56 k0.

******

5112

Secondaries : 350/0-350 v.,
80 ((A. 0-6.1 v.4 amp. 0-5v.
2 amp. Both tapped -at, 4 v. 17 6 ea.

6X4

10/8
6/6

14/6
15/10/10/6
10/10/-

12/.

U1141

'

6480

2 amp. Roth tapped at 4 V. 17/8 ea.

Primary : 200-220-240 v.

GUARANTEED
NEW AND BOXED

5.0 k0, 3900, 150 kil

meg.

4"-V 271.

-

1.707.

complete

in

STILL_ A FEW. LEFT

"THE COMPACT" TV
AERIAL TYPE CD4 BY

v.,

ANTI FE R ENCE,,.LTD.

HEATER TRANSFORMER/
230 v. 'input 2 volt .5 amp.
4/0
230 v. Input 2 volt 3.0 amp. -7/9
230 v. Input 4 volt 1.1 amp.
5/230 v. Input 4 volt 3.0 amp. - 10,-.
230 v. Input 5 volt 2.0 amp. 10/230 v. Input 6.3 volt .5 amp.
5/230 v. Input 6.3 volt 1.5 amp.
61
.230"1. Input 81 volt 3.0 amp.
6I210 v. Input 12 volt .75 amp. 5/ -

Pullimitructions ' with each one.
Listed 50,, Our price, 1410, 51/5(0

PRE -SET

22

CONTROLS. (CARBON).

50 kil, I Megll 1. Meg 0, 2 Meg
1/9 ea.

IM parking and post.

198/2
0, Reels.

WIRE-All

Priee

Price

16

/1
2,4

32

114

917,

2/9
2/11

1,

28

31

311

35
3/7

43/ 11

Price 17113 each

NYLON DRIVE CORD.

27 yard reel nylon drive vont on
wooden reel,.2/9 ea.
HI CONDENSER?

Waxed cartons, with flying' lead,
4 mld.. 500 v.. 1/6 ea. ; 4 x 4 rail.,
500 v., 3,4 P.I.

WHEN ORDERING PLEASE QUOTE "DEPT. P.T.Y

Cash with order or C.O.D. Postage and
Packing charges extra, as followsOrders
:
value 10/.
20/- add I/. 40/- add 1/6 15 add 2/. unless
otherwise stated. Minimum C.O.D. fee and postage 213.

TERMS :

add 9d.

;

;

MA IL ORDER ONLY

))ALPHA RADIO SUPPLY

C

VINCES/ CHAMBERS,' VICTORIA SQUARE, LEEDS

